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ABSTRACT 
Fundamend enginee~g studies were carried out on heterologous protein production 
using a recombinant Saccharomyces cerevisiae sPain  (C468fpGAC9) which expresses 
Aspergillus mamon glucoamylase gene and secretes glucoamylase into the extracellular 
medium, as a model system. Performance of a conventional aerobic free-suspension 
culture was compared to a novel immobilized-ceIl bioreactor bioprocess. for both batch 
and continuous conditions. 
In the YPG nonselective medium, fne-suspension batc h cultures showed that cell 
growth was typically diauxic and glucoamylase secretion was growth-associated. Results 
of continuous culnires confmed instabf ty of the model recombinant yeast when growing 
in this medium. Changes in the fraction of plasmid-bearing cells and glucomylase activity 
followed exponentiai decay patterns dunng continuous culture. The decay rates of both 
the plasmid-beuing ceU fnction and glucoamylase expression increased with increasing 
dilution n tes  Expressed as a function of ce1 generation, the decay rates were roughiy 
constant over the dilution ntes tested. A novel method is proposed to evaluate the 
hstabiiity parameters. The results indicated that the growth rate difference be tween 
plasmid-beuing and plasrnid-free cells was negligible. Thus the contribution of 
preferential growth to apparent plasmid instability was negligible. No signif~cant effect of 
growth ntes on the probabüity of plasrnid loss was observed. The importance of 
metabolic pathways with regard to the recombinant protein formation was andyzed. 
Production of glucoamylase was show to be associated with oxidative gmwths of the 
recombinant yeast 
With the information h m  the experimental results and the litenture, a 
mathematical mode1 was formulated to simulate celi growth. plasmid l o s  and recombinant 
protein production. The mode1 development was based on three overail metabolic events 
in the yeast: glucose fermentation, glucose oxidation and ethanol oxidation. CeU growth 
was expressed as a composite of these events. Contributions to the total smc gowth 
rate depended on activities of the pacemaker enzyme pools of the individual pathways. 
The pacemaker enzyme pools were regulated by the specifc glucose uptake rate. The 
effect of substmte concentration on the specinc growth rate was described by a modified 
Monod equation. It was assumed that the recombinant protein formation is only 
associated with oxidative pathways Plasmid loss kinetics was fomulated based on 
segregational instability during ceil division by assuming a constant probability of plaunid 
loss. When applied to batch and continuous fermentations, the model successfuiiy 
predicted the dynamics of ceil growth (diauxic growth), glucose consurnption (Cnbtree 
effect). ethanol metabolism. glucoamylase production and plasmid instability. Good 
agreement beween model simulations and the experimental data was achieved. Using 
published experimentd da& model agreement was ako found for other recombinant yeast 
strains The proposed model seems to be genedy applicable to the design, opention, 
conuol and optimization of recombinant yeast bioprocesses. 
The novel immobilized-ceil-ftlm airlift bioreactor w u  based on Cotton cloth sheers 
to immobilize the yeast cells by attachment Continuous culture experiments were 
performed in it rt different dilution rates in the YPG nonselective medium. The 
irnmobilized celi systerns gave higher giucoamylase concentration (about 608) and 
maintained recombinant protein production for longer periods of time (more than 100%) 
compared with the corresponding free suspension systems. The more stable glucomylase 
production was due to a reduced plasmid l o s  in the immobiüzed ceU system. By 
openting the immobilized-ceM-film bioreactor in repeated batch mode, further reduction 
of plasmid instability of the recombinant yeast was obtained. An mathematical mode1 was 
developed to describe! e e  kinetics of piasmid ioss and enzyme production decay based on 
a biofilm concept. The proposed mode1 successfuiiy described the experimental results 
and provided useful information for b e ~ r  understanding of the stabiüzing mechanisms of 
the UNnobilized recombinant celis. It ma) be concluded that a reduced sped?c growth 
nte accompanied by ûn increased plasmid copy number is the basic explmation for the 
effective enhanced plasmid stability in the immobiüred cell system. In the present case, 
the attached yeast fîim could be a dynvnic zeseme of highly concentraieci plamid-bearing 
celis having a higher plasmid copy number and les segregationd instability. The 
immobilized-ceii-füm airlift bioreac tor design has advantages including maintenance of 
genetic stabüity. high ceil concenuation and cloned gene product productivity, suitability 
for repeated batch or continuous opentions for long perïods of time. stable reactor 
opention. Because of its enhanced operational efficiency, it rnay be w f u l  in the 
commercid cultivation of recombinant or nonrecombinant yeast celis. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
From its inception ody two decades ago, recombinant DNA technology bas made 
spectacular advances. A number of recombinant prodocts are alnady on the market, and 
many more are about to reach commerciWo~~. .  This new technology offers immense 
possibilities for the manufacture of exotic and vaiuabie substances that were vimiaily 
unobtainable previousiy. 
Successful commercial development of gene products requires the coupling of 
recombinant DNA technology and biopmess engineering. Recombinant DNA technology 
enables us to identify, clone, and W o r m  the desired genes, and to have the host cd 
express the genes efficiently. The task of bioprocess engineering is to transfer DNA 
technology h m  laboratory soile to commetFial sale. Unfomuiately, bioprocess 
technology lags behind recombinant DNA technology. It is important for biochemicai 
engineers to focus on sale-up problems related to recombinant ceil cultivation and to 
optimize the recombinant fermentation p w .  
Foreign DNA is maiiy introduced into host œlls by employing plasmids as 
carriers. Bactena and yeast are PsnaIly osed as the hosts for expression of recombinant 
products. Ease of handling, high QU growth rate and ceU density with these 
microorganisms are some of the attractive feanires. Unfortunately, the transfomed ceh 
foreign plasmids. One major chalienge in aimmezcial production of recombinant products 
is to maintain the engineered genetic stabüity of the recombinant =Ils A concerted effort 
involving geneticists, microbiologists. and biochemical engineers is required to overcome 
the genetic instabiity problem. 
1.1. Importance of Recombinant Saccharomyces cemisiae 
Earlier research on recombinant DNA technology focused mainly on using procaryotes 
such as Eschenchia coli as host for expression of recombinant products. It soon became 
obvious that procaryotes were far h m  the ideal hosts. Attempts to hnd a more suitable 
host led Unmediately to the weli known yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae. brewer's or 
baker's yeast Unlike E. coli, S. cerevisiae hcks detectabïe endotoxins and is generally 
regarded as a safe (GRAS) organism for the production of food and pharmaœutical 
products. Moreover, the rapid advancements in understanding yeast biology and genetics 
have made yeast genetic manipulation datively easy. In addition, yeast grows much 
faster than other potential eucaryotic hosts such as animai cells; it &O is able to 
glycosylate proteins and to cany out postmslational foldings and modifications of 
eucaryotic gene products to ensure their stnicniral integrity and biologicai activity. 
Furthemo~. yeast bioprocesses had been weU established and may be easiiy adapted to 
the production of recombinant proteins. Finally, expression in yeast may aüow naturai 
extraceiiuiar release of the protein because of a secretion systern that is similar to that of 
higher eucaryotes. BiologicaIIy active, secreted products are substantiaiiy easier to recover 
Table 1.1. Examples of Extracellular Recombinant Proteins Expressed in S. 
cerevisiue. 
1 Recombinant Protein Recombinant Yeast Strain Referenœ l 
Hwnan Epidennal 
Growth Factor 
&endorphin t- S. cerevisiue Coppella et al, 1989 (AB lO3.l/pY CCEGF-2s) S. cerevrcioe (20B 12/pYE/aE) Zsebo et 1,1986 
S. cerevisiae Zsebo et & 1986 
(2OB 12fpWacaic) 
S. cerevisiue (W30 1 - Vlasuk et al., 1986 
18AhJCl-5) 
Hunan Atrial Nabnuretic 1 Peotide 
S. cerevisiae 1 Mullenbach, 1986 
(AB 103.11paEFG-24) 
S. cerevtsiae (C468/pGAC9) Nunberg et ai. 1988 
S. cerevisiue 1 Lin. 1987 
S. cerevisiue (CGY 189 1) 1 ~Ürner et aÏ., 1990 
S. cerevkiae (MC 16fpMA.230) Wak and Gainer, 1989 I 
S. cerevisiae GabrieIsen, 1990 
W û û / p a U o  
S. cerevisiue Barthel et aï.. 1993 
(F5rWL292/PS7041) 
S. cerevisiue (m345fpNB6 1) Uozumi et al.. 1993 
S. cereviriae (20B-lUpTKi0) Nishuawa et al, 1992 Hunan Nerve Growth 1 Factor 
- - 
S.cerevkiae(FY178IpW1) SodeetaL,1988a 
S. cerevkiae (BJ1991/p336/1) Sode et al., 1988b 
than the denanired, inclusion body types wially produced by recombinant baneria (Qiisti 
and Moo-Young, 1994; Rouf et al., 1996). Due to all these advantages, it is not 
surprishg that use of the yeaa S. cerevisiae, as a host for expression of recombinant 
proteins has rapidiy accelerated in recent years. S. cmevisiae is now an important 
workhorse in indusW biotechnology and many recombinant proteins. including 
commercial products, are produced by recombinant S. cerdiae.  Table 1.1. provides an 
o v e ~ e w  of some recombinant proteins expnssed in S. cerd iae  which are secmed into 
the extracellular medium. Therefore. investigation and development of efficient 
recombinant yeast bioprocesses are very important 
12. Instability of Recombinant Yeast 
in commercial production with recombinant microorgaMsms, a critical problem is the 
instability of the recombinant organisms harboring unstable plas& where instability is 
defined as the tendency of the ttansformed ceils to Iose their engineered properties due to 
the l o s  andlor modification of fonign plasmids. This problem is especially signifiant 
with recombinant yeasts because almost al yeast plasmid vectors are hybrid plasrnids, or 
so-caiied "shuttie vectors", which are nlatively unstable. Plasmid instability c m  be 
divided into two categories: stnictud instability and segregational instability (Ryu et ai., 
1988). Structural instabiiity is ofwi caused by the DNA's deletion, insertion, 
recombination, or other events, whïie segngationai instability is caused by uneven 
partition of plasrnids during ceil division et ai., 1981; Ryu and Lee, 1988). The 
genetic instabiîities in combination with e f fm of environmentaï hctors iead recombinant 
cells to lose their piasmids. During ceii dtnre ,  tells lacl9ag the piasmid can appear and a 
cornpetition in the coexisting mixed culture occurs. Unfortunately, the plasmid-fnx ails 
usually have a growth advantage over plasmid-containing cells in a nonselective medium 
because the presence of the plasmid places additional ''stress and burden" on the host œil 
(metabolic load or metabolic drain) (Seo and Bailey, 1985; Bimaum and Bailey, 1991; 
Moo-Young et al., 1996). Repeated batch cdtnres or continuous cultures select for the 
most cornpetitive ab; hence, in tirne, the plasmid-fke cells overwheim the original 
plasmid-bearing population. Consequently, phsrnid instability results in a massive loss of 
productivity of the desired produc& thus. king a major hurdle to large scaie industrial use 
of the genetically rnodified rnicmorganisms 
After hybrid plasmids are inmduced into the host yeast ce@ interaction between 
plasmids and the hast cek are substantial. This interaction will determine the genetic 
stabiiiry of the recombinants and the expression level of cloned genes. Both genetic 
factors (make-up of plasmids, copy number of plasrnids, expression level, selective 
markers, and genetic properties of the host celis) and environmental factors (medium 
fonulation, dissolved oxygen, temperature, dilution rate. and bioreactor operation mode) 
affect the plasmid stability of the recombinant yeast. With inneasing understanding of the 
effeca of these factors, it is possible to enhance plasmid Stability by manipulating plasmid 
composition and structure, the genetic and physiologicai properties of the host ce&, and 
the environmental conditions. The various strategies for enhancing genetic stability in 
recombinant yeast are summarized in TabIe 1.2. It wodd be useful to combine both 
Table 1.2. Strategies for Enhancing Geneüc SEsbility in Recombinant Yeast 
efficient partition gents 
nature fitness genes 
efficient nplicating ongins 
regdation of gene expression 
suitable promoter sangth 
antibiotic mistance makers 
copper reSiStance markers 
auxotrophic mutants 
- -  
autoselection systems 
addition of antibiotics 
adno acids defiCient media 
optimum dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) 
cyclic changes in DOT 
cyciic changes in dilution rate 
cyclic changes in substrate concentrations 
fed-batch cuitures 
- - - -  
selective recycied cultures 
immobilization systems 
genetic and environmental methods in overcoming the instability problem. One of the 
most popular methods is the use of weR-defhed selective media in combination with the 
use of selection markers in plasnids and the use of an auxotrophic host mutant Although 
this method is usuaiiy successfui in the laborarory, it has been proven to be unsuitabIe for 
large scaie culture due to hadequate selection pnssure, high cost of material for d&d 
selective media and the difnculty of the gene product recovery related to additions of 
selective materials (Caunt et aL, 1988). Many mearchers have uied to maintain piasmid 
stability in nonselective media by manipulating environmentai factors such as temperanue 
(Son et al., 1987). dissolved oxygen tension (Caunt et al., 1989). dilution rate (Caunt et 
al., 1990; Irnpooisup et ai., 1989a) and bioreactor operation modes (Hardjito et al., 1993; 
Ogden and Davis, 1991; Ryti and Lee, 1988). Cumntly no effective methods an 
available for cornerciai scale culture of recombinant ceh in the absence of selection 
pressure (Kumar and Schuged. 1990). Investigations of the possible merits of 
immobilization for these recombinant cclls are tutder way. Numemus benefits with 
immobilization have been fowid. Ceii irnmobilization provides a promising alternative for 
successful commercial exploitation of the enpineered organisms. 
1.3. Investigations of Imrnobillzed Recombinant Yeast Systeas 
irnmobilization of enzymes and cells by various methods has been widely used to inaease 
biological productivity in bioreactors ( Moo-Young, 1988; Overgaard et 1, 1989). 
Immobiüzed ceils have r number of advantages over k c e k  High cellular 
concentration leading to enhanced metabolic activitits and productivity. separation of ceb 
h m  media facilitaring downsaeam treatment, suitability for repeated use for longer 
periods enhancing process efficiency, and a stabilizing effect prolonging biocatalytic 
activity are advantages of Ynrnobüized systems. Becatue of these advantages, a number of 
reports about imrnobilized recombinant cellî have appeared in the liteninire. Enhanced 
genetic stability, high cell concentration and expression of recombinant proteins have been 
demonsaated in various recombinant cell systuns in the absence of sekction pressun 
( Kumar and Schugerl, 1990 ). These reports are stunmarized in Table 13. 
Table 1.3. Host Cek, Pfasmids, Gene Products and Immobûization Matrices 
Showing Enhanced Stabiiity. 
B. subtiIis BS 
273 
E. coli BZ 18 
I E* 1 ICBH4 1 Hydmgen / PolyaayLYnide 
1 coli JM 105 
E. coli B 
pPCB6 
pTG201 
Moes et aL 
(1983) 
Mosbach et ai. 
(1983) 
De Taxis et al. 
(1986) 









Nasri et al* 
(1 987, 1988); 














Bimbôum et al. 
Carrageenan 
Carrageenan 
Investigations of immobiüzed recombinant systems began with recombinant E. 
d i .  Table 1.3 shows that most of the stndies were concerned with recombinant E. coli. 
Much les  information is available for recombinant yeast systems. Thus, more research is 








that the immobiluaton methods osed are m a y  gel entrapment In case of hydrogel 
immobilized ce& carbon dioxide evolution will give rise to an intemal p n s s m  that may 
dirnipt the ma& R e n i ,  porous polyrners mch as conon cloth and sponge cloth are 
favorable h m  this point of view. Mass transfer limitations and removal of dead celis an 
additional pmblems related to many entrapment methods. Selections of suitable 
irnrnobilization material and methods are very important in the successful development of 
immobilization systems for recombinant yeast Althoogh many imnobilized yeast systems 
have ken developed for anaerobic ethano1 fermentation, they can rare1y be applied to 
aerobic recombinant protein fermentation using recombinant yeast 
The experirnental observations indicate higher stability of recombinant cultures 
under immobilization conditions; however, the reasons behind the higher stability are stül 
not quite clear. At the present the,  iïttle is known about immobilized recombinant yeasr 
especidy about the mechanism which facilitate the high degree of plasmid stability in the 
immobilization system. Much work is needed to investigate any genetic, physiologicai or 
morphological changes with imrnobiliIed recombinant yeasts, hoping to understand what 
are the events taking place at the gene and ce1 levels in orland on the supporthg carriers 
and to provide reasonable explanation for enhanced stability obsewed in immobilized 
systems. Rehtively few published reports are available about modeling of recombinant 
yeast ce& Such modehg cm provide valuable information about the nature of 
recombinant yeast systems and help us design, operaie, d e - o p ,  c o m l  and optirnize 
bioreactors. 
1.4. Immo bilized-Cell Bioreactors 
Most previous studies relating to immobiltration of recombinant celis are concerned 
mauily with the efféct of immobiliraton on genetic stability. They did not address 
bioprocess development of irnmobilized ncornbinant œll systems. Immobilized cd 
bioreactor design is a key to immobiüzaton bioprocess developmenL Three-phase (Gas- . 
liquid-soüd) bioreactors are n w s a r y  for systems involving immobilized cek  Gaseous 
reactants (oxygen) must be absorbed into the iiquid phase and then transfened to the 
surface of the immobiüzed ceiis. At the same tirne, dissolved nacmts are transported to 
the surface of the biocatalysts. Finally the biochemical reactions to producu occur in the 
immobilited ce&. Ali such three-phase biopmcesses involve seps of gas-iiquid, liquid- 
solid. inmoiid phase mas transfer and biochemicai reactions. The relative importance of 
these individual steps depends on the type of contact and interaction of the three phases. 
Therefore the choice of bioreactor is important for optimum performance. 
Traditional immoùilized cell bioreactors are usuaüy packcd-bed or trickle-bed 
configurations. In these bioreactor systems, overgrowth of the biornass could block the 
bed which could cause operational instability. The most critical problem in these 
bioreactor configurations is oxygen transfer limitation. Thus. they may be suitable for 
anaerobic fermentation such as ethanol production, but they are not suitable for aerobic 
recombinant fermentation. In recent years, pneumatic type three-phase airlift slurry 
bioreactors have been receiving increasing attention for imrnobiliPd ceIi culture ( C m  
1988). However. the density of irnrnobiüzed ceii puticles is m d y  very close to that of 
the aqueous fermentation broth. b such systerns, Iiquid-solid mass W e r  could be a 
limiting step due to the low relative velocity between the immobilized ceil particIes and the 
fennentation broth. Thus, novel mimobilized-cdl bioreactors are needed to be developed 
for successful application with recombinant œüs. 
1.5. Objectives 
In thk research. a recombinant S. cerevisiae C468/pGAC9 (ATCC 20690). which 
expresses Aspergillus mcullo~ glucoamylase gene under the control of the yeast enoiase 1 
(ENOI) promoter and secretes glucoamylase into the emaoeilular medium. is used as a 
mode1 system to investigate an immobibd recombinant yeast bioprocess. The C468 
suain of S. cerevisiae was W o r m e d  with the plasmid vector pGAC9 (2 p-based) 
which contains a section of the ghcoamyiase gene h m  A. awmnori. The 2pm-based 
shuttle plasmid has characteNncs common to many yeast vectors and therefore serves as 
a good mode1 system. The objectives of this study are to develop an efficient immobilid 
ceii bioreactor for cultivation of the recombinant yeast œik, to investigate and compare 
the genetic stability and recombinant protein productivity of fiex and immobilized yeast 
ceU systerns. to examine the mechanhm which facilitate the high degree of plasmid 
stabüity in the immobilization aystem and to &velop a mathematicai mode! for describing 
ce0 growth. substrate consumption. ethanol metabolism, genetic stabiiity, and recombinant 
protein production. In order to achieve these objectives, the foiiowing tasks were carried 
out: 
1. Study the gmwth characteristics, the plasmid stability and recombinant protein 
pmductivity of this soain in batch and continuous suspuision cultures and gain 
knowledge about the importance of metabolic pathways with regard to the 
recombinant protein formation. 
2. Develop a novel immobilized-Cen-hlm airlift bionactor for the recombinant yeast 
culture. 
3. Compare genetic stability and protein productivïty be~een  the fiee and immobiüzed 
recombinant yeast systems. 
4. Mode1 the fiee and irnmobilizcd yeast cell systems based on metabolic pathways. 
plasmid segregation and stabWg mechanisns. 
5. Seek a general explanation for the irnproved stability in the imrnobilllcd ce0 systems. 
CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Yeast Piasmid Vectors 
Aimost aii yeast plasmid vectors are shuttle vecton. They are, in fact, both yeast and El 
coli vectors, that can repiicate in either organisme Figure 2.1. shows the common 
suucnire of yeast plasmids. Such vectors usuaiiy consist of a i l  or part of an E. cofi vector. 
for example pBR322, and a yeast replication system. Because of this arrangement, E. coli 
cm be employed as the "prepmtive" organism for the various manipulations assaciated 
with recombinant DNA pmcedures. Yeast autonomous piasmid vectors are based on one 
of two replication systems: either the sequences denved from the endogenous yeast 2 pro 
Figure 2.1. Diagram of Hybrid Y- Piasmids 
13 
plasmid are used; or chromaromal DNA fhqpents that can replicate autonomously are 
employed (Stinchcomb et al., 1979; Kingsman et ai. 1979). The latter type are usuaiiy the 
autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs). Such sequences pnsumably act as origins of 
replication in yeast chromosomes. Severai dinerent types of yeasr vectors have been 
reported (Panchal, 1987): the principal ones an: (i) yeast integrating plasmids (YIp); (ii) 
yeast episornal piasmids (YEp); (iü) yeast replicatiog plasmids (YRp); (iv) yeast 
cenûomenc plasmids (YCp); and (v) yeast linear plasmids (YLp). The five groups of 
plasmids are summiuised in Table 2.1. 







Mitotic Eiements of yeast DNA 
stabiiity present 
very stable selectable rnarker, chromosomal I hpuil 
selectable marker, 2 prn origin 
unstable 
very 1 alectable marker, ARS unstable chromosornai origin 
selectable rnarker, 2 pm or ARS 
chromosomal origïn,centromere 
selectable rnarker, 2 pm or ARS 
2.2. Factors Affdng Plasniid StabEüty in Recombinant S. cermkiae 
Substantial interactions between plasmid and host œil occur aftes ncombinant phsrnids 
are intmduced into host yeast These interactions detennine the stability of pIasmids, and 
the expression extent of cloned gens. Factors that affect these interactions may influence 
plasmid stability. Compositions and properties of plasmid vectors themselves affect 
stabiliv, and so do physiological and genetic characteristics of the host, as well as the 
environmental factors. niose genetic and environmentai idiuences are sumxnarized m 
Table 2.2, and dixussed in detail in the following sections. 
Table 2.2. Factors Affecting Plasmid StabiIity in Recombinant Yeast 
Plasmid makeup 
Plasrnid copy nurnber 
Expression level 
Selective markers 
Properties of host ceiis 
Medium formulation 
Dissolved oxygen tension 
Temperatm 
Dilution rate 
Bioreactor o p t i o n  modes 
2.2.1. Genetic Factors 
2.2.1.1. Pidd DNA Sequenees 
Plasmid stability may be enhanced by including stabilising g e n s  in plasmid vectors. The 2 
prn DNA-based vectors are the best-amiysed vector sysams in S. cerevisiae. Two 
replication loci (REPI and REP2) of the 2 pm are responsibonsibIe for stability of the native 
plasmid during replication (Panchal, 1987). Futcher and Cox (1984) have made use of this 
to constmct 2 pm-based pst  plasmid vecton. 'Ihey showed that the plasmids coniaining 
both REPI and REP2 are considerably more stable than those lacking one or both loci. 
Inclusion of chromosornai centmmere ngions in vectors was also used to construct stable 
plasmids. One such plasinid YRp7, containhg autonomous replication sequenees (ARSs), 
is fairly unstable in S. cerevisiae; however, once a centmmue region, CEN. carrying 
panition fwction is inserted into YRp7. the plasmid becornes stable (Clarke and Carbon, 
1980). Less than 5% of such vectors are lost &r 20-40 generations under nonselective 
conditions. Plasmids can be stabWd by jouiing with a particular DNA segment that 
pmvides the good partition function for E. coli (Skogrnan et al., 1983). When the 
partition locus of piasmid pSClOl was added to both pBR322 and pACYC184 plasmids, 
the stabilities of the resulting plasmid increased by at 3- to 10-fold. For the yeast system, 
the STB (REP3) sequefice. in conjunction with the REPI and REP2 gene produas 
encoded by the endogenous 2 pm plasmid? ensures a high degree of pd t ion  stability 
(Reynolds et ai., 1987). in another mdy, the insenion of a k cos-contalliing DNA 
sequence into one of the pSa plasmids incnased the fimess and the growth rate of the host 
tek carrying this h. cos pSa conmct  (Edlin et al.. 1984). While Ogura et aï. (1983) 
showed that the inclusion of certain particular gens couid stabilize plasmid maintenance 
by coupling host cell division to plasmid proüferaton Althongh these exprimena were 
done in E. coli system, the methods might be applied to S. cerevisiae system. However. 
piesence of certain other genes in plasmids can adversely effect plasmid stability. 
Kuriyama et al. (1 992) reported that when S. cerevisiùe AH22R-2075 harbouring pGLD 
p31-Rct which contains rHBsAg P31 mutein coding gene and ~opropyhala te  
dehydrogenase gene (tEU2) was cnltivated on a large scaie in a leucine-devoid medium, 
plasmid-free cells appeared at high fiequency. The piasmid instability was thought to be 
caused by the insertion of the LEU2 gene into endogenous yeast 2 pm D M  as a ad t  of 
homologous recom bination benween 2 pm DNA and the expression plasmid (Kuciyama et 
al., 1992). As these examples prove. the genetic make-up of a plasmid can greatly affect 
iu stability. 
2.2.12. Plasmid Copy Number 
Stability of vectors in S. cereMsiae is dependent on the copy number. Since the desired 
gene is waiiy inserted into the plasmid vector, the copy number of the plasmid 
determines the gene dosage in the host œiL In general, plasmids showing a high copy 
number enhibit greater stability than those with low copy number (Futcher and Cox, 
1984). During cen division, effitient partitioning of plasmids b e m n  mother and 
daughter cell WU prevent generation of plasmid-free œIls On the other hand. inefficient 
partitioning wili result in plasmid-free cek. Based on this concept, Wahley et al. (1983) 
reasoned that a plasrnid with a high copy number shouid generate plasmid-free celis much 
1- fkquently than a plasmid with Iowa copy number. However, opposing results have 
been observed. For example, the 2 piasrnid is more stable than either YEp plasmid or 
YRp plasmid even though the latter is usoaliy present in higher copy auraber (Spalding 
and Tuite, 1989). Spalding and Tuite (1989) m e r  nported that the stability of the YRp 
piasmid (YRp7M) in a haploid strain was significantly less than that of the YEp plasmid 
(pMMa), although the former had an approximately sever6old higher copy number. ?bis 
apparent inconsistency occurs because YRp plasmids have no effective plasmid-encoded 
partition systern, and show a suong segregation bias toward the mother œil during mitotic 
division (Spalding and Tuite. 1989). Thus, a plasmid with high copy number does not 
necessarüy guamntee its stability unless it has an effective partitionhg system. The lam 
depends on the efficiency of the ongin of replication. Effeaive on regions were found to 
consist of two fundamental domains: a replicatiofiinducing sequence, and a repiication- 
enhancer sequence. The enhancer sequence is not essentiai, but ensures optimal stabüity 
of the ori-containing vector (Montiel et al., 1984). The efnciency of 2 prn origin is higher 
than that of ARSI ongin (Spaiiding et ai, 1989), as was c o h e d  also by Da Silva and 
BaiIey (1991). The cloned gene product's synthesis was much lower with the ARSI 
plasmid than that with the 2 pm-based phsrnid because of the malier M o n  of plasmid- 
bearing ceh (7.5%) when the phsrnid's origin of replication was the ARSI element @a 
Silva and Baüey, 1991). Increased stability with hcreased copy nurnber has been reported 
for 2 j.im based plasmids (Caunt et ai., 1988). Qewiy, the efkct of copy number on 
plasmid staùility reIates to the origins of replication. Stability depends on efficiency of the 
origin of replication, and on the copy number. In order to make a plasmid stable. a 
suitable origin of replication and a optimal copy nwnber should be use& 
2.2.1.3. Expression Level 
Parker and DiBiasio (1987) used an auxotmphic mutant of S. cerevisicie containhg a 
recombinant 2 pn based pplasmid to examine the effect of the expression level of the 
plasmid in continuous culture. nie plasmid introduced the ab*ty to synthesize acid 
phosphatas (AP) that had been deleted fiom the host The PHOS promoter present in 
the plasmid controiled the transcription of acid phosphatase (expression level) by 
responding to levels of inorganic phosphate. Expnssion Ievel of the plamiid was 
measured via the activity of acid phosphatase. The experimental nsults showed that as 
the level of plasmid expression was raised, the plasmid stab'ility declined markedly (Parker 
and DiBiasio. 1987). This was probably because an increased transcription repressed the 
replication of the plasmid. increased segregation instability, and overburdened the cers 
capability to repair DNA (Parker and DiBiasio. 1987). Furthemore. the known toxicity 
of large amounts of some foreign proteins toward the host may also contribute to plasmid 
los  (Ryu and Lee. 1988). 
Transcription efficiency cm be conaoiied by the promoter mngth and regdatory 
mechanisrn in a given host ceil. Piasmids with inducible promoters may be used to 
overcome the adverse effecu of cloned gene expression. Such inducible promoters can be 
switched to control the tirne and the level of gene expression @a Silva and Baiiey. 1991). 
Da Silva and Bailey (1991) used the yeast's galactose ngulatory circuit to study the 
influence of promoter sangth on phsrnid stability in both batch and continuous culture. 
The yeast GALJ, GALIO. and GALIO-CYCI promoters, mcluded in plasmids pRY121, 
pRY123, and pLGSDS respectively, were employed Cioned l ad  gene expression was 
reguiated by the promoters through the addition of galactose. Higher fLgalactosidase 
production, lower p w t h  rate, and reduced piasmid stability were observed for the strain 
bearing the plasrnid with the strongest GALI promoter (Da Silva and Bailey, 1991). 
Although a high expression level can be detrimental to plasmid stability and ceiï growth. h 
this particular case the reduced plasmid stability and growth rate were more than offset by 
increased enzyme specific activity, and productivity (Da Silva and Bailey, 1991). in large 
scale batch or continuous fermentations, plaand instability is fatal; hence, high expression 
levels thût resuit in instability are not wanted. Modulation of gene expression at an 
optimal level dernands easiiy controiied promoter systems. Relationships among 
expression level. promoter system. and plasmid stability need to be further examined. 
2.2.1.4. Seiection Markers 
Since the yeast 2 pm plasrnid confer no oven phenotype on its host ce& it is necesSacy 
that a selectable rnarker is incorporated into the 2 pm vector in order that plasmid- 
transformed ceUs cm be identified and recovered. In the meantirne, presence of a 
seleaable rnarker ailows for stable maintenance of the pïasmid in the host œil if a 
selective pressure is imposed. 
The commoniy used markers are the genes that can confer fesistance to antibiotics. 
Such gens an incorporated into plasrnids and die resulting vectors are transformed into 
host ce& Antibiotics-containing seleaive media are now used to eliminate plasnid-fiee 
cells whik stably retaining the tfansformed mils. As many antibiotics that are lethal to 
bacteria are not lethal to yeasts, the use of antibiotics is resained by the 
avaüability of antibiotics. GenetiQn G418, an aminoglycosid~ has been found to be 
effective against yeasts. This antibiotic is inactivated by the enzyme arninoglycoside 
phospho-transferaseerase3'(I) that is coded by the bacteriai uansposon Tn601. Yeast 
Pansformed with a plasmid carrying Tn601 becomes mistant to G418 at concentrations 
p a t e r  than 150 (Jimenez and Davies, 1980). Other seiectabIe markers have been 
used to confer nsistance to antibiotics such as methomxate (Zhu et ai.. 1985; Rouf et al., 
1996) and chlorarnphenicol (Hadfield et al., 1986). However, the use of antibiotics is not 
free of pidaiis. Antibiotics are expensive, and their presence cornplicares product 
recovery. Sometimes, for example in wastewater treatment with recombinants (Bryers 
and Huang, 1995). use of antibiotics may be totally impractical Another selectable marku 
is the CLIP1 gene that i m p m  nesistance to high levels of copper. This gene has b e n  
cloned and characterized by Bun et al. (1984); it offers a potentiaily useful alternative to 
antibio tics, 
The genes coding for enzymes in the amino acid biosynthetic pathway are &O 
commonly used for selection markers. Two such markers are LEU2 or ZRPL Host 
mutants for leucine and tryptophan auxotrophy are easily selected. The plasmid canying 
LEU2 or TRPI is cloned into the auxotmphic mutant. Plasmid retention is then oecessary 
for Sunnvai of the auxotmph if the medmm is devoid of esse- leucine or ûyptophaa. 
This systern quires the use of a defined seiective growth medium, a limitaiion that ir 
overcome in autoselective systems. The latter combines a host mutant that lacks a gene 
that is essential for suMvai with a plasmid vector carrying the essential gene. Thus, 
without the plasmici, the mutant œU dies regafdless of the culture medium and conditions- 
S. cerevisiae autoselective strains with mutation in the W, FURI, and URID gens 
have been obtained through sequential isolation (Napp and Da Silva, 1993). These 
mutations effectively block both the pyrimidine biosynthetic and salvage pathways, and, in 
combination, are lethal to the host. Therefore, a plasmid carrying a URA3 gene is essential 
for sumival, and nonselective media cm be employed without the risk of plasmid loss 
(Napp and Da Silva, 1993). A more advanced autoselection system was desnibed by Lee 
and Hassan (1988). In this case, the selection pnssun was imposed by utüituig the yeast 
killer toxin-irnrnunity complementary DNA (cDNA) inserted into a plasmid. Thus, the 
presence of such a piasmid vector confered not only host irnmmity but also the selective 
agent (killer toxin) which was secreted h m  the ceils into the culture medium. The 
plasmid-carrying celis survived because of the Unmunity to the kiner toxin conferred by the 
plasmids while the plasmid-h tells perished due to the killu toxin- Lee and Hassan 
(1988) nansformed the piasmid (pYTI6û-ADHI) containing the yeast lriIIer toxin- 
immunity cDNA into a leucine-histidine mutant (AH22) and showed that the phsrnid was 
extremely stable (100% Mer cek). This system has the potentid to operate in any strains 
which are initidy sensitive to killer toxin and in any medium As autoselection systems 
for plasmid maintenance function in growth media of any composition, such systems are 
ideal for large-sale indusaial culture. 
22.15. Genetic properties of host fells 
interactions between the host ceIl and the plasmids artarmy play an important role m 
maintenance of the phsrnid; hence, the properties of the host must also be considend m 
any discussion of plasrnid stability. A certain plasmid transformed into dinuent mutants 
of a host may display different stability characteristics in different mutants (Yu and Tang, 
1991; Kikuchi and Toh-e, 1986). The host mutants may e t  plasmid partitioning, 
replication. or amplincation, di of which relate to stability. Some evidence suggests that 
the plasmids rnay u t i h e  some fom of anchorage to a host cellular structure. hence leading 
CO possible asymmetric inhentance upon cell division ( W u  et al., 1987). For the seletion 
system discussed in the above section. in order for the selection to be effective. it is 
required that host mutants possess very Iow reversion frequencies. However, it is not easy 
to obtain a very stable host mutant and much M e r  work is needed in this regard. 
The growth cycle of a host greatïy a&cts the processes of replication and 
transcription of the plasmid, and that nlationship is bound to affect pIasmid stability. 
Unfortunately, there is little data on the effects of physio10gW properties on plasmid 
stability, and some results are inconsistent Mead et aL (1986) obsemd that the rate of 
plasmid Ioss was reduced by aiîowing haploid populations to enter stationary phase 
penodically. In conmt, for the 2 p based yeast hybrid pIasmids, Kleinrnan et al. (1987) 
reported reduced stabiliity in the stationary phase. Growth rate iu the stationq phase is 
usualiy mhimai, and e f f m  of specific p w t h  rate on plasmid stability have k e n  
examined as discussed in later sections of this review. 
Manipulating the ploidy of the host ceil ako has an effect on plasmid stability. For 
the higNy unstable, ARS-based plasmid YRp7M. a signifiant increase in segregational 
stability was observed with increasing ploidy, whüe the nlatively stable. 2 jhn based 
plasmid pMA3a showed oniy a slight increase in stability in saains of higher ploidy 
(Splalding et ai., 1989). Greater plasrnid stabiiity in diploids was reported also by Mead et 
al. (1986). Industrial yeast strains for brewing and baking are usualiy polyploid 
Attempts to improve plasmid stability have focused mainly on rnanipuiating the 
plasmid; littie attention has been paid to the genetic constitution or the physiological state 
of the host. Manipulahg host ceiis is certainly an option for irnproving piasrnid stabiiity. 
Much work rrrrnains to be done in this area 
2.22. Environmental Factors 
CelI's response to the environment onginates ultunately at the genetic level; hence, the 
cuitme conditions profoundly affkct piasmid Stability and expression (Table 2.2). Control 
and manipulation of the environment are particularly relevant to large scale culture where 
the feasîbiiity of production depends on the cost of providing the reqwsife environment 
Moreover, once a suitably engineered host is selected for production, environmentai 
manipuiatîon is the sole remaining option for manitairriog sîability. A A i o n  of the 
main environmental influences on plasrnid suibility foilows 
2.2.2-1, Medium Formulations 
Metabolic activities of mimorganisms are sûongly innuenced by the composition of 
culture media For recombinant =Ils, medium composition can affect the stability of the 
piasmid through different metabolic pathways and ngulatory systems of the host In sorne 
cases, media that provide selection pressures are essential to mallitaining piasmid suibaty 
(see Genetic Factors). Generally, minimal media favor stability reiative to richer media 
(Yu and Tang, 1991). Wang and Da Silva (1993) reponed on effecs of three different 
media on piasmid stability using recombinant S. cerevisiae sPdin SN210ZpSEY210, 
which produced invertase. A minimal medium (SD), a semidefmed medium (SDC), and a 
rich cornplex medium (YPD) were investigated. invertase productivity did not improve as 
the medium was e ~ c h e d  h m  SDC to YPD. In the compkx YPD medium. the plasmid 
stability dropped from 54% to 34% during a single batch fermentation (Wang and Da 
Slva, 1993). During long-term seqoentiai batch culture m YPD, the invertase activity 
decreased by 90%, and the piasmid-contahg nanion of the population declined from 
56% to 8.8% over 44 generations (Wang and Da Silva, 1993). 
2.2.2.2- Dlssolved Oxygen Tension (DOT) 
A supply of oxygen is essential for most c o m m e w y  relevant micr~organisms~ 
Availability of oxygen rnay affect growth rate, in addition to haWig other complex effece~ 
on metabolic pathways. In the fermentation industry, dissolved oxygen concentration is a 
key parameter used to control mimbial growth and fermentation. Effects of dissolwd 
oxygen on microbial metabolism have been extensive1y cW~Ï'bed (Ejiofor et al., 1996; 
C a r  and Dawes, 1978; Chisti, 1989); however, the= is 1ittle information on how oxygen 
affects the expression and Stability of plasrai& Tolentino and San (1988) showed that 
piasrnid stability in recombinant E. coli was unaffected by DOT kvek  It was observed 
that the plasrnid was stable during a step change in the environment in which oxygen and 
nitrogen were supplied altemately. In contrast, the concentration of dissolved oxygen 
affected plasmid stability in a recombinant yeast (Lee and Hassan, 1987). Using a 
glucose-limited chemostat culture. Lee and Hassan (1987) examined the effects of oxygen 
tension and dilution rate on the stability and expression of külu toxin plasmid @AD& 
10A) in wine yeast (MONtrachet 522). The recombinant yeast was grown in nitrogen-, 
air-, and pure oxygen-sparged environments. The highest plasmid stabiiity was observed 
in the air-sparged culture, suggesting the possibility of an optimum dissolved oxygen 
concentration for greatest Stability of the plasmid. Simüar results were reported by Caunt 
et ai. (1989) in studies of oxygen limitation on piasmid stabiiity in recombinant yeast 
grown in a nonselective medium. The yeast strain was YN124ipLG669-z, which 
produced P-galactosidase. Once the dissolved oxygen level was lowued to below 10% of 
air saturation. the fraction of plamid-containing cells declined sharply (Cam et al., 
1989). 
Although the yeast S. cerevisiae can grow anaerobically, the replication and 
transcription of a rnuiti-copy plasrnid require a large amount of energy. Failure to provide 
nifficient oxygen wiü reduce the energy supply, possibly affezting replication and 
partitionhg of the plasmid. As a result, the structural stability and segregational Uiscability 
may increase. Further work is stiU needed to understand the naction mechanian of DOT 
on plasrnid stability, expecting that we are able to rnaxunize the yield of recombinant DNA 
products and in the mean time to minimiEe the considecable cost of aeration of large-sale 
culture. 
2.2.2.3. Temperature 
In miaobiai fermentation processes, temperature is ako w important factor. Temperam 
cm affect mimbial growth rate, biosynthetic pathways and directions, and regdatory 
systems. Such effects are particularly significant in recombinant fermentations. in one 
case. the optir.a.1 tempemm for production of recombinant proteins-interferon and 
insulin-in E. d i  was xûuced to oniy 30°C, whereas the optimal growth temperature for 
the wild host is 37OC (Eaerick et aL, 1984). Temperature can also a&ct plasnid 
stabüity, but iittle is known about diis aspect, especialIy in recombinant yeast Relativeiy 
mon information is avaüable for recombinant Bacillus subtih and E. coli systerns. 
Sayadi et al. (1987) showed that the stabiîity of pTG201 in E. coliii was strongiy affeaed 
by the culture temperature. At 31°C, the plasmid was stable; af'ter 83 generations more 
than 82% of ceils contained plasmid (Sayadi et al. 1987). However, at 37OC. only about 
40% of celis retained plasmid after about 87 generations. At a yet higher temperature (42 
OC), oniy about 35% of the population had plasmid after roughiy 67 generations. In these 
studies, the initial percentage of cells carrying pTG201 at 31, 37. and 42OC was, 
respectively, 97, 85, and 94%. A similar remit was o b m e d  for the same plasmid m 
another host strain El coli W3 10 1. Plasmid stability in a recombinant Bacillus was show 
to decline when temperatwe rose above 30°C (Son et ai., 1987). In continuous culture of 
Bacillus subtik (pHV1431) without selection pressure, the plasmid was segregationally 
l e s  stable at 30°C than at 37OC, but no structural instability was observed at either 
temperature (Craynest et al., 1996). 
2.2.2.4, Dilution Rate 
Effect of dilution rate on piasmid stability in continuous culture has been extensively 
studied. Because the dilution rate comsponds to the specifïc growth rate in continuous 
culm.  the chemostat culture provides an easy way to investigate the relationship between 
ceii growth rate and plasmid stabiiity and the growth chamteristics of a mixed celi 
population. In several studies plasmid stabiiity increased with increasing dilution rate 
when recombinant S. cerevisiae was conrinuously culn>red in selective medium (DiBiasio 
and Sardonini, 1986; Parker and DiBiasio, 1987; Lee and Hassan, 1987; Lee and Hanssan, 
1988; Caunt et d., 1989; Da Silva and Bailey, 1991). When an auriotrophic mutant of S. 
cerevisiae containhg a recombinant 2 pn piasmid was grown in selective medium, Parker 
and DiBiasio (1987) observed that piasmid stabiiity sub~~ntiaîïy increased at high growth 
rate. Stability of a plasmid that containcd killer toxin cDNA increased as a function of 
dilution rate in chemostat cultures of S. cerntisiae; the plasmid was funy stable once the 
dilution rate exceeded a certain value and Hassan, 1988). These results on the 
dilution rate effect are remarkably consistent considering the di&ruit yeast strains that 
were tested. The effect of dilution rate seems to relate to the media used. In a 
nonselective medium, increashg dilution rate was accompanied by increasing 
segregational instability of plasmids; however, in a çelective medium, at high dilution rate 
the fraction of plasmid-containing œiIs remained ~latively constant for about 100 
generations (Hardjito et ai., 1993). impoolsup et ai. (1989) examined the stabiliv of 2 p 
based yeast plasmid (pLG669-z) d u ~ g  continuous culture with cyclic growth rate 
changes in a nonselective medium, and showed that plasmid stability kIl at high dilution 
rate. In their experiments, the dilution rate was cycled beween a very low growth rate 
(0.075 h") and a higher growth rate (0.25 h"). During growth at the high dilution rate, 
the fraction of plasmid-containhg ceiis and the expression feU After the dilution rate was 
changed to a low dilution rate, the fraction and expression level rose ahos t  to the initial 
values (Irnpoolsup et al., 1989). Higher stability of a yeast plasmid at lower dilution rate 
in nonselective media was obsemd also by C a m  et al. (1990). Attwnpts have been made 
to expiain these effects theoreticaliy at the molecrilar and ceIIular levels, as weU as through 
macroscopic models and simulations (Parker and DiBiasio, 1987; Hjortso and Bailey, 
1984a; DiBiasio and Sardonini, 1986; Srienœ et ai., 1986; Sdrdonini and DiBiasio, 1987; 
Stephens and Lyberatos, 1988). but acmai mechanisms remain unclear. 
The degree of plasmid instabîüty can be detennined by the probability of plasmid 
ioss (p)  and the growth ratio (a) (Imanaka and 1981). The probability of plasnid 
loss @) is dehned as the probability of plasmid Ioss andor mutation per division of host 
ah. The growth ratio (a) is âefined as the ratio of specific growth rate of plasrnid-fiee 
ceils (Ci3 to that of plasmid-bearing tells (p?. 'Ibc probability of plasmid loss depends 
Iargely on genetic factors; whereas the growth ratio is aflected by both genetic and 
environmentai factors. The larger the probability of plasmid loss @) and the growth ratio 
(a), the les  stable is the plasmid. The effkct of dilution rate on plasmid stability may on 
be explained by these two parameters. In chemostat culture, the dilution rate is equai to 
the specinc growth rate of cells which cm affect the growth cycle. Dilution rate 
dependence of specific growth rate was invoked by Parker and DiBiasio (1987) m 
attempts to explain effects of dilution rate on plasmid Stability. Replication and 
transcription of plasmid were assumed to have the potentiai to damage the plasmid DNA 
(Parker and DiBiasio, 1987). In this scenario. plasmid stability would depend on the ceil's 
DNA repair capabilities. Because many of the enzymes required for DNA repair are 
synthesized periodicaiiy, the =pair capabiüty is Iikely to Vary with the stage of the growth 
cycle. Figure 2.1 illustrates the cell cycle of budding yeast as presented by Hjortso and 
Bailey (1984). Enzymes such as DNA iigase, DNA polymerase 1, and nucleases have high 
leveis in the S and G2 phases. When the growth rate is enhanced through manipulation of 
the dilution rate, the S and phases comprisc a significantly iarger portion of the c d  
cycle; consequently, the ceil's DNA repair capability is high However, the need for repair 
rernains great at low growth rates when the rates of replication or transcription are large. 
During slow growth, the long G1 phase relative to G2 and M phases could compromise 
the au's ability to complete the necessary repairs, hence increasing the Lilcelihood of loss 
and mutation. 
C U L  
Figure 2.1. Ceii Cycle of Budding Yeast (Eïjortso and Baiiey, 1984). 
Although the foregoing nasonhg does explain the effect of dilution rate on 
plasmid stability in selective media, it does not explain that effect in nonselective media 
An alternative possible explanation fdîows. For continuous cuiture in selective media, 
increase in dilution rate raises the specinc growth rate of plasmid-harboring ce* 
according to the weil known Monod eqttation: 
+ s Dilution Rate = p' = CI,-- - 
K*+S ' 
however. plasmid-free ce& do not grow, or grow very slowly, because of the seledon 
pressure. Thenfore. the growth ratio (a = p-/p+) decreases as the dilution rate is 
increased, so the plasmid is more stable* III the case of nonseleztive media. because the 
growth rate of recombinants is a d d y  âffected by the borden of plasmids and the 
expression of recombinant DNA (Moo-Young et aL, 1996). piasmici-fke ce& iisually 
have a growth advanrage. In general, the growth ratio (a) exceeds unity, ranging over 1.0 
to 2.0 (hanaka and Aiba, 198 1). Increaring dilution rate in nonselective media even cm 
M e r  raise the growth ratio (a) becaw the plasmid-behg cells are less able to respond 
to the dilution rate changes Therefore. it is not surprising that plasmid stability decreases 
with increasing dilution rate in the nonseleaive media In fact, in continuous culture of 
recombinant cells, it is impossible to achieve steady state in nonselective media if the 
growth ratio (a) is more than 1. The initial plasruid-bearing ceii population is sure to be 
taken over by the plasmid-£ree ceik eventuaily. 
222.5. Bioreactor Operation Modes 
Fermentation pmcesses are usuaIly openited as batch, fed-biitch, or continnous cdtore. 
The modes of operation cm infiuenœ the plasmid stability and the productivity of 
expressed products. In batch culture, plasmids are nlatively stable because the culture 
periods are generally short, hence, the nomber of generations since inoculation is maiL 
Because of long growth periods. conthrious culture of recombinant cells suffers h m  
phmid instabiiity paiticuiarly in nonselective media @iBiasio and Sadonini, 1986; 
hpoolsup et al., 1989; Mosmti et al., 1993). A two-sfage continuous culture system 
based on inducible operators bas been &vised in atîempts to overcome the instabiüty 
pmblem (Ryu and Sugel. 1986; Lee and Ryu, 1988; Sayadi et al., 1987; Fu et ai., 1993). 
In Mis scheme, a reprcssor protein binds to the operator of the plasrnid to block 
transcription untii needed. When necessary, an inducer is added, to bind to the repressor, 
and prevent its interaction with the operator, thus aiiowing transcription to begki. In the 
fint stage of the two-stage systern, the ceils are grown in the repnssed state (no foreign 
protein is synttiesized) or under selective pressure in order to prevent piasmid loss, and 
obtain a high fraftion of plasmid-containing cells The ceh are then continuously 
~ f e r r e d  to the second stage, where the inducer is added to enable expression. Another 
possibility for maintaining plasmid-harboring cells in continuous culture is the use of 
selective recycle (Ogden and Davis, 1991). In such a process, plasmid-bearing ceiis 
l e h g  the reactor are selectively concentrated and subsequently recycled back to the 
reactor, resulting in increased plasmid-bearing ceii concentration and product synthesis. 
Fearibiüty of seleaive recycle depends on the ability to easily separate the plasmid- 
containing cells from the mixed population; therefore, the phenotype of the plasmid- 
bearing ceh must include a property that can be the basis of aparation. Such a property 
may be ceil size. density, or floaulation behavior. 
Another promising stabilizing option is cycling of operational variables. Using a 
theoreticai anaiysis, Stephens and Lyberatos (1988) showed that cycling of subsaate 
concentration couid Iead to coexistence of plasmid-containing and plasmid-fk celis m 
continuous culaire. In an experimental study with E. coli K21 strain being p w n  in 
nonselective continuous culture, Weber and San (1988) observed that when the dilution 
rates were kept constant, the fraction of plasmid-beYing cells decnaîed after a penod of 
ame. EventuaUy, the plasmid-fiee ceb displaced the recombinants. However, when the 
cek were exposed to forced oscillations m the dilution rate, the reactor culture was able 
to maintain a mured population of plasmid-free and plasmid-containing cells for longer 
periods. For recombinant yeast, Camt et aL (1989, 1990) showed that cycling of 
dissolved oxygen with a frequency of a few minutes could enhance plasmid stability. 
Whereas Impoolsup et al. (1989) observed that cyciic variations in dilution rate had a 
stabiIizing effect on the 2 pn based yeast plasmid. Stabiluing effkcts of growth rate 
(dilution rate) cycling may be simulated in fed-batch fermentations by controiied 
intermitient feeding (Impoolsup et al., 1989). Plasmid stabiiity of recombinant S. 
cerevisiae YN124/pLG669-z in fed-batch culture was ewnined by Hardjito et al. (1993). 
The fraction of plasmid-containing ceh could be maintained consaint over the length of 
one fed-batch culture, suggesting that fed-batch processes were better suited to produchg 
recombinant proteins. Although the effects of cycfic environmentai changes on plasmid 
stabiüty are dear, the reasons for those effects are not fuIiy undemood. 
Newer bioreaction strategies are king developed continually to improve 
productivity. One such example is the airlift bioreactor (Chisti, 1989) that is particuiariy 
capable of micf~envirOxuuentaî cycling w i t h  a rnechanidy robust, simple, and scalabIe 
device. Littie infornation exisÛ on the use of airIift devices in large sale culture of 
recombinants, even though airlift bioreactors are thoroughly proven in the fermentation 
Uidustry (Chisti, 1989). Although m e r  saidies are needed, immobilized celi bioreactos 
seem to be very pmmising for the production of recombinant products as discussed in the 
following sections. 
23. Plasmid Stability in Immobilized CeOs 
2.3.1. Effect of Xmmobilization 
E. coli. was the i k t  immobiiized recombinant organisrn studied. Moes et ai. (1983) 
reported that a sipnincantly higher ce11 concentration and consequently higher productivity 
of plasrnid coded gene product can be obtained in a hollow fiber membrane bioreactor. 
Similarly, Dhulster et aL(1984) immobilued recombinant E. coli BZ18IpTG 201 tells in 
Kappa-carrageenan gel beads and obtained high ceil densities in the cavities of gel. They 
pointed out the potential of gel immobilUation system and that the immobilUaton might 
have an effect on plasmid stability. This effect was investigated by De Taxis du Poet et 
ai. (1986). Plasmid (pTG201)-harboring E. coli were immobilizcd in K-carrageenan 
beads, and plasmid maintenance was snidied for both fiee and immobüized ceUs in a 
chernosrat Gel immobilization was seen to have a stabilizing effect on piasmid stability; 
but once the ce& were released h m  the beads, their plasmid-los fkquency was the same 
as for fne c e k  A theoreticd analysis based on compartmentaliliition resulting from the 
immobilized growth was proposed (De Taxis du Poet et al., 1986); but the plasmid 
stability predicted by this mode1 was inferior to that actuaiIy observed This suggested 
that factors other than immobiiization may have contributed to the observed enhancement 
of stability. Later, De Taxis Do Poet et ai. (1987) extended thir, anal@ to recombinant 
E. cofi Ml05 containing plasmid pKK223-200. Once again, immobilization enhanced 
plasmid stability. Incnased piasmid stability was associated with the modified plasmid 
copy number, media used, oxygen limitation, a s  weii as ixnmobilization (De Taxis Du Poet 
et al., 1987). It was observed that the plasmid copy number of both plasmid-bearing cells 
in beads and those released fiom beads rose. Cornpartmentaikation of œil growth, and 
growth gradients due to diffusional limitations in the immobilUation ma& were said to 
explain the increased plasmid stabitity in irnmobilized ceUs The stabiüzing e f f i  of 
immobilization has been observed also with Bacii1u.s subtil& (pHV1431) (Craynest et al.. 
19%). 
Nasn et aL (1987) examined the stabilify of pTG201 during continuous culture of 
three geneticdy different E. coli hosts. No selection pressuns were ernployed, but die 
plasmid was stably maintained in a i l  strains during imrnobilized culture. In conmt,  the 
plasmid in di strains showed various degrees of instability in continuous suspension 
culture. Nasri et al. (1987) concluded that increasing piasmid stability was due neither to 
plasmid-mer berneen irnmobüized cells nor to an inmase of the piasmid copy nurnber 
in the imrnobilind cells Two iikely explanations for pîasmid stability were offered: one 
was the absence of cornpetition between plasrnid-fiez and piasmid-containing ceh in the 
immobilized system; the second considered gel beads as a mervoir of plasmid-carrying 
cells. In M e r  smdies, the stability of three different plasmid vecmrs was eXammed in E. 
coli during immobilized continuous cultures (Nasi et ai.. 1988). In aII cases, the loss of 
plasmids could be prevented by immobiliPog plasmid-bea~g ce& in canageenan beads. 
Work by Sayadi et aL (1987) showed that immobilization of cells increased the 
stability of pTG201 considerably, even under conditi011~ of hi& expression of the cloned 
product A two-stage continuous immobikd œii system was demid for maintainhg 
high plasmid stability. Jn ssnidies employing dinerent environmental growth conditions, 
Sayadi et al. (1989) reported that decreasing specific growth rate increased the plasnid 
(pTG201) copy number and the cloned enzyme's activity, but the stability decreased. 
Even under glucose. nitmgen, or phosphate limitation, immobilization enhanced the 
subility of plasmid (Sayadi et al.. 1989). However, with magnesium limited cuitm. the 
plasmids were relatively unstable, and the viable cell count declined during Unmobiiized 
continuous culture (Sayadi et al., 1989). These observations were not explained. 
Detailed studies of plasmid stabiiity in E. coli UPmobiüzed in K-CaRagmm gel 
beads were reported by Berry et ai. (1988). Effects of factors such as inoculum si% gel 
bead volume, and gel concentration were uramîned. Plasmid (pTG201) stability increased 
with increasing inoculum size in the gel. Larger inoculm reduced the number of C& 
divisions nquired to n1l the cavities in the irnmobilization match; hence, the colture tirne 
was reduced, and the plasmid copy number was neariy equd to the initial value and 
remained high In addition, because of the large inoculum, only a few cavities were 
contaminami by plasmid-fkee celk, so then was Little cornpetition between plasmid- 
bearing and plasmid-tke =Ils. Gel bead vohuse in the reactor, and the K-carrageenan 
concentration in the gel apparently did not affect plasmid stability. The plasmid was 
extremely stable for the t h  bead volumes and three gel concentrations tested. Effects of 
agitation rate on piasrnid Stability in immobihd and free continuous cultures of 
recombinant El cufi were examined by Huang et al. (1990). For fke ceils, the plaonid 
stability declined generally more rapidly when highiy agitated; however, the gel 
immobilizd recombinant ce& displayed increased piasmid stability even when intensely 
agitated. The irnrnobilization ma& m m  have f i t e d  the exposure of the ceUs to the 
agitated environment 
AU the mearchers mentioned above used gel entmpment to immobüize 
recombinant ceb. In a few studies, recombinant ceiis have ben  irnrnobilized as biofilms. 
lnloes et al (1983) showed the maintenance of a plasmid-containing strain of E. coli in the 
absence of antibiotic selection pressure when hobil ized in a hoUow fiber membrane. 
Huang et al. (1993) nponed on plasmid stability in suspension, and biofilm-immobiIized 
cultures without selection pressures. In contrast to other data, the average probability of 
plasmid loss for suspended E. coli DH5alpMJR1750 population was lower than that of 
biohlm-bound ceh. No explanation was given, but bionlm immobilized celis probably did 
not experience the same connning environment as wouid occur in an entrapment matrix 
Information on immobilued colture of recombinant yeast is feiatively sparse. Sode 
et ai. (1  988b) reported the continuous production of a-peptide using immobilized yeast S. 
cerevisiae. Yeast FY 178 ceb, which secreted a-peptide, were immobilVcd in Ca-alginate 
gel and a fermentation was performed in nornelective media in a column bioreactor. 
Experiments showed b a t  both the plesmid stability and a-peptide productivity were 
enhanced by immobilization. Wa& and Gainer (1989) deScnid another immobilized S. 
cerevisiae system. The yeast used was the Mc16 strain S. cerevisiae containing the 
piasmid vector pMA230 (2 prn based); the piasmïd encoded for the amylase. The enzyme 
was secreted into the culture medium. They used the beads of gelatin as the carrier and 
covalently coupled the yeast ceils to the carier surface using glutaraldehyde. The beads 
were suspended in a fluidhed bed bioreactor for continuous culture using a selective 
minunal medium. The immobüized œU system was examinai at a dilution rate below 
washout to see if the attached population retained the plasmid while the free ail 
population gradually lost it. After 50 hous of continuons culture, the fiee œil population 
began to show plasmid loss. but the attached œlls nmained stable. Furthemore. the 
plasrnid instability in free ceb varied with the dilution rate, greater plasrnid l o s  was seen 
at Iower dilution rates. For the attached œil population, no such variation was observed. 
However, no sound explanations for these results wen offend. Later, they extended their 
work by using the same yeast strah but a dinerent plasmid p520. which expressed a wheat 
amylase (Walls and Gainer, 1991). The sune immobilization method was used, but a 
nonselective complex medium was employed In this case, continuous suspension culture 
was unstable and fapidly lost the plasmid. The plasmid stabilîty improved greatly upon 
Unmobilization, and a near constant M o n  of piasmidi=ontainllig cells was maintained 
during continuons culture. Relative to 6ree suspension, irnmobilizaton improved protein 
productivity irrespective of the mode of operation of the reactor (Walls and Gainer, 1991). 
Several immobüization related e f f ~ n b a n c e d  plasmid stability, hcreased ceIl 
concentmtion, and operation at high dilution ratc-contributed to enhanced productivity. 
In view of the many experimental obswratiow. irnmobüization can be concluded 
to have a near universal stabilizing effect on recombinant c e k  It is thought that 
immobilization cm reduce the probability of plasmid-loss by reducing or eliminating 
phsrnid structural and segregational instabifitiies Several hypotheses have been to 
proposed to explain this effect, but the speeific mechanisms remah unclear. 
23.2. Possible Stabiiizing Mechanism 
Stabilization that accompanies kmobilization rnay have several possible s o m ,  including 
one or more of the following: 
1 ) hrnobilization may maintain or increase plasmid copy number (Sayadi et aL, 1987). 
2) Compartmeniaüzation in the immobüiring gel may separate the plasmid-bearing ce& 
from plamid-fiee celis, thereby eliminating their growth cornpetition (De Taxis Du 
Poet et al,, 1986). 
3) Diffusionai nutrient Limitations in the gel rnay cause a growth rate gradient in the 
ma&, and hence morphologicd and physiologicai changes in imrnobihd ceUs (De 
Taxis Du Poet ct al., 1987). 
4) The dose proximity of immobilized œlls couid promote d e r  of plasmid DNA 
between two populations by either conjugation or traosformation (Huang et aL, 1993). 
5) Slower growth rate of cells may M t  opportnbities for plasmid loss (nickinger and 
Rouse, 1993). 
These suggestions regardjng possible mechanisms are largely speculative. A sound 
demonstration of the mechanisrn of stabilïzation at the molecular or ceiiuiar bels remains 
to be accomplished. In fact, enhanced plasmid retention upon irnrnobilization may not 
have a single explanation; multiple interactions are more likely to be responsible. 
2.4. Immobilization Methods and Inmiobilized Cd Bioreactors 
Choice and design of immobilued cell bioreactors depends, to large extent, on cell 
immobilization materials and methods. Before discussing immobilized ceii bioreactoa, it 
is necessary to give a brief review of yeast ceii immobiiization. 
Research in alcohol fermentation using i m m o b k d  yeast ceUs has b e n  carried out 
for many years. Many materials and methods have been developed to immobiüze yeast 
ceiis. One commoniy used method is gel enmpment DHerent types of gel matrices were 
used to entrap yeast ceiis, including calcium alginate (Kierstan and Bucke, 1977), agar 
(Kuu and Polack, 1983), carrageenan (Wada et al., 1980) and polyacryiamide (Couderc 
and Baratti, 1980). There an two major drawbacks reïating to gel entrapment methods. 
One is the instability problem of gel particles. The growth of œUs and the evolution of 
carbon dioxide wiil weaken and disupt the gel matrices. The other is the severe 
intraparticle m a s  transfer limitations, which causes celis hide the gel to be practicaiiy 
inactive and useless. The problern is iotensified in the case of aembic fermentations due 
to oxygen W e r  rate limitation-. 
Yeast ceh cm &O be immobilized by adsorption of cells ont0 solid supports, in 
which only extemal surface area is used for ceIl retention. Such supports include glas, 
ion-exchange resin, wood chips, P.V.C. chips and ceramic materiais (Moo-Young et ai.. 
1980; b p t e y ,  1983). Because cells oniy reside on outer surface of the supports, the 
interna1 mas W e r  limitations can be overcome. The He time of the support rnadals 
seems to be unlimited due to their inert property and strong mechanic nrength. However, 
ceil leakage is substantial in these systems since the binding forces involved are m;iinly due 
to Van der Waals' forces (Rutter and Vmcent, 1980) and hydrogen bonds. The 
interactions between the microbial ce& and the supports can be infiuenced by 
temperature, pH, hydrodynamic forces and ionic saength of the medium. Generaily, lower 
cell concentration is achieved by this method. In order to increase ceii concentration, 
some soft, highiy porous materials such as polymer foam, Cotton cloth and sponge have 
ken developed to immobiüze yeast ceh ( Joshi and Yamazaki. 1984; Philipps, 1992; 
Roostaazad, 1993). Unlike solid carries, both extemal and intemal silrfaces are availabk 
for cefl retention in these materiais. Combined with their low cos6 easy avaiiability and 
long life the, they could be attractive materials for immobilization. 
In alcohol fermentation nsing immobibd yeast ce& packed-bed imrnobilized c d  
bioreactors are usually employed (Corieu, et al, 1976; Kierstan and Bucke, 1977; Wada 
et al., 1980; Mcghee et al, 1982; and Lampty, 1983). Immobiüzed yeast œUs were 
packed into a column to form a packed bed reactor, which was run in repeated batch or 
continuous mode. Much higher ethano1 productivity could be obtained in irnrnobiiized 
systems. However, in the packed-bed reactors, serious problems such as substrate 
channelling. dead zone, bed blocking due to overgrowth of œll m a s  and C a  build-up 
were unavoidable. These problems resulted in the instabiüty in the reactor's performance. 
In addition, it is very difficult to operate aerobicaUy due to aeration difficuity and oxygen 
msfer iimitation Consequently, this reactor configuration is not suitable for aerobic 
fermentations. 
in order to overcome the problems encountered in packed-bed reactors, severaï 
other forms of immobülled ceil bioreactors have been proposed. Zhang et al (1989) 
reported four dinerent types of reactor configurations used in continuous beer 
fermentation by immobilized yeast They were fïuidized-bed reactor with recyciing, 
agirated screen m e  reactor, rnulti-saeened plate reactor and muiti-plate reactor with 
individual overflow pipe and exhaust gas outlet. Reactor stabüity and mas aansfer 
effitiency were greatly improved in these reactors, which were successfully used for beer 
fermentation (Zhang et ai., 1989). A aovel airliftdriven packed-bed bioreactor was 
proposed for aembic fermentation of the yeast Saccharomyces dic~staa'cus by Roostaazad 
(1993). High ceU loading, enhanced liquid-solid mass transfer, and high enzyme 
productivity were observed. 
Aerobic fermentation osing iamnobihd tells can be realized in three-phase airlift 
reactors. The airiin reactors provide good hydrodynamiics and mas W e r  
characteristics at low capital and operating costs. Undoubtedly, very efficient biologid 
processes can be achieved in three-phase airlift bioreactors. ln recent years, many bench 
and pilot sale applications of the three-phase airlift bioreactors have been studied over a 
variety of immobilized c e k  nie most active area is the wastewam marnent using 
i m m o b k d  heterogeneous rnicmorganisms (Fan et al., 1987; and Heijnen et al., 1990). 
The foilowing sections present a brief review of some of the more ment studies involving 
immo biiized ceii airlift bioreactors. 
Keshavarz et al (1990) used irnmobilized Penicilüum chrysogemm P2 as a mode1 
system to demonstrate the feasibility of penicillin production in a three phase airlift 
reactor. Peniciltium chrysogemm P2 was immobilind on celite a d  the obtained 
immobiid œil slurry was introduced into a 250-320 L working volume draft tube airiift 
reactor. Air flow rate was varied between 0.2 to 1.0 v.v.m. to maintain bulk liquid 
circulation and the dissolved oxygen tension (DOT) above 50% air saturation. Both batch 
and continuou operations wee canied out They showed that operating a large-sale 
three phase airlift reactor for production of peniciIlin by Kamobilized ceils was feasible. 
lmmobilued ceiis were able to maintain biasynthetic activity for long time. After 500 
hours of fermentation, penicillin was stiU being synthesized, but an incnase in fne biomass 
concentration was observed at later stages of operation. 
Guo et ai. (1990) reported production of a-amylase by immobil&d Bacillus 
subtilis in an airIift bioreactor. Ce& were entrapped into carrageenan gel and 
approximate 4 mm immobilkd ceIl particles formed. The resulu showed that the 
productivity of a-amylase by immobilized cells was incnased significantly. Kinetic 
analysis indicated that the spec%c growth rate of imobüiped cek decreased but the 
specific enzyme production rate was four-fold higher than that of h e  c e k  
EL-Sayed et aL (1990) investigated production of dextransucrase by alginate bead 
hobilized Leuconotoc mesmteroides ce& in both bubbk colmm and airlift reactors. 
They demonstrated that in the airiift reactor enzymatic activity produced by the 
immobilized ceiis was about 34% pater than that in the bubble column, which was 
attributed to the better mass transfer characteristics of the airiift bioreactor. In another 
snidy, Hamada et aL (1990) reported continuous production of 4-ethylguaiacol(4-EG) by 
immobilized Candida versarilis in a draft tube airlift reactor. The effects of pH, 
temperature, aeration, and nsidence t h e  on the production of 4-EG were examined. 
They concluded that immobilization combined with airiift reactor configuration was 
effective for producing 4-EG by C. versatilis. 
Ciük acid production with irnmobiünd Y m w a  liporyrica yeast was also 
attempted in a continuous airlift bioreactor (Rymowicz et al, 1993). In order to make the 
alginate bead resistant to possible disruption by hydrodynamic foms. the beads were 
hardened by cross-linking with glutaraldehyde. The effect of the height-to-diameter ratio 
(ranghg h m  1 to 7) on citric acid productivity was examined. They obsewed that the 
highest productivity was obtained at the height-to-diameter ratio of 3. 
Aïmost dl previous studies involve three-phase sluny airlift reactor with gel 
entrapped i m r n o b ~  ceh. For hydrogel ixnmobilized ceiis, the dismption problem still 
exists in the airlift reactor. As discossed above, the use of soft and highly porous nanual 
or synthetic materiais may ovmorne this. However, sluny three-phase airiift reacfors are 
not suitable with these materials due to iheir low density. Even after loading with 
biomass. they stül have a density equal to or less than that of the continuous liquid phase. 
Whde the particles firculating through the airiift reactor, they tend to block the 
downcomer if the particle loading inmases to certain levei, causing the instability of 
reactor operation (prelUninary experiment restüt). Besides, liquid-solid mas m f e r  
limitation may occur in the reactor due to low liquid-soiid slip velocity. Many of these 
studies were conducted on a srnail scale. and concemed mainly with the feasibility and 
fermentation kinetics rather than biopmess development and transport phenornena. Littie 
information is avaüable for airlift design, operation. and scale-up during actuai 
fermentation processes. Therefore, mnch work is ttrgently needed in these aspects. 
2.5. Modelling of Recombinant Yeast 
Interest ui modeliing of piasruid instability kinetics in recombinant ce& has increased with 
our better understanding of the mechanism of piasmid uistability. In nirn, such modehg 
can provide valuable info~mation about the natore of piasmid instability and give a greater 
understanding of this complex phenornenon. With proper models it may be possible to 
predict in advance whethu a plasmid-host combination wiil be unstable and if so, to what 
extent This information is potentiaIly osefol in cietumiaing optimum bioreactor operating 
conditions, which are neccssary to rnaxinh the production of gene products in 
ncombinant cefl cdtures. Thenfore, a large number of modeis descnbing the plasmid 
stability in recombinant ce& both stnicîured and unsûuctured, have b a n  developed (Lee 
and Baüey, 1984; Seo and Baiiey, 1985; Cooper et al., 1987; Wittmp and Baiiey, 1988; 
Bentley and Kornpda, 1989; Kim and Shuler, 1990a; Lanend and Shder, 1994; Mosrati et 
ai., 1993). For modelhg the plasmid instability, investigators usually developed their 
models based on two important kinetic parameters: the probability of plasmid-los i>) due 
to structural instability ancilor segregationai instability and the growth ratio (a) reflecting 
the specüic growth rate diffennce between plasrnid-bearing and plasmid-free celis. 
hanaka and Aiba (1981) considered that a mixed culture of piasmid-hahouring 
(H) and plasmid-fiee(F) c e b  could be repnsented by the following reaction rnechanism: 
Imanaka and Aiia (1981) M e r  assurned: (i) cek that lose phsrnids cannot regain hem; 
(5) host œil growth is aponentiai; (i) the probabïlity of loshg the plasmid per cd 
division is constant; (iv) a constant growth ratio; and (v) ren, initial concentmiion of 
plasmid-fne celis. Based on these assumptions, they fkt proposed a mathematical mode1 
for describing plasmid loss in bath culture. According to the model, the piasrnid-carrying 
celi fraction decreases monotonicaiiy with generation number (n) according to the 
foilowing equation: 
where a = pCc/p+. From Eq. (23) it is obvious that in batch systern with any a > 1.0 and p 
> O, H, = O. The Imanaka and Aiaa (1981) model is mtructnred, but elegantly simple. 
in principle, any recombinant organisrn satisfying the underlying assmnptions shouid 
confonn to the model. Unfortunately, the p and a usuaiiy Vary d u ~ g  the culture penod, 
and the assumed exponential growth is not exactly followed. 
Pioneering deveiopments in stmctured modehg of mDred  combinant culture 
came h m  Bailey's and Shuier's groups working with recombinant E. coli (Lee and 
BaiIey, 1984; Seo and Baüey, 1985; Ataai and Shuler, 1986; Kim and Shuler, 1990a; Kim 
and Shuler. 1990b). The plasmid stability and the expression of a cloned-gene product has 
k e n  descnbed by a mathematid mode1 based upon the molecular mechanisn of plasmid 
replication, partition and transcription. These studies laid the fondation for m e r  
mathematicai modehg and pointed the way for fu tm experimental work. Later, at a 
singieîeIl level, using population balance models, Hjortso and Bailey mathematicaily 
descnbed the plasmid stability in yeast S. cerevisiae with selection pressure (Hjortso and 
Bailey, 1984a) and without selection pressure (Hjortso and Bailey, 1984b). Two 
assumptions were examined for plasmid partitioning: (i) random and independent 
distribution of plasmids between the mother and the daughter tells at partition; and (ii) a 
greaar or eqrial probability of a plasmid residing in the mother ceii after division than in 
the daughter ce&. Two models were developed based on the two rnechaaisms for plasmid 
replication. In the b t  modei, the œlls replicated plasmids such that the total numbu of 
plasrnids was the same for aii dividing tells in the population. In the second. the ceUs 
produced plasmids at the same rate, inespective of the initial copy number. The resuits 
obtained h m  those models were compared with the comsponding results h m  a 
nonstructured model, and pronounced dineremes were found at low growth rates. These 
models were able to relate obseniable bulk properties of growth to lrinetic events at the 
cell level. ln later work, a general single-celi rnodel for plasmid propagation in 
recombinant yeast was developed (Wictnip and Bailey, 1988). This mode1 inciuded the 
plasmid burden effects on host ceIl growth rate, and it could be combined with bio~actor 
performance equations to simulate a production proces. 
A macroscopic population dynamics model for plasmid stabiüty h continuous 
culture of recombinant S. cerevisiae with selection pressure was described by Sardonhi 
and DiBiasio (1987). Several assurnptions were made, including: (1) planaid-free ceU 
could propagate to some degret in the selective media, which could be explained by a 
metabolite king excreted into the media by the plasmid£arrying strain. This metabolite 
supporkd the growth of plasmid-free œb, (2) plasmid loss occurs at constant pmbabiky; 
(3) the growth rate of plasmid£arrying ails is limitai by a singie subsaate described by a 
Monod equation; (4) growth rate of the plasmici-free ce& is limiteci by this substcate as 
weU as an additional metaboüb d e s c r i i d  using a duaï Monod form; (5) continuous 
culture with a constant reactor volume and sterile feed. The Sardonini and DiBiasio 
(1987) model aliows for plasmid instability due to growth of piasmid-firee ceils in spite of 
selection pressure. and that due to plasmid Ioss. Moreover, the model dinctly relates to 
rneaîurable macroscopic parameters. The results predicted by thû model agree with 
experimental data Furthemore. the model shows that in chemostat mDred culture 
without selection pressure, coexistence is impossible if p- > p* and p > O. If this occurs, 
the original plasmid-bearing population will be evenmaüy replaced by plasmid-fiee cm. 
However. the models about recombinant yeast disnissed above dedt only with the 
kinetics of plasmici instability. These models did not assimilate the information regarding 
the metaboiic pahways in yeast S. cerevisiae. They were unable to simulate the dynamics 
of ceil growth, substrate consurnption and gene product formation. in ment years, oniy a 
few saidies regarding modelling of recombinant yeast addnssed a l i  of these aspects. 
By utüizing the avaiiable knowledge on the behaviwr of recombinant S. 
cerevisiae. a model for ceii growth, heterogeneous protein production and plasmid 
segregation was fomuiated to examine specific experimental data by Coppella and 
Dhujati (1990). Three catabolic pathways of yeast: glucose fermentation. glucose 
oxidation and ethanol oxidation were considered in their modeL Three simplined enzyme 
pools were assumed to be responsible for regulating the above catabolic pathways. These 
enzyme pools could be either induced or depressed by glucose concentration depending 
their hinctionality. The thne catabolic pathways couid be simoltaneously activated. By 
combining catabolic pathways, stoichiometry. m a s  balance. piasmid segregation and 
recombiit protein synthesis, a mathematical model was developed. The mode1 qa i red  
43 equations and 48 parameters. Although this mode1 succesSrUny described the obsewed 
results for the fermentation of recombinant S. cerevisiae saain AB 103.2fpYaEGF-2!5 in 
both batch and fed-batch bioreactors. its complaity poses some practical difficulties (eg., 
parameter estimations) for engineering application. 
Hardjito et al. (1992) developed an unstrucnired model to describe the growth 
and produc t formation of a recombinant S. cerevisiae ex pressing p-g alactosidase. They 
thought that glucose transponed into the ceil was catabolized by both fementative and 
oxidative pathways. But they used only one Monod equatioa to express the glucose 
uptake process. in addition. it was assumed that ethanol acnimulated in the medium 
eould be m e r  utilized by the cells but the ethanol utilkation rate was inhibited by 
avaiiable glucose. Furthemore. they assumed that f3-galactosidase formation &O 
foiiowed Monod kinetics. Under these assomptions, a mode1 with 12 equations and 12 
parameters was fomulated. With the panuneters determined using a noniinear regression 
technique, the mode1 showed good agreement with the experimentd data. The simpiicity 
and accuracy were claimed to be the advantage of the model. But it provides us Iittie 
insight into the complex biological system. 
2.6. Conciuding Remarb 
The above sections have descriid the plasmid stabilîty in recombinant S.cermâe at the 
molecular, ceIiuiar and engineering ïevels The genetic and environmentai factors which 
affect plasmid stability have b e n  outlined. Scientists in genetics and mimbiology have 
done much work at the gene and cell levels in order to coossUct high stability plasmi& for 
m-g gene expression. Biochemical engin- are more Uiterested in rnaintaining 
plasmid srability and optimizing gene product production by rnanipulating process 
environmenml conditions. Many environmeniai approaches have ken  proposed to 
maintain genetic stability of recombinants in a bioreactor, but many of them were 
unsuccessfol in the absence of sektion pressure ( K m  and Schugeri, 1990). As 
reviewed in Section 2.3. immobilization offers a pmmiàng way for recombinant cd 
culture. However, nlatively Little knowledge and engineering experience are avaiiable in 
the immobiiized recombinant yeast systems In order to commernally exploit the 
Unmobiiization technique for cultivation of recombinant yeasts, much work is required to 
understand the nature of the recombinants. the stabiluing mechanisms of immobilization 
and to develop bener immobilization rnethods and irnrnobilization bioreactor with a good 
potential to be used in recombinant ceil biopmcesses for the production of extracellular 
proteins. 
Despite the pnvious efforts, up to now the modehg of recombinant yeast 
systems is very much in its infancy because our understanding about the genetics, 
biochemistry and physioIogy of the recombinant yeast cells is stiJi inadequate. It Û the 
intent of this work to develop a simple robust working mode1 describing the behaviour of 
a recombinant yean, which is suitable for engineering application. Furthemore, the 
unexplored area of modeiüng immobiîîzed recombinant yeast systems requires spefial 
attention. We expect that these modeilhg efforts wiU aid in the development and 
commemali7sition of recombinant yeast biopfocesses. 
CEtAPTER 3 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1. Recombinant S. cerevisiae and Cuiture Media 
3.1.1. Microorganism and Plasmid 
The recombinant S. cerevisiae saaui used is C468IpGAC9 (ATCC 20690), which secretes 
glucoamylase into the extraceiiular medium (Nunberg et al, 1988). The soain con- 
the hybrid piasmid pGAC9. The piasmid pGAC9 contains a portion of the yeast 2p 
plasmid (2p micron cinle), a DNA fragment h m  the El coü piasmid pBR322, a DNA 
fragment (LEU2 gene) brn S. cerevisicre that encodes the LEU2 gene product (leucine), 
and a section of a glucoamyk gene h m  Aspergillus awamori. under control of the 
yeast enolase 1 promoter and teminator. A plasmid map for pGAC9 is illustrated in 
Appendix A. The yeast S& C468 (host ceii) is haploid S. cerevisiae with auxotrophic 
markers for leucine and histidine and cames a mutation (mal) blocking the utiiization of 
maltose as clubon source. Therefore, the host ceil C468 is complementary to the leucine 
prototrophy by inserthg the selectable marker (LEU2) into the expression plasrnid and the 
presence of the glucoamylase gene on the plasnid dows  the host cell to grow on maltose. 
This recombinant yeast was selececi for its Wty to excrete an enzyme, md the 2p-based 
shuttie vector, pGAC9, has features common to many yeast vectors and thus selves as a 
good mode1 organism. 
3.12. Composition of Culture Media 
The cuiture media employed in this study are briefly summarized as foilows: 
1 YNF3 seiective minimal medium: 6.7 g/L yeast nitmgen base (YNB. wlo amino hds), 
20 g/L glucose and 40 mg/L histidine (Nunberg et aL, 1988). 
II. Maitose selective mimmal medium: 6.7 g/L yeast nitrogen base (W. w/o amino 
acids), 20 g/L maltose, 40 mgL histidine and 40 m& lysine. 
m. YPG nonselective cornplex medium: 5 g/L yeast extract., 10 g/L peptone, and 20 g/L 
glucose (Bamett et al., 1983). 
IV. YNB selecave solid agar medium: YNB selective minimal medium plus 20 g/L agar. 
V. Maltose seletive solid agar medium: Maltose selective minimal medium plus 20 g/L 
agar. 
VI. YPG nonselective solid agar medium: YPG nollse1ective complex medium plus 20 gR. 
aga 
3.2. Strain Screening under Double Sdection Pressure 
The original saain obtained from ATCC was maintained on the slants of YNB selective 
solid agar medium (medium IV). This YNB selective medium does not contain leucine. 
Since the host ceiI strain C468 is S. cercvisiae with autotrophic marker for leucine, it can 
not grow without leucine supplementation. The plasmid pGAC9 contains a section of 
LEU2 gene that encodes the enzyme for leucine synthesis. Oniy the piasmid bearing cells 
cm grow on the YNB seleFtive medium. However, the YM3 slective medium confea 
only one selection pressure. Under tbis selection presson, the glncoamyIase gene cm be 
stiU deleted h m  the plasmid. Such plasmid-bearhg tells can p w  in YNB selective 
medium but are not able to produce glucoamylase. Therefore, afar severai W e r s  on 
the agar slants containhg YNB selective medium, recombinant ceUs will gradudy lose 
their ability to produce giucoamylase. In order to overcome this problem, maltose 
selective solid agar medium (medium V) was used to select and maintain this recombinant 
strain. Since the host celi strain C468 c a m h  a mutation blocking the utilhion of 
maltose as carbon source. the presence of the plasmid which contains the glucoarnylase 
gene is neccssary for the host ails to grow on maltose. The maltose seleaive medium 
imposes double seleetion pressure (Iack of leucine and the use maltose as carbon source). 
Only c e k  that contain plasmids with both LEU2 and giucoamyiase genes are able to grow 
on the maltose selective medium ïndependentiy. In the screening process, ceb h m  the 
original strain were diluted in sterile water to obtain individual colonies and then the 
diiuted celi solution was spread ont0 aga plates containhg maltose selective medium to 
obtain individual colonies. Each colony fomed on the above agar plates contained both 
LEU2 and glucoamyhse genes. Such screened colonies are refemd to as the selected 
strain. Th.& screening process was camed out every thne months and the selected 
recombinant cek were rnaintained on the maltose selective solid agar medium in order to 
keep the biological characteristics invariant 
3.3. Analytical Methods 
3.3.1. Cd CoIl~eIltiati0~ 
Free ceil concentration was measured by dry weight and optical density methods. The dry 
weight ceil concentration was detennined by fiiteriag 20 ml of a sample through 0.2-pm 
nIter papei, which was washed with deionized water Mce and then dried at 100 O C  for 24 
hours. The optical density (OD) was measured at 600 nm using a Turner (Mode1 330) 
spectrophotometer. The comlation between dry celi weight ce11 concentration (X) and 
opticai density (OD) was then determined as X = IR038 OD + 01726 . Immobilized ce11 
mass was determined h m  total weight of the dricd Cotton materiai containing ce& less 
the weight of the corton matenal alone. 
3.3.2. Glucose Measurement 
Glucose concentrations were determined using glucose kit (Procedm No. 510) h m  
Sigma (SC. Louis. Mo). The Sigma procedure is based upon the foilowing coupled 
enzymatic reactions: 
Glucose + 2H20 + O, Glucose Oxiciirse Gluconk Acid + 2 4 0 ,  
H,O, + O - DknrSidine [Colorkss] Peroxùiàse , Oxidized o - Dianisidine [Brown] 
nie intensity of the brown color measured at 425475 nm is proportional to the original 
glucose concentration. The measurement procedure is outlined as foilows according to 
the manuai: 
1) Reagent solution preparation was carried out as foiiows. Enzyme Solution was 
prepared by adding contents of I capsule of PGO enyme$  No. 5106, to 1ûûm.I 
distïiled water in an amber bottle. Invert bottie several times with gentle shaking to 
dissolve. Color Reagent Solution was prepared by recoastituting one vial of o- 
Dianisidine Dihydrochloride, Catalogue No. 510-50, with 20 ml water. Combined 
EnzymeColor Reagent Solution was prepared by combining 100 ml Enzyme Solution 
and 1.6 ml Color Reagent Solution. The solutions were mixed by inverdng several 
times or with rnild shaking. 1OOO m& Glucose Standard Solution was supplied ready 
to use. 
2) Label the testing tubes as foUows: BLANK, STANDARD, TEST 1, E S T  2, etc. 
3) To BLANK tube add 0.5 ml water. To STANDARD tube add 0.5 ml of a 20-fold 
dilution of 1 g/L Glucose Standard Solution. To TEST tubes add 0.5 mi of a suitable 
diluted samples (not greater than 100 mg fi). 
4) To each tube add 5.0 ml of Combined EnzymeColor Reagent Solution and mix each 
tube thoroughly. 
5) Incubate aü tubes at 37 O C  for 30 minutes in water bath. 
6) At the end of incubation period, remove ail tubes h m  water bath, nad absorbante 
[A] of STANDARD and TESTS at 450 nm, using BLAMC as reference. 
7) Caldate TEST values as foïlows: 
Glucose [mg / L] = x50 
A,,, 
33.3. Ethanol Analysis 
Ethano1 concentration wen measured by a Hewlett Packard 5880A Series gas 
chromatograph The chromatograph was linked to a tIP 5880A level 3 integrator and 
equipped with an FID detector (Avondale, PA). The coliunn was a 1.5 foot 118" teifon 
fubing f i k d  with 8-100 mesh PORAPAK-T packing (WATERS, Framingham, MA). 
Tempemains of the oven, injection port and the detector were 100, 200 and 200 O C  
respectively. Helium was used as the cimier gas at a tlow rate of 20 dmin  and the gas 
sueam to the FID detector was a mixture of air and hydrogen. 
33.4. Glucoamylase AsSay 
To assay giucoamylase, an aliquot of 0.2 ml enzyme solution and 1.8 ml 2% starch 
(SIGMA Chernical Co.. St Louis, MO; catalogue no. S-2630) in 0.1 M citrate buffer 
were mUed and dowed to react at 37 O C  for 30 minutes. The reaction was aopped by 
boiiing the reaction &aire at 100 O C  for 10 minutes. Glucose produced during the 
reaction was assayed by the SIGMA glucose kit as descnbed in section 3.3.2. One unit of 
glucoamylase activity is defhed as the relcase of 1 m o l  glucose per minute h m  soluble 
starch in 0.1 M citrate buffer, pH 5.0 at 37 O C  (Nunberg et aï., 1988). 
3.35. Determination of Fraction of Plasmid-Bearing Ceils 
Samples from actively gmwing cultures were diluted ( l x l ~ '  - 1x109 and 100 pl of this 
solution were spread onto both YNB selective and YPG nonselective agar plates 
simultaneously, and then incobated at 30 OC for 2 days. AU mils can grow on YPG 
nonse1ective agar plates, but only the plasmid-beariag cells can grow on YNB selective 
agar plates. The proportion of plasmid-bearing ceiis wue found by counting the colonies 
on both types of plates (100-250 colonies per plate). 
3.3-6. Mednat ion  of Maximum Specific Growth Rates 
The maximum specific growth rates of plasmid-fiee and plasmid-bearing were determined 
using the wash-out method: 
At one fned dilution rate (D > p,,,,J, p- can be found h m  semilogarithmic plots of ceil 
concentration versus tirne. Batch exponential growth was ais0 used to determine the 
maximum specific growth rates. 
3-4. Free Suspension Culture 
The objectives of free suspension culture experiments were as follows: 
1) To gain knowledge about the behaviour of the mode1 mombinant yeast (growth 
characteristics. plasmid stability. recombinant protein productivity, etc.). 
2) To investigate the e f f m  of fermentation conditions, growth rates and growth media 
on plasmid stability and recombinant protein production. 
3) To examine the importance of the metabolic pathways in yeast with regard to 
recombinant protein formation. 
4) To obtain the parameters required for mathematical modehg. 
5) To make a cornparison between the airlift and stined-tank bioreactors and investigate 
the possibiiity of application of airiift bionxctor for recombinant yeast fermentation. 
6) To off' a basis for cornparison of immobilization system. 
3.4.1. Batch Fermentation 
The recombinant yeast was maintained at 4 OC on slants of maltose selective solid agar medium 
(medium V). Inoculum was p w n  in th& YNB selective soiid agar medium (medium IV) in 
shake &sks as 30°C and 200 rpm for 36 houn and the inocuhun sh was 5% of the bioteanor 
working volume for an batch culture experiments. A non-selative cornplex medium (medium 
III), the yeast extract-peptone-glucose (YPG) medium (Barnen et ai.. 1983). was used in batch 
fermentations. The batch culture was carried out in an airlift bioreactor at 30 O C  and an aeration 
rate of 1 VVM (volume per volume of medium per minute). A split column airiift bioreactor 
with an inner diameter of 6.5 cm and aspect ratio of 7 was used as a culture vessel. A 
6 .5~28~5  cm baMe was set in the middle of the c o l m  to form the riser and downcomer 
sections. The working liquid volume Ui the reactor was 1200 mL. The clearance between 
the sparger and the bonom of banle was 6.5 cm. The distance between the liquid surface 
and the top of the banle was 6.5 cm. The pH and dissohed oxygen were monitored by 
the Ingold pH and DO probes during the fermentation process. Fermentation profiles 
were obtained by andyzing ceiï m a s .  glucose, ethano1 and gïucoamylase concentrations 
and fraction of piasmid-bearing œUs. Batch fermentations were also performed in a 
stirred-tank bioreactor (New Brunswick, Mode1 19) at 30 "C, The bioreactor had a 1.5 L 
working Liquid volume. The aeration rates were kept constant at 0.6 to 1.5 Umin (0.4 to 
1.0 VVM). 
3.4.2. Continuous Fermentation 
Continuous culture operation was uswd to investigare p l d d  stabiiity and recombinant 
protein pmductivity because it gave rise to a relatively wen-defined, repmducible 
environment and a state of baIanced growth. As the dilution rate corresponds to the 
spenfic growth rate in continuous culture. it also o f f a  a convenient way to examine the 
effect of growth rate on plasmid stability, which is stül a controversial issue. 
The inoculum preparation was the same as in batch fermentation and the inOCUIun 
size was 10% of the bioreactor working volume for an continuous culture experiments. A 
YPG non-selective complex medium (medium III) or YNB selective minimum medium ( 
medium 1) was used in continuous cuiture. The continuous cultures were carried out m 
both airlift and stirred-tank bioreactors at 30 "C and an aeration rate of 1 VVM. The 
bioreactors used were the same as desrri'bed in batch fermentation. 
[n order to achieve the objectives of this part of the research, the foIiowing 
experiments were performed: 
1) Continuous suspension fennentatim &g nonselective medium (medium m) at 
different dilution rates @ = 0.05, 0.10. 0.20, 0.25 h"). Ce& glucose. ethanol and 
glucoamylase concentrations and h t i o n  of pIasmid-bedg aUs were foUowed 
during chemostat cultures. 
2) Continuous suspension fermentations ming different glucose feedùg concentrations 
(5, 10, 20 f i)  at a nxed dilution rate (D = 0.10 KI) to investigate glucose eEect and 
obtain quantitative lcnowledge about the metabolic pathways of the recombinant yeast 
3) Continuous suspension fermentations asing YNB selective medium (medium I) at a 
fixed dilution rate (D = 0.10 h-') to examine the effect of selection pressure. 
3.4.3. Repeated-Batch Fermentation 
Repeated barch fermentation experiments were designed to investigate plasmid stability 
and recombinant protein pmductivity in this reactor operation mode. A 120 ml inoculum, 
prepared in shake flasks in YNB selective medium, was txsed to inocdate the airüft 
bioreactor fîlled with 1080 ml of nohîelective YPG medium (1.2 L total working liquid 
volume). After inoculation, the fermentation proceeded in the batch mode for 24 hours. 
The culture fluid was pumped out h m  the bioreactor and about 120 ml was retained as 
the inocuiwn for the next batch fermentation. The next batch fermentation was Üiitiated 
by pumping the 1080 mi of h h  YPG nonselective medium into the bioreactor. This 
procedure was repeated every 24 hours. The npeated-batch fermentation was performed 
for 2 weeks. During this period, cell, glucose, ethanol and glucoamylase concenaations 
and fraction of plaunid-bearing ceh were measured. 
3.5. UNnobilized Ceil Culture 
35.1. Structure of lmmabilized-Cd-FiIm Airiift Biomador 
In view of the limitations of the other types of i m m o ~ - c e l l  bioreactors. a novel 
immobilized-cefl-fiIm airlift bioreactor was devised, The immobilized-cell-fiZm airlift 
bioreactor and cage for supporting conon ~10th are show in Fig. 3.1. The same split 
column airlift bioreactor as in the k e  suspension cultore was used as a culture vessel. Its 
inner diameter is 6.5 cm and its aspect ratio is 7.0. A 6.5~28.5 cm banle was set in the 
middle of the column to forrn the riser and downcomer. Two corton cloth cages of half 
column (diameter = 6.0 cm, height = 26 cm) were placed on both sides of the baffle. The 
Cotton cloth was fimd ont0 the 2mm stainless steel win mesh in the cages to form 
double-Iayer cloth nùns The disuince between the cloth films was 7.0 mm. The total 
cloth area in the bioreactor available for cd amchment was 1566.5 cm2. The liquid 
volume in the bioreactor was 1100 ml. The clearance b e w n  the sparger and the bottom 
of baffie was 6.5 cm. The distance be-n the Liquid swface and the top of the banie 
was 6.5 cm. Dissolved oxygen (DO) and pH were monitored during the fermentation 
process by using appropnate electrodes. Temperature was controiied at 30 O C  by 
circulating heated water h m  a water bath through a jacket around the bioreactor. When 
the Eitexed steriie air was injected into the bioreactor through the sparger. steady liquid 
circulation was achievcd throughout the nactor due to the bulk density difference between 
riser and downcorner. providing good rnixing and mas transfer. In the case of f i a  










Cage for Supportfag Cloth 
Ftpre 3.1. Imrnobilfied-Cell-Füm Airlift Bioreactor and Setup for 
Continuous Cuiture 
3.52 Cd Lmmobiiization 
Yeast attachent on cloth was initiated according to J a h i  and Yamazakl (1984). 
uioculurn prepared in shake fhsks in YNB selective medium was used to inocdate the 
above reactor; the inocuiurn size was 110 ml. 'Ihe cultore was grown in batch mode for 
12 hows at 1 v.vm. air supply and 30 OC. Then the culture was completely drained and 
the k h  medium was pumped into the bioreactor. Afkr 2 hours, the medium was drained 
again and relis were aüowed to grow on the conon cloth for 10 hom.  The immobiiized- 
cell bioreactor was then ready for continuous culture. 
3.5.3. Continuoirs Fenientation with Lmmobilized CeIls 
The objectives of the continuous fermentation experiments with irnmobiiized cen systern 
are: 
1) To investigate the effects of immobiliration on plasmid stabiIity and recombinant 
pro tein productivity. 
2) To examine the effect of dilution rates and glucose effect in imrnobilization system. 
3) To test the efficiency and feasibility of the proposed immobilized-ceii-film airlift 
bioreactor. 
After the immobilization procedures, the YPG nonselectîve medium was 
conrinoously introduced into the biomctor by the idet pump, and at the same time the 
effluent was pumped out h m  the top of the reactor. continuous cuiture was initiated 
immediately to give a certain dilution rate. Samples were taken periodicaiiy h m  the 
enluent for the measurements of ceIl, glucose, ethand and glocoamylase concentrations 
and plasmid stabïlity. The foiiowing continuons fermentation experirnents were canied 
out to reaüze the objectives of this part of the research: 
1) Continuous cultures in immobilized-ceiI-filra airfin bioreactor using YPG complex 
medium at dilution rates of 0.10,0.20.0.30 h-'. 
2) Investigate the glucose effect in imrnobilized ceil system by varying the inlet glucose 
concentration at a fixed dilution rate. 
3.5.4. Repeated Bateh Fermentation dth Immobilized Cells 
By using yeast tiùn amched on Cotton ~10th. repeated batch fermentation experimenn 
were performed in the proposed immobikedcell bioreactor to M e r  examine the effects 
of UnrnobiIization. The immobilized-ceU-rn bioreactor was easy to be operated in a 
re peated- batc h mode. Afkr immo bilization procedures. batc h fermentation was ini tiated 
by pumping the nonselective YPG medium into the bioreactoc. After 24 hours, the culture 
was completdy harvested and the h h  medium was then pumped to the bioreactor to 
stan the next batch fermentation. This procedm was repeated in every 24 hom. The 
repeated-batch fermentation was performed for 2-3 weeks. During this period, ce& 
glucose, ethanol and glucoamylase concentrations and fiaction of plasrnid-beadng ce& 
were rneasured. 
3.6. Experimental Error and Reproducibiüty 
in this research, the main fermentation variables were concentrations of glucose. cell, 
ethanol and glucoamylase as weil as M o n  of plasrnid-bearing ceils. They were 
rneasured via the methods described in chapter 3. AU the measunmen$ were in triplicate 
and the mean values were used (outlier points were deleted). Maximum variance in 
rneasurements of glucose. ceU mass, ethanol and glucoarnylase did not exceed +/- 10% of 
the average rneasured value. Relatively larger deviation occuned in measuring the 
fraction of plamid-bearing ceils by plate count method. Maximum deviation associated 
with measurements of fraction of plasmid-bearing celis could be as large as +/- 15% of the 
reported values. Based on +/- 10% experimentd enor, gencrally only 2 sipificant 
figures w m  warranted. Howeva, in some cases more than 2 signifiant figures were 
taken in the thesis because the data were generated by cornputer. 
Most of the experirnenu reponed in the pmious chapters were performed twice 
to three h e s  in order to check reproducibility. Typical reproducibiüty checks in batch 
suspension fermentation, continuous suspension fermentation, continuous and repeated- 
batch fermentations with the irnrnobiüled cells arc shown in Figure B. 1. B.2. B.3 and B.4 
respectively. These figures show good agreement between w o  experimental runs in t e m  
of trends as weil as values. Considering the measurernent variance disussed in the 
previous section. good reproducibüity may be generalised to all the experimental data 
obtained in this research Furthermore, the conclusions in rhis study were made based on 
the results fiom different bioreactor operations or different strains. For example, by ushg 
selected strain higher enzyme productivity was obtained in shake flasks, airairlift. stirred-tank 
and immobiiized ceii bioreactors; enhanced enzyme production and plasmid stabiiity were 
observed in the inniobilized aii systems for botb the original and selected strains. 
Therefore, the conclusions made in this research have a strong bask and the overali 
accuracy for the study is considered satisfactory. 
Figure 3.2. Reproducibility Check in Free Suspension Batch Fermentation 
(Temperature = JO O C ,  Aeration Rate = 1.0 WM). 
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Figure 3.3. Reproduabiiîty Check in Free Suspension Continuous Fermentation 
(Temlperature = 30 O C ,  Aedon Rate = 1.0 VVM, W o n  Rate = 0.1 ho'). 
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Figure 3.5. Reproduciiiiity Che& in Repeated Batch Fermentation dth 
Unmobîüzed C d  System (Temperature = 30 O C ,  Ammon Rate = 1.0 VVM). 
CHAPTER 4 
SUSPENSION RECOMBINANT YEAST CULTURE 
4.1. Introduction 
This part of the research was focused on the foiiowing questions: 
1 )  What is the growth characteristics of the recombinant yeast? 1s the production of the 
recombinant protein growth-associated? 
2) What is the nature of the plasmid instability in the recombinant yeast? Are the 2 
based yeast shunle piasmids stable? And if not, to what e m t ?  
3) How do fermentation conditions, growth rates and growth media affect the plasaid 
stability and the recombinant protein production? 
4) How are the metaboüc pathways in the yeast related to the recombinant protein 
formation. 
5) What is the advantages and disadvantages of asing an airlift bioreactor for the 
recombinant yeast fementatior 
4 3  Batch Suspension Fermentation 
42.1, Batch Culture in Airüft Bioreactor (ALR) 
Batch suspension cultrms were carried out in a 15 Iitu airiift bionxctor (1.2 iitet working 
volume) at 30 O C  and an aeration rate of 1.0 VVM. Figure 4.1 shows a ~ypical time 
course of batch culture for ghcoamyiase secretion using YPG nonselective medium Celi 
p w t h  was typicaily diauxic. Mtialiy glucose concentration was high, after a short lag 
Cell Maso, Glucose and EthanoI(g1L) 
O N P O > O o Ô 6 ~ ~ ~ ~  
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and Fraction of PBC (%) 
period the ce& & ~ g  glucose as carbon source, grew rapidly in the first exponential 
phase. After about 12 hours, the glucose was completely consumed and ethanol reached a 
maximum concentration. Then the ce& began to utiiize ethanol as carbon source and 
another exponential growth foIIowed. Total tell concentration achieved a maximum value 
after about 36 hours and then rernained constant in a stationary phase due to the 
exhaustion of ethanol. The total ceii concentration included both pIasmid-karing and 
plasmid-free cens. Glucoamylase concentration increased with inmashg cell 
concentration during the two exponential growth phases, reiilching its maximum when c d  
growth approached stationary phase. This suggested that giucoamylase secretion was 
gmwth-associated- 
Plasrnid stability was &O examined during batch culnue by foiIowing the fraction 
of plasmid-bearing cells. Figure 4.1 shows that the fiaction of plasmid-behg cells 
decreased with culture tirne. indicating that plasmid loss occumd during the batch culture. 
Figure 4.1 also shows that the fraction ûf plasmid-bearing ceils feu more rapidly duMg the 
first growth phase on glucose than duMg the second growth phase on ethano1. This is 
because the specific growth rate in the nrst exponential growth phase was higher than that 
in the second exponential phase. The more the ceiI divided, the more EkeIy they lost 
plasmids. It appears that the segregational instability maidy contributed to plasmid loss. 
4.2.2. Batch CuIture in Stirreà-Tank Bioreacîor (STR) 
Batch suspension cultures were ako performed in a 2.0 L stimd-tank bioreactor (1.5 L 
working volume) at 30 O C ,  500 rpm and 1.0 VVM using the YPG nonselective medium. 
Typical batch fermentation profiles an shown in Fignre 4.2. The patterns of the 
fermentation profiies in the stirred-tank bioreactor are quite sùnilar to those in the airiift 
bioreactor. The recombinant yeast ako underwent a diauxic growth. and the 
giucoamylase production was growth-associated as weii. These hdings agree weil with 
results reported for protein production with other recombinant yeast strains (Gu et al, 
1989; Coppeila and Dhu jati, 1990; Turner et al., 1991). 
The fementation speed in the STR was faster than in the ALR In about 24 hours 
the batch fermentation in the STR had achieved stationary phase; in contrast, it took about 
36 hours to reach stationaq phase in the ALR. This is because of the slower ethaml 
growth phase in the ALR caused by the Iow availability of dissolved oxygen. A 
semilogarithmic plot (Figure 4.3) clearly shows that the specîfic growth rate during the 
second growth phase (using ethanol as carbon source) was srnallu in ALR (0.060 h-') than 
in STR (0.097 h-'). However, the specifc growth rates during the fïrst growth phase 
(using glucose as carbon source) were nearly the same (0.38 If') in both the STR and 
ALR bioreactors (Figure 4.3). The resuits can be explained by the dissolved oxygen 
profiles during the batch cultures, which are presented in Figure 4.4. During the nrst 
growth phase the dissolved oxygen (DO) was above 50% air saairation for both the STR 
and ALR, but in second growth phase the DO m the ALR dropped to about 10% air 
saturatioa Although the aiticai DO for yeast is about 3% air saturation (Bailey and OUi$ 
1986). the lower DO in the ALR might have caused celis to grow sïowly. 
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Figure 4.2. Typicaf Time Course of Batch Culture in Sb'irred-Tank Bioreactor. 
[t ~lucoamylase (ALR) -e Glucoamylase (S'TR)~ 
Figure 4.3. Cornparison of Ceii and Glucoamyiase Concentrations between Stirred- 
Tank and Airlift Bioreactors. 
Figure 4.4. Cornparison of Diuolved Oxygen Rom betsreen Stirred-Tank and 
Airiift Bioreactors, 
The finai giucoamyiase concentration in the ALR (153 unitsk) was much higher 
than that in ihe STR (66 unitSn,) although the nnal ceii concentrations in both bioreactors 
were nearly the same (Fignre 4.3). This result may be related to the difference in the 
specifc growth rate in the suxind growth phase. It appears that the recombinant protein 
yield decreased with increasing specific gmwth rate of the recombinant yeast The 
relatiowhip between the recombinant protein yield and specitic growth rate will be further 
discussed in the next section. 
4.2.3. Effect of Specific Growth Rate on Recombinant Protein Yield 
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 demonstrated that dissolved oxygen tension in the bioreactor affects 
the specific growth rate, and the recombinant protein production was directiy related to 
the specific growth rate. In order to M e r  test this phenornenon. a batch culture 
fementation was performed in the STR bioreactor ushg lower aeration rate (0.4 VVM). 
Due to decreased dissolved oxygen in the bioreactor. the batch fermentation was 
prolonged but the final glucoamylase concentration increased h m  61 to 91 uniW. Thus, 
the enhanced  combinant protein yield due to die slower growth rare was shown again. 
The specific growth rates for both exponential phases were determined h m  the 
semilogacithmic plots of celi concentration versus the as shown in Figure 4.5. The 
giucoamylase yields were evaluated from hear regression of glucoamylase concentrations 
to c d  concentrations as show in Figure 4.6. The parameter estimates are iisted in Table 
4.1. Table 4.1 shows that the speciîïc p w t h  rates in the fint growth phase (on glucose) 
were nearly identical for the three different situations, so were the glucoamyiase yieIds 
But during the second growth phase (on ethanol), the specinc growth rates were diffant 
and the glucoamylase yield decnased with incnasing specific growth rate. nit 
recombinant protein yield was significantiy conelated with the specinc growth rate. 
Table 4.1. Effect of Specific Growtb Rate on Recombinant Protein Yield during 
Batch Culture in STR and ALR 
This hding is consistent with the fiteranire on foreign protein expression in the 
recombinant yeast S. cerevisiae (Gu et al, 1989; Da Süva and Baiiey. 1991; Hardjito et 
al., 1992). It is also in agreement with the results nported for protein production with 
recombinant bacteria (Bentley and Kompaïa, 1989; Sayadi et al.. 1989; Satyagal and 
Agrawai, 1989; Bentley et al., 1990; Flichinger and Rom. 1993). Then may be two 
reasons for explaining this phenornenon. Severai researchers had repoxted that the copy 
nurnber of piasmid incnased with decreasing specinc growth rate (Sayadi et  al., 1987; 
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Bentley and Kompala, 1989; Satyagal and Agrawal, 1989). Inmashg protein yidd 
accompanied by decreasing specinc growth rate is possibIy due to incnasing the copy 
number, even though the copy number was not measured in this work. If the copy number 
was the same regardles of the specific growth rate. increaSing protein yiehi would be due 
to an inmase in DNA transcription efficiency as a consequence of the increase in the 
inûaœilular promoter concentration (Hardjito et ai.. 1992). The upedmental findings of 
Park and Ryu (1990) supported this assumption. In a two-stage continuous system with a 
recombinant E. coli K12AHIdoplpPLc23npk they iavestigated the effm of dilution rate 
on Trpa production. The plasrnid content (mg DNA per mg cells) was found to be 
practically the same independent of the dilution rate; however the protein yield (units of 
protein per mg ce&) decreased as dilution rate increased. In other words, the 
transcription efficency decreased with increashg dilution rate. 
Time Uus) 
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Figure 4.5. Determination of Speciîïc Gmwtù Rates by SemiiogarWmic Plot of Ceii 
Concentration versus Time in Two Different Exponential Growtfi Phases. 
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First ExponenUaI Phase 
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Figure 4.6. Determination of Recombinant Rotein Yidd by Linear Regression of 
Glucoamyiase Concentration with regard to Ceil Concentraaon in Two Merent 
Exponentid Growth Phases. 
Some of the important rnetabolic pathways identined in yeast is presented m F p  4.7. 
At Iow carbonhydrate concentration and good aeration the glucose is metabolimi by the 
Emden Meyerhof Pamas (EMP) pathway to pyruvate, whkh is then oxidized by the 
uicatboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to carbon dioxide and water (glucose oxidation pathway). 
Most of the ATP generation occm in the K A  cycle accornpanied by the formation of 
intermediates for the biosynthesis of ceiiular materiais and other metabolites However. in 
anaerobic conditions or in conditions of high glucose flux the repnssion of rnitochondrial 
function cm occur and the TCA cycle wiu be npressed. Another problem which arises in 
conditions which repress mitochondrial function is that NADH cannot be oxidized by the 
cytochrome systern. Thus. NADH generated in the gîyceraldehyde Iphosphate to 1,3- 
diphosphogiycerate step can oniy be oxidized by passing on the hydrogen atoms to 
acetaldehyde, resulting in the formation of ethanol (Berry and Brown, 1987). Under these 
conditions. glucose was mainly metabolized to ethanol (glucose fermentation pathway). 
Figure 4.7 &O shows that under aerobic conditions Saccharomyces cerevisiue cm be 
grown on ethanol or acetate as the sole carbon source (ethanol oxidation pathway). in 
these cases. the TCA cycle functions normaiiy, but the role of the EMP pathway is 
reversed and it functions to conven acetate into the hexose and pentose molecules 
required for cellular biosynthesis. This L caiied gluconeogenesis 
Because of the metabolic feamres discnssed above, when yeast S. cerevisiae is 
inoculated into an environment of high glocose concentration, a diphasic growth cume is 
Figure 4hl. Pathways of Yeast Intemediary Metabolimi (Berry and Brown, 19û7). 
observed. After an initial hg, the first exponential growth occurs. In this phase, the 
glucose is rnainiy femented to ethanol and aerobic nspiration is repressed due to the 
Crabm effect. When the glucose has been depkted another lag phase occws, and then 
relatively slower aerobic growth proceeds as the ethanol is metabolized to carbon diolnde 
and water. The typicai diauxic growth was shown for the present recombinant yeast 
(Figures 4.1 and 4.2). Since the respiratory capacity of recombinant yeast is much Iower 
than that of nonrecombinant yeast snallis (Gopa et al., 1989), the Crabtree effect is mon 
significant for recombinant yeast strains. Glucose fermentation and ethanol production 
WU occur at glucose concentrations p a t e r  than O. 1 g/L even under aerobic condition 
(Cappella and Dhurjati, 1990). 
Knowing the metabolic pathways in yeast is useful for optirniring the recombinant 
protein production. It is very iikely that the formation of the recombinant protein is oniy 
associated with oxidative pathways. From Table 4.1 it c m  be seen that the glucoamylase 
yields in the fkst growth phase were much smaller than those in the second growth phase. 
The reason is that in the initial growth phase glucose fementation dominated and most of 
the glucose was used for ethanol production due to the Crabüee effect, but a low level of 
glucose oxidation sti i i  occurred since repnssion of respiration by glucose is never totai 
(Piper and Kirk, 1991). The glucoamylase yield in this phase was low since the celi 
growth in the fermentation pathway did not contribute to the production of glucoamylase 
and oniy the glucose oxidation pgthway was assoeiated with giucoamylase formation. 
This hding was M e r  confhed by the experimental resolts of complete anaembic 
fermentation (using nitrogen sparging) with the cunent recomblliant yeast süain. No 
appreciabie glucoamylase was detected under the strict anaerobic condition. 
In the second growth phase, ethanol made in e a r h  fementative phase was 
metabolized aerobically. Figwes 4.1 and 4.2 shows that most of the glucoamylase was 
produced in the ethanol growth phase. Glucoamylase formation was signincantly growth- 
assocbted in this pathway (See Figure 4.6). It is noteworthy that in both glucose and 
ethanol oxidation pathways, the TCA cycle functions actively. Therefon, it rnay be 
concluded that in order to produce recombinant protein efficiently, the TCA m u t  be 
active and yeast should go through ambic m e t a b o h  This conclusion is reasonable 
because it is the TCA cycle that provides the precursors required for protein synthesis. 
The Crabtree effect is the shift in metaboikm h m  glucose oxidation to glucose 
fermentation at glucose Ieveis greater than the threshold concentration. which ranges h m  
50 to 130 m g L  (Piper and Kirk, 1991; Pirt and Kurowski. 1970). Apparentiy the 
Crabtree effect is not beneficial for recombinant protein production since yeast undergoes 
anaembic fermentation by conversion of glucose to undesired ethanol, which is not 
associated with protein formation. The Crabtree enect is controiied by glucose level in the 
media because the tfmshold concentration is so low. Enhanhg oxygen aansfer alone 
cannot overcome the Crabaee effect in batch culture Nice the glucose level is unially 
high. However, fed-batch or continuous operation modes may be used to nduce the 
Cnbuee effect because it can keep low glucose concentration in the bionactor for a 
longer period. 
4.25. Application of GirIift Bioreactor to Rerornbinant Protein Production 
The finai glucoamyhse concentration, glucoamylase productivity and the glucoamylase 
yield based the consurned glucose in both ALR and STR bioreactors are presented in 
Table 4.2. Although the fermentation speed was faster in the STR than in the ALR, the 
final glucoamylase concentration was more than doubled m the AL& resulting in higher 
glucoamylase productivity. Furthemore. the enzyme yieid based on the glucose 
consumed was much higher in the ALR than in the STR. These results indicate that the 
ALR for recombinant yeast fermentation is attractive. Because the recombinant protein 
yield decreases with increasing growth rate, it is not worthwhile to enhance fermentation 
speed by using high aeration rate or agitation speed. Airlift bionactors provide good 
hydrodynarnics and mass eranSfer characteristics at low capital and operating costs. 
Therefore they may be suitable for production of recombinant protein by employing 
recombinant yeast saains. 
Table 4.2. Cornparison of Gluc08myIase Roductivity between STR and ALR 
I I ALR I STR 
1 Glucoamylase Pmductmty 
( u n i t a h )  
Fuial Glucoamyiase 
Concentration ( rinitSn, ) 
Fementation Time 
( h l  





43. Continuous Suspension Culture 
Conànuous c u l m  experiments were puformed for the fonowing nasons: 1) to M e r  
test the relationship between recombinant protein production and me8ùolic pathways m 
yeast; 2) to examine the efftxh of dilution rate (growth rate) on plasmid stability and 
recombinant protein productivity; and 3) to make a cornparison between nonselective and 
selective media 
43.1. T h e  Course for Continuous Culture in Nonselective Medium 
Typical fermentation pmnles for continuous cultures in YPG nonselective medium at 
düution rate 0.10 h-' are shown in Figure 4.8 (STR, originai straîn). Figure 4.9 (AM, 
original saain), Figure 4.10 (STR, selected strain), and Figure 4.1 1 (AM. selected 
strain). AU these Figures show simüar patterns. Continuous operation started about 12 
hours after batch operation to provide ceU build-up. FoUowing the initiation of continuous 
feeding, ceil concentration began to increase with cultute the.  After about 36 hours or 3 
to 4 time's reactor volume of feeding, total cen concentration achieved a constant value. 
Ethanol concentration, pH and glucose concentration (not shown) also reached nearly 
constant values, indicating that the con~uous culture appmached its steady state. 
Recombinant protein concentration (glucoamylase) in the bioreactor, however, never 
achieved stead y-state. Glucoamylase concentration increased with increasing cell mas 
and reached its maximum value after about 30 hours, and then decnased continuously 
throughout the culaire process. Afkr about 120 hotus (16 generations), the enzyme con- 
Figure 4.8. Coatinuous Sir9pension Colhue in Stured-Tank Biomctor Using 
Original SMn at T = 30 OC, D = 0.1 h*', VVM = 1.0, RPM = 500 and Go = 20.0 fi. 
Figure 4.9. Continuous Suspension Culhue in AUlift Bioreactor USng Original 
Strain at T = 30 OC, D = 0.1 ho', VVM = 1.0 and Go = 20.0 g/L. 
Times (hm) - Emyme 9- Fracüon of PBC 4 Cell Msrrs -t Etahnol -rt pH 
Figure 4.10. Continuous Suspension Culture in Stirreù-Tank Bioreactor Using 
Seiected Strain at T = 30 O C ,  D = 0.1 h", WM = 1.0, RPM = 500 and Go = 20.0 @. 
1 +Enzyme +Fradlan of PBC +CeIl Mas +Ethmol j e p H  ] 
Figure 4.11. Continuous SuspentSon Culture in Airllft Bioreactor Using Sel& 
Shai*n at T = 30 O C ,  D = 0.1 h", VVM = 1.0 and Go= 20.0 gR, 
centration dropped to about one-sixth of its maximum value. Evidently, the decay of 
enzyme concentration in the bioreactor is due to the plasmid insmbility. Even though 
the total ceii m a s  in the bioreactor nmained &y constanf the M o n  of the 
plasmid- bearing ceil continuously decreased 4.10 and 4.1 1). Growth advantage 
of plasmid-free c e h  could be another reason that was respomible for the &op of the 
proportion of plasmid- bearing ah. During the continuous ceil culture process, celis 
lacking the plasmid compte successfiilly with plasmid-bea~g ce& in mixed culnue. 
Eventually, the plasmid-bearing cells will be ovenaken by plasmid-fne cea. 
in continuou culture experiments ushg the selected strain, both the fraction of 
plasmid-bearing ce& and enzyme concentration were foUowed. Figures 4.10 and 4.1 1 
show that both the enzyme concentration and the M o n  of piasmid-bearing ceb 
decreased with culture the.  Thus. the proportion of plasmid-karing ceh was directiy 
related to glucoamyiase concentration in the bioreactor. This relationship was ais0 found 
at different dilution rates in continuous suspension culhue ( See Section 4.3.4). 
43.2. Cornparison between Original and Seleeted Strains 
The original strain npresented the recombinant S. cerevisiae C468lpGAC9 originally 
obtahed h m  ATCC. The selected saain was obtained according to a meening protocol 
described in the Chapter 3 ( Section 3.2 ). The cornparisons of enzyme concentration 
between the onguial and selected strains in continuous suspension cuiture in the YPG 
nonseiective medium are dernonsaated in Figtue 4.12 (in Sm) and Figure 4.13 (in ALR). 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show that by ushg the selected saain the enzyme concentration 
doubled in both STR and ALR bioreactors even though the total œIi concentrations in the 
bioreactor were a little lower than that ushg the onguial saain. This is because after the 
double pressure selection. the selected strain contained a high proportion of plasmid- 
bearing ab. These cells conrained both the giucoamylase and LEU2 genes and could 
encode glucoamyiase effectively. It is interesthg to note that the decay of the enzyme 
concentration in the reactor followed an exponential p a m  and the fîrst-order decay rate 
constant for selecwl strain was slightly maller (Figures 4.12 and 4.13). This suggests 
that the plasmid stability was enhanced after the recombinant cells experienced double 
selection pressure. Since the growth rare is very slow in the dooble seleaion medium. it is 
not practical to use the double selection medium in industrial fermentation. But double 
selection could be an effective way to m e n  and maintain recombinant ceik during the 
inoculurn preparation stage. In this research, screening under double selection pressure 
was performed every three months in order to keep the engineered genetic properties of 
the present recombinant yeast Then the selected arain was maintained in the double 
selection medium. 
Figure 4.12. Compa&on of Glucoemylase Coneentcation betaeen Origiiial and 
SeIected Strallis in Continuous Suspmgon Culture in Stirred-Tank Bioreactor (T = 
30 OC, D = 0.1 Y', WM = 1.0, RPM = 500 and Go = 20.0 fi). 
Fi- 4.13. Cornparison of G l u ~ i a s e  Concentrations betsreen Original and 
Selected Swns in ContInuous Suspension Coltme in Airliff Biomactor (T = JO OC, 
D = 0.1 ho', VVM = 1.0 ând Go = 20.0 g/L). 
43.3. Plasmid hstabiiity Kinetics in Conb'nuous Culture 
4.3.3.1. Mathematid Analysis 
Assummg that the ceils are m balanced growth, according to Imanaka and Aiba (1981). 
the change in plasmid-bearing ce& in the continuous culture system can be descnbed by: 
The anaiyticai solution of Eq. (4.1) is as follows: 
..Y+ = x,' exp(p+ - pp* - D)t = x0+ exp(-kft) (43) 
where k = -( p' - pp* - D )  . a m-order decay rate constant, which is aiways positive 
because p* S D .  Eq. (4.2) shows that the decay of phmici-bearing c& foiiows fmt- 
order kinetics and the concentration of plamid-bearing cells decreases with culture time 
during continuous culture. Since the total cefl concentration X,  is observed constant 
during the culture process (See Figwe 4.17). the fiaction of plasmid-besring cells 
( F = X+ / X,  ) &O foîiows an exponential decay pattern: 
F = F, exp(-k!t) (4.3) 
Similarly. the change in plasruid-ke œUs in the culture system can be descnbed as 
follows: 
Eq. (4.2) and (4.4) can be solved analytically to give: 
X -  = X,- expC(p- - D ) ~ J  + [ p p + ~ o '  G][exp[((p- - D u t  - eq(-k,t)] ( 4 3  
where 6 = p- - p' + pp*, which is always positive because p- 2 $. Eq. (4.5) shows 
that the concentration of plasmid-hx œlls inmases with culture the.  Letting B = X /  
f and dividing Eq. (4.5) by Eq. (4.2), one obtains: 
Differentiaüng Eq. (4.6) and rearranging the resuit yields: 
Substimting Eq. (4.6) into Eq. (4.7) gives: 
dB According to Eq. (4.8), the slope of a plot of - venus B is: 
dt 
C, =p--p++pp+ (4.9) 
and the intercept of the plot is: 
b = pp* (4.10) 
According to Eq. (4.2), a semilogarithmic plot of X versus tirne t yields a dope oE 
C, = v + - p ~ ' - D = - k ~  (4.1 1) 
Solving Eq. (4.91, (4.10) and (4.1 1 )  for the spsinc growth rate of p e d - b e e g  celis, 
the s w c  growth rate of plasruid-free celis and probability of plasmid l o s  gives: 
p + = C , + b + D  (4.12) 
p-=C,+C,+D (4.13) 
Eq. (4.12). (4.13) and (4.14) can be used to estirnate the specific growth rate of plasmid- 
bearing ce& ( p' ), the specinc growth rate of plasmid-fke ceh ( p-), and probability of 
plasmid loss ( p ) at different dilution rates h m  experimental data These equations 
derived above could be a usefid tool for analysis of plasmid instability in recombinant cem. 
433.2. Effects of Diiution Rates on Plasmid Stabiiity 
Chemostat cultures in the YPG nonselective medium were pufomed with recombinant S. 
cerevisiae at various dilution rates (0.05,0.10,020,0.25 Y') in the akiift bioreactor. The 
percentage of piasmid-bearing ce& were detennined during continuous culture. The 
results are plotted as a function of the culture thne in Figure 4.14, which shows that the 
fidi in fraction of plasrnid-bearing ceüs foiiowed an exponential decay pattern, m 
agreement with Eq. (4.3). Other worken (Futcher and Cox, 1984; impoolsup et ai., 
1989a) had aiso reported an exponential decay pattern. From Figure 4.14 it can be seen 
that the apparent piasmid l o s  rate incnases with increasing dilution rates. Since the 
dilution rate corresponds to the ceii specific growth rate in chemostat culture, it appean 
that the more the œlis divide. the mon iikely they lose plasmids However, paraiiel lines 
were obtained when the fractions of plasmid-bearing cells were plotted against the nurnber 
of generations (Fc~gure 4.15). No différence in plasmid lo s  per generation at different 
dilution rates was observed. As the doubling tirne decnases with increasing dilution rate, 
there are more generations at higher dilution rates for a hed culture the. Based on 
generation, the plasrnid l o s  per generation is independent of the dilution rate. In conaast, 
Figure 4-14. Effeds of Dilution Rate and Time on Ptasmid Stabiiity during 
Continuous Culture in Airült Bioreactor Using NomeIective Medium (7' = 30 OC, 
VVM = 1.0 and GO = 20.0 gL). 
O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Number of Generations 
Figure 4.15. Effects of Düubion Rate and Generation Number on Plamiid Stabiïity 
during Continuous Cuiture in A i m  Biomctor Using Nonseledive Medium (T = 30 
OC, VVM = 1.0 and Go = 20.0 fi). 
Impoolsup et ai. (1989a) and Hardjito et a l  (1993) reported that segregational instabiIity 
(plasmid losslper generation) increased with increasing dilution rates in a culture of a 
recombinant yeast in non-selective medium. The effect of dilution rate seerns to relate to 
the medium used. When recombinant S. cerevisiae yeasts were continuously grown in 
selective medium, plasmid instability was reported to decrease with increasing dilution 
rates (Parker and DiBiasio, 1987; Lee and Hassan, 1988; Caunt et d., 1989; Da Silva and 
Baiiey, 1991). 
43.33. Estimation of Instability Parameters 
The foliowing discussion refm to growth conditions when the specific growth rate of the 
plasmid-bearing celis is not significantly different from plasmid-fnt ceB. It can be shown 
that if the fraction of piasmid-bearing ceUs ( F ) follows a exponential decay pattern, then 
plotting dB/dt venus B wi. give a straight line with a slope of = kI and an intercept of b 
= kfi if F declines according to an exponential pattern (Eq.(4.3)). then we have: 
Differentiating Eq. ( 15) and rearranging the mult yields: 
Substini~g Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.16) gives: 
From a semilogarithmic plot @ g m  4. M), values of at different dilution rates 
can be obtained by linear regression. From Eq. (1 1) and (17), we have C, = -k, , 
C, = kt and b = k, respectively. Using Eq. (12). (13) and (14). the specific growth rate of 
plasmid-bearing tells ( p' = Ct + b + D = D ). the speafic growth rate of phnid-fiee ceils 
(p- =Cl +C,+D=D) .  probability of plasmid loss ( p  =b/(CÎ+b+D) =kf/D) at 
diffennt diïution rates were estimated. The values of p+, p-, p, and kt at various dilution 
rates are compiled in Table 4.3. The dB/dt vernis B plot for each dilution rate is 
iUustrated in Figure 4.16. 
Table 4.3. Estimated Values of Instabüity Parsmeters Dunng Continuous Culture 
of Recombinant S. cerevkiae (ATCC 20690) in Airlift Bioreactor. 
Figure 4.16. dB/dt versus B Plots at Merent Wution Rates 
4.3.3.4.Growth Rate Differences 
For recombinant ce& both structurai instabiliity. segregational uistability? and growth rate 
dinerence cm contribute to plasmid loss. Structural instability is ofkn caused by the 
DNA's deletion, insertion, recombination, and other events, while segegational instability 
is caused by a bias in partitionhg of plasmids between mother and daughter ceils during 
ceII division (Primrose et al.. 198 1; Ryu and Lee, 1988). In addition, the plasmid-free celis 
usuaiiy have a growth advantage over plasmid-bearing œlls in non-selective medium 
because the presence of the foreign plasmid places additionai "stress and burden" on host 
cells. The excess metaboüc load is due to the requirement to replicate and express the 
foreign DNA (Seo and Baiiey, 1985; Bimaum and Baiïey, 1991). During ceU culture, the 
plasmid-free ceUs tend to overwheirn the original population of p~asmid-bea~g ceils due 
to their higher growth rate. 
As shown in Table 4.3, there is negiigible dinerence between the growth rates of 
plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free ceh at the dilution rates tested. which is in agreement 
with the experimentai measurements of the maximum specific growth rates of the piasmici- 
bearing and plasmid-kee ceUs for the current recombinant yeast saains (TMis et al., 1987). 
No growth rate ciifferenas contribute to the apparent instability of the plasmids. This 
ûnding agrees with the observation that the total ce4 concentration remained nearly 
constant d d g  the experiments (See Figure 4-17), even though the population of the 
plasmid-bearing ceh continuously decreased (Figure 4.14). otherwise the total ceIl m a s  
would increase during the c u i ~  process. This result is also consistent with the fmding 
Figure 4.17. Totai Cell Mas at Different Dilution Rates during Continuous Culture 
pro ces^ ( T = M  O C ,  WM = 1.0and GO= 2û.O fi). 
by Impoolsup et al. (1989b). Our hdings with the recombinant yeast are different h m  
those found with recombinant E. d i .  For recombinant E. coli, it is weU-documented 
that there is a difference in growth rates berneen plasmid-fke and pfasmid-bearhg ceils 
(Seo and Baüey. 1985; Kim and Sholer. 1990b; Birnbam and Bailey, 1991; Flickingex and 
Rouse, 1993). The disparity between recombinant yeast and recombinant E. coü may be 
explained by the ciifference in piasmid copy number. For 2 pn based yeast episomal 
plasmid (YEp). the copy number per ceii ranges frum 5 to 40 (Caunt et al., 1988). whik 
recombinant E. d i  plasmids usually have much higher copy nurnbers (Seo and Bailey, 
1985; Ryu and Lee. 1988; Kim and Shuler, 1990b; Topa et ai., 1993). The higher the 
plasmid copy nurnber, the greater the additionai amount of energy required to maintain 
that DNA within the host ceii, and consequently the lower the relative specific growth rate 
(Kim and Shuler. 1990b; Birnbaum and Bailey, 1991). In addition, recombinant E. coli 
generally has suonger promoters and a higher levei of cloned gene expression than S. 
cerevisiae. 
4 3 e 3 e S e  Probability OP Plasrnid L m  @) 
In modelling plasmid instability, the probability of plasmid l o s  (p) due to structurai 
uistability and/or sepgationai instability is an important kinetic parameter. We have 
show a new methodology to evaluate th& parameter (p). It cm be seen in Table 1 that 
the probability of plasmid loss @) is nearly constant at aII dilution rates tested. So it can 
concluded that the dilution rate has no signifiant effect on the plasmid stabiüty. This 
6nding is c o n w  to those found in a recombinant E. coli (Mosrati et al., 1993) and in 
another recombinant yeast (impoolsup et al.. 1989a). If the genetic factors ( plasmid 
composition . structure, copy number etc.) have a dominant effect on the plasmid stability, 
then for a certain piasmid the probabiiity of the plasmid loss is most iikely the same under 
different environmental conditions. 
This conclusion can be M e r  c o h e d  by examining the Mt-order decay rate 
consrnt (k,). When expressed as honr" , the values of S show a tendency to increase 
with inmasing dilution rates. However, when it is expressed as generation-', the values of 
kf are nearly constant for al1 the dilution rates tested. The mult can be &y explained by 
the constant probability of plasmid loss. It was already shown that the fim-order decay 
rate constant (RI) cm be demibed as: 
k, = D - p + + p p +  (4.18) 
The first temi ( D  - p*) , reflects the effect of growth difference and the second term pp* 
retlects the effect of strucniral and segregationai instabiiiv on piasmid Ioss. If there is no 
growrh rate diffemce between plasmid-bearing and plasmid-free cells. we have: 
p+ =p- = D  (4.19) 
Thus Eq. (4.18) cm be nduced to: 
k, = pl) (h.l) wm 
It can be seen h m  Eq. (4.20) that kf , expressed in Y' , increases with increasing dilution 
rares. For a balanced growth in continuous culture, the doubling tirne or generation the  ( 
b )  can be caicnlated as: 
Then kf , expressed in generatiod , wül becorne: 
k, = pl%, = In 2 x p ( generation-' ) (4-22) 
Eq. (4.22) shows that if the probability of piasmid loss @) is constant, kf ( generation" ) is 
constant over different dilution rates. 
If the difference in specsfic growth rates of plasmid-bea~g and plasmid fke ceils 
are negligible. the three-parameter model of plasmid instabiüty kinetics can be simplified to 
a one-panmeter model as foiiows: 
X' = x,' e q ( - p D t )  ( 4 3 )  
X- = X,- + X:[I -eq(-pDt)] (4-24) 
For the current recombinant yeast, the probabiiïtyp cm be considered independent of the 
dilution rate D. In the present case an average value of p couid be caiculated as 0.0499. 
Based on p = 0.0499. the kst-order decay rate constants for dinerent dilution rates were 
calculated and are listed in Table 4.4. Table 4.4 shows good agreement between predicted 
values of kf and measured vaiues of kfi The model can be &O appiied to situations when 
probability of plasmid l o s  @) is dependent on the dilution rate. For example, Impoolsup 
et ai. (1 W b )  found that when expressed in units of generation-', the vaiues of fïrst-onier 
decay rate constants (kf) had a tendency to increase with increasing growth rates. It may 
be deduced h m  Eq. (4.22) that the probability of plasmid 10s @) incnased with 
increasing dilution rates. Higher instability at higher dilution rate was also reported for 
other recombinant yeast under nonselective condition (Hardjito et ai-, 1993). Increased 
probabiiity of plasmid loss at higher dilution rates in a nonselective medium is possibly due 
to genetic errors during faster growth (ImpooIsnp et ai., 1989b). Variable plasaid loss 
probability can be easily incorporated into the prescnt model. 
The present model rnay be also useM for anaiysing plasmid instabiüty kinetics in a 
seiective medium. It was noted that contmy to nowIective conditions, l e s  plasmid l o s  
per generation was observed at higher dilution rates under selective conditions (Parker and 
DiBiasio. 1987; Lee and Hasan, 1988). Assuming growth of plasmid-fke œUs is 
negligible under selective pressure, then specinc growth rate of plasmid-bearing ceiis 
would be equd to dilution rate during chemostat culture (k - D ). Thus, Eq. (4.22) 
may be also suitable for seletive systems. Based on the Eq. (4.22), it rnay be concluded 
that probability of plasmid Ioss @) decreases with increasing dilution rate in a selective 
system. Attempts have ken made to expiain ihir effect (DiBiasio and Sardonini. 1986; 
Parker and DiBiasio, 1987), but actual mechanisms rernain unclear. In a selective medium, 
plasmid-fke celis could stiIl propagate to some degree since a metabolite king excreted 
into the medium by plasmid-bearing ceils rnay support the growth of piasmid-ke ceUs 
(Sardonini and DiBiasio, 1987). Increase in dilution rate decreases the concentration of 
the metabolite, hence, causing the washout of plasmid-free ce&- 
Table 4.4. Cornparison between Values of M d  and Predicted kr. 
4.3.3.6. Conclusions 
A simple khetic model was derived for expresshg piaand stabiltty in a recombinant yeast 
in continuous culture. The plasmid loss foliowed Wt-order kinetics, which agreed weli 
with the experimental resuits. A novel method was developed for estimation of the 
specifk growth rates of plasmid-bearing and plasmid-fiee cek, and the probability of 
plasmid loss. In the preant case, the intrinsic probability of pIasmid l o s  remained 
constant and independent of the dilution rate. and the specinc growth rates of the phsrnid- 
b e d g  and plasmid-frce populations were identical. However, the model c m  be applied 
to situations when differences exist in the above parameter values. 
4.3.4. Effixt of Dilution Rate On Recombinant Rotein Expression 
Besides the iÏaction of plasmid-be&g ce&, concentrations of the recombinant prolein 
(glucoamylase) were also followed dming coniinuous col- in the airlin bioreactor 
using the YPG nonselective medium, nie e f fm of the diiution rate and t h e  on 
glucoamylase production are shown in Fignre 4.18. 'The data taken at the dilution rate 
0.25 h-' was not included as glucose was not limiting at mis dilution rate and the residual 
glucose level inteifered with glucoamylase measunment Like the fiaction of the 
plasmid-bea~g tell$ the decline of recombinant protein concentrations &O followed 
fit-order kinetics. Figure 4.18 also shows increased decay rate of recombyiant protein 
expression (as function of tirne) at higher dilution rates However, the decay rates were 
nearly constant at different dilution rates when the giucoamyiase activity was plotted 
against the nurnber of generations (Figure 4.19). Thus, the recombinant protein 
expression was directly related to the fiaction of plasmid-bearing cek. This m e r  
c o n f i s  the assumption of fht-order kinetics for plasmid loss. 
It is evident h m  Figure 4.18 that the enzyme concentrations decreased with 
increasing dilution rates. This is because of a metabolic shift At lower dilution rates the 
metabolisrn of recombinant yeast was mainiy respiratory Such conditions gave efficient 
conversion of carbon source to ceU and the biomass nmained at a higher level, resuiting in 
higher enzyme production. But at higher diiution rates glucose fermentation dorninated as 
most of the glucose was used for ethano1 production due to the Crabttee effm Under 
these conditions biomass yield dropped to a lower kvel and ceIl concentrations were 
lower but ethanol concentrations were higher. conespondhg to a lowu enzyme 
concentration. The relationship between dilution rate, œil mass and ethanol concentration 
is shown in Figure 4.20. Ceii concentrations decreased with increasing dilution rates but 
ethanol concentrations hcreased with increasing dilution rates. It has been reported that 
the Crabtree effect could be induced by a high glucose concentration or by a high influx of 
glucose even when the concentration of glucose was low ( 10-100 mgL) (van Dijken and 
Scheffers, 1984). Experimentai data showed that the glucose concentrations in the 
bioreactor were very low (consistentiy below 50 mgIl) at aU dilution rates (0.05.0.10 and 
0.20 h") used in the present continuous cultum. The Crabtree effect was caused by a 
high infiux of glucose. 
The relationship between the specinc enzyme activity (or enzyme yield) and the 
dilution rate during continuous culture is shown in Figure 4.21. It cm be seen that the 
specific enzyme activity decreased with increasing dilution rate. This is also due to the 
shift in metabolism h m  glucose oxidation to glucose fermentation at higher dilution rates; 
more glucose was femented to ethanol via glucose fermentation pathway. The estimated 
fraction of the ah produced by anaembic pathway increased with increasing dilution rate 
(See Table 4.5). But the fermentative pathway is not associated with enzyme production. 
Thus, the specinc enzyme activity or enzyme yidd declined to a lower ievel at higher 
dilution rates. Furthennon, enzyme yield &O decreased with increasùig specinc growth 
rate (dilution rate) as discussed in Section 4.2.3. 
Figure 4.18- Etlects of Mluiioa Rate and The on GIncoamylase Expression during 
Continuous Culture in Airiift Bioreactor (T = 30 O C ,  C, = 1.0 and Go = 20.0 
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Figure 4.19. EffectS of Dilution Rate and Generatioa Number on Glucoamylase 
Exprdon during Contiauous Culture in Airïift Blofeactor (T' = JO OC, W M  = 1.0 
and Go = 20.0 fi). 
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Figure 420. Effecîs of Dilution Rate on Cd and Ethano1 Concentrations during 
Continuous Culture in Airiift Bioreactor (T = 30 O C ,  VVM = 1.0 and Go = 20.0 fi). 
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Figure 4.21. Effects of Dilution Rate on S p d c  Enzyme Activîty during Continuous 
Culture in Airlift Bioreactor (T = 30 O C ,  W M  = 1.0 and C& = 20-0 &). 
Table 4.5. Metabolic Pathway Analysis during Continuous Cuiture in ALR 
I Cell M a s  Contributed from 0.5659 1 12405 1 1.7945 1 Glueose Fermentation XI (fi) = 
Diiution Rate D (lil) 
B 
Total Cd Masr X (g/L) 
Ethanol Concentration E (%L) 




Fraction of Cells Produceci in Glume 09200 
Oxidation ( X 6 )  1 1 0m8 1 1 
Oxidation Xr (fi) = X - XI 
Fraction of Ce& Produced in Glume 
Fermentation (X1/X) 
4.3.5. Cornparison between ALR and STR Bioreactors 
Continuous culture experiments using nonselective medium were also performed in the 
STR bioreactor. Cornparisons of the enzyme. tell and ethanol concentrations between the 
ALR and STR bioreactors in continuous culture (diiution rate = 0.10 h") are pnsented in 
Figure 4.22 (ushg original strain) and Figare 4.23 (using se1ected strain). Figures 4.22 
and 4.23 show that the enzyme concentrations were higher m the ALR bioreactor even 
though the œiï concentrations were lower. Thenfore, the e q m e  yield or speafic 
enzyme activity was lower in the STR bioreactor, which is consistent with the nsults 











that the decay rate of enzyme production was higher in the STR bioreactor than in the 
ALR bioreactor (Figures 4.22 and 4.23). The enzyme concentration feu more rapidly in 
the STR bioreactor because the M o n  of plasmid-bearing œUs in the STR declined 
faster than in the ALR (Figure 4.24). The agitation was possibly responsible for the 
increased apparent plasmid instability in the STR bioreactor. When a recombinant E. coli 
BlpTG201 was grown in a nonselective medium, Huang et aL (1990) observed that the 
plasmid stability and enzyme productivity decreased with the increase in agitation speed 
from 50 to 200 rpm. They concluded that a mild agitation rate was favourable for the 
maintenance of plasmid stability. In the present case, the agitation rate used was high (500 
rprn), which might result in a decreased plasmid stabüity in the STR bioreactor. Although 
the ceil mass was higher in the STR bioreactor, the enzyme production was poorer due to 
the increased plasmid instability (Fi~gure 4.22 and 4.23). 
In the STR bioreactors, the energy required for the movement of the fluid is 
introduced focally at one point in the reactor via a stirrer. The shear stress wiU be greatest 
near the stimr and dissipate with distance h m  i t  The vigorous fiuid movement and the 
wide variation of shear force in the reactor may have a detrimental effect on plasmid 
stability (Huang et al., 1990). In conmt, in the absence of agitation a regular and 
predictable pattern of bulk circulation generated by injected air exists in the ALR 
bioreactors. Shear dismiution is homogeneous throughout the ALR bioreactors. n ie  
gentle and approximately wiifom environment is very suitable for M g  ceiis. It is me 
lhat STR bioreactors cm provide higher dissolved oxygen Ievel and generate higher cd 
concentration. But this may be more than offset by the increased piasmid instability 
caused by the agitation. Due to a rehtively low critical dissolved oxygen leveï, ALR 
bioreactors are able to provide adequate oxygen for the ncombinant yeast. The potentiai 
use of ALI2 bioreactors in commercial cultivation of recombinant yeast ce& is very 
promiag. 
Figure 4.22* Cornparisons of Enzyme, Ceii and Ethawl Concentrations berneen 
ALR and STR Bioreactors in Continuous Culture Using Originai Strain @ = 0.10 
h", T = 30 OC , VVM = 1.0, RPM = 500 and Go= 20.0 @,). 
+ Emyme (ALR) -e- Enzyme (STR) +CeIl (ALR) 
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Figure 4.23. Cornparisons of Enzyme, Cd and Ethanol Concentrations between 
ALR and STR Bioreacîoa in Continuous Culture Using Seïected Strain @ = 0.10 
If1, T = 30 OC , VVM = 1.0, RPM = 500 and Go= 20.0 fi). 
[+ Enzyme (ALR) + Enzyme (STR) +Fraction of PBC (AIR) +- Fraction of STR] 
Figure 4.24. Correlation between Enzyme Produdion and Plarmid Loss Dun'ng 
Continuous Culture in ALR and STR Bioreactors Using SeIected Strain @ = 0.10 
YI, T = 30 OC , VVM = 1.0, RPM = 500 â ~ ~ d  Go = 20.0 @). 
4.3.6. Continuous CuIture in a Seleetive Medium 
Using a YNB selective medium with a glucose concentration of 10 gL, continuous culture 
was perfomed in the airiift bioreactor to examine the effkct of selection pressm. After 
the bioreactor was operated in batch mode for 24 hours, the continuous culture was 
initiated at a dilution rate = 0.10 Y'. As shown in Fignre 4.25, a decline in enzyme activity 
was observed pnor to reaching steady state condition This is probably due to the 
adaptation of ceils from solely ethanol coosumption to a glucose utïüzation during the 
stan-up period. The ethanol concentration increased from 1 g/L at the beginning of 
continuous culture to 1.50 g/L at steady state (after 24 hours) and rernained nearly 
constant thereafter. The total ceU concentration at steady state was around 2.90 g/L. The 
enzyme concentration decreased during the culture! process even though the fraction of 
plasruid-bearing celh rernained constant figure 4.25). Decoupiing between plasmid Los 
and enzyme production was observed in the selective medium. In contrast, in the 
nonselective medium. borh the M o n  of plasmid-bearing cells and enzyme activity 
decayed exponentially; thus, piasmid loss comlated directly with the deciine of enyme 
production (Figure 4.26). 
It appears that a population of œiis which were capable of leucine synthesis, but 
were Iess efficient in glucoamylase production had gradudiy supplanted the original 
population during the continuous culture in selective medium. The YNB seIective medium 
imposes only one seiection pressure which is based on the leucine gene (LEUZ) inserted in 
the plasmid. Carrying plasmids and expressing LEUZ gene for leucine synthesis were 
necessary for host ce& to grow in the selective medium. However, the expression of 
glucoamylse gene was not needed for survival, In order to rednce the metabolic load, the 
expression of glucoamylase rnight have b e n  tumed off. In this case, the plasmids would 
be maiBtained for the synthesis of leucine without producing glucoamylase. It was also 
possible that the plasmids lost a part or tk whole giucoamylase gene by deletion. The 
reduced plasmid size was an advantage for recombinant cells since increased plasmid size 
required increased arnount of energy (Cheah et al., 1987). Furthemore, since the host ceii 
was a LEU2 auxonophic suain, it was iikely that an integration of the LEU2 gene 
encoded on the plasmid into the host chromosome occnrred as a resuit of a homologous 
recombination event (Kuriyama et aL, 1992). The host cells which reacquired the Ieucine 
gene did not need plasmids to swive. They could grow in the selective medium and 
appeared to contain the plasrnids; but they were not able to synthesize glucoamylase. The 
decoupling between phsrnid Ioss and enzyme production in the selective medium may be 
explained by the above mechanism. The decay in enzyme production in selective medium 
was mainly caused by the structural instability of the plasmids. ui contrast, the plasrnid 
instabiüty in the nonselective medium was mainiy segregationai, plasrnid l o s  occurred 
because of the bias putitionhg of plasrnids beween mother and daughter cells. 
'Ihe m o n  of the piasmid-bearing ce& never reached 100%. It remained at 80- 
86% during cuitun. In a sdective medium the plasmid-fiee œlls are expected to be 
washed out, nevertheles, many researchers reponed the existence of plasmid-negative 
cells in a selective medium. It was shown that phsrnid-free cells codd swive in the 
selective medium because an essential amino acid that was excreted into the medium by 
the plasmid-bearing cells could support the growth of piasmid-fke œlls @iboasio and 
Sardonini, 1986; Sardonini and Dibiasio, 1987). Kleinman et ai. (1 986) also reported that 
the selective medium only reduced the htibility but couid not remove it completely. In 
the present case. leucine could be synthçsized by pllasnid-positive cells and secreted into 
the medium. The srnaII amount of amino acid is probably enough to keep a certain portion 
of plasmid-free ceb viable in the bioreactor. 
Corn parison of the speciflc enzyme ac tivity between selective and nonselective 
media is shown in Figure 4.27. As expected, higher specifïc enzyme activity and higher 
stabitity of glucoamyk production were observed in the selective medium. But higher 
celi mas and enzyme concentration were obtained in the nonselective medium (Figure 
4.28). Therefore, the selective medium is not an economical medium especially if the 
higher cost of this medium is considend 
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Figure 4.26. Correlation between Fraction of Pldd=B&ng Cells and Enyme 
Concentration during Continuous Culture in ALR Bioreactor Using Nomdeetive 
Medium @ = 0.10 hg', VVM = 1.0, T = 30 OC and G= 20 g L). 
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Figure 4.27. Cornparison of Spedfic Enzyme Activity between Seiective and 
Nonselective Media during Continuow Culture in ALR @ = 0.10 KI, VVM = 1.0, T 
= 30 OC, Go = 10 /L). 
1 + Enzyme (Selecthre) -m- Enzyme (Nonse1ective)l 
Figure 4.2û. Cornparison of Cell Mass and Emyme Concentration between Seiective 
and Nomelective Media during Coatlmious Culture in ALR (D = 0.10 h", W M  = 
1.0, T = JO O C  and Go= 10 L). 
CHAPTER 5 
MODELING OF RECOMBINANT S. CEREVISIAE 
5.1 Introduction 
Many genetic and environmental factors must be considend in developing a recombinant 
cell bioprocess. Quantitative rnodeling of nxombinant cells is very useful for organizing 
the iiterature and experirnental information, understanding the nature of recombinants. and 
design, scale-up, operation, control and optimization of recombinant bioprocesses. 
In this chapter. a metabolic mode1 describing ceii growth. substrate consumption, 
ncombinant protein production and plasmid segregation of recombinant yeast is proposd 
by utiüzing the information obtained in this work and the avaiiable knowledge in the 
üteranue. Although the model's simplinty and feasibility for engineering applications are 
emphasized, the key metabolic features d yeast are still incorporatecl into the modeL 
Experimental results in both batch and continuous fermentations of the recombinant S. 
cerevisiae C468IpGAC9. are w d  to evaluate the accuracy and feasibility of the model m 
descnbing the obselved phenomena To test the generality of the model, verification k 
ais0 performed with sets of experimental data h m  independent studies for other 
recombinant yeast saains. 
5.2. Mode1 DeveIopment 
The model is based on the following assumptions and concepts. which can be dezived h m  
both the experirnentai results obniined m this work and the known metabolic and enzyme 
expression and regdation feaaires of yeast Glucose fermentation, glucose oxidation and 
ethanoi oxidation represent the thne metabolic pathways in the recombinant yeast S. 
cerevisioe. which can be simplified as shown below (See Womenclanire" for explanation 
of notations): 
Glucose fermentation 
Ali the essential enzymes in the glucose fermentation pathway are lumped as a pacemaker 
enzyme pool Cl and ali the key enzymes in glucose oxidation pathway an grouped 
together as a pacing enzyme pool C2. Glucose fermentation and glucose oxidation can 
occur simultaneously. Their specific growth rates (pl or pz) are regulated by the activity 
of the pacing enzyme pools (Cl or CI) responsible for individual pathway. CI is induced 
by the high glucose level while C2 is repnssed. The lanu corresponds to the Cmbtree 
effect when the glucose flux becornes too large for the ceii's oxidative capacity to 
Glume 9 G  911 Cl. p, * Ethanol + Ce11 
Glucose Oxidation % 
c, 
k 
C, Ethanol Oxidation 
l43 
Recombinant Protein + CeIl+ C 4  
handle. excess glucose is femented to ethanol and the oxidative enzymes an attenuated to 
restrict glucose oxidation (Cappella and Dhujati, 1990; Sonnleitner and Kappeii, L 986). 
The effects of glucose flux ( q ~ )  on the activities of the pacing enzyme pools cm be 
described according to the foiiowing expressions: 
Ut) is incorporated to consider the adaptive characteristics in the modes of control and 
regdation of the enzyme activities* The values of CI and C2 are normaiized and Vary 
between O and 1. The fonns of the above two equations were adapted fiom van Dedem 
and Moo-Young (1973). Function L(t) represents the time lag of the transient state 
between inoculation and the onset of exponential growth. Based on the experimental 
observation of the sigrnoidal increase in specific growth rate during the lag phase. L(t) is 
approximated by the foiiowing exponential function: 
where t b  is hg the ,  which depends on the recombinant strain, medium used and 
inoculum conditions. 
As glucose is depleted Ui batch cdnire, ethanol and acetaldehyde dehydrogenases 
are induced graduaiiy and ethanol is metabolized by progressive oxidation to acetaldehyde 
and acetaie and is then converkd to acetyl-CoA (Coppeila and Dhnjati. 1990; Berry and 
Brown, 1987). The outcome of this metaboliSm is the onset of respiratory growth on 
ethanoL The pacemaker enyme pool in ethaaol oxidation pathway is denoted as C3. The 
magnitude of C3 depends on the glucose ievel and the avaüability of dissolved oxygen. It 
was reported that ethanol is as9müated aftu glucose dec~ases below a aitical 
concentration. which ranges h m  0.13 gL (Pipu and Kirk, 1991) to 0.5 g/L (Pirt and 
Kurowski. 1970). In this model. in order to take into account the t h e  nquired for 
induction and synthesis of the key enzymes for the ethanol oxidation pathway gag phase 
for ethanol assimilation), it is assurned that ethanol is assimilated oniy after glucose is 
completely exhausted (no glucose flux). The above assumption can be fomulated into the 
following equation: 
The limiting substance is the carbon source. G denow glucose and E denotes 
ethanol. Ceil growth in each rnetabolic pathway foiiows a modified Monod equation 
dexnbed by: 
The carbon fluxes h m  the three metabolic pathways in yeast are quantitatively additive 
(Sonnleitner and Kappeli. 1986); therefore, the specinc growth rates associated with the 
three rnetabolic events are additive as well: 
It is apparent that ethanol production is only associated with the glucose 
fermentation pathway and is growth-associated. Ethano1 is pmduced in the glucose 
fermentation pathway and then conswned in the ethanol oxidation pathway as described 
below: 
In addition. it may be assumed that the formation of the recombinant protein is oniy 
associated with the oxidative pathways As discussed in Section 4.2.4. this assumption 
was jusrifïed by our experirnentai resulu. Glucoamylase formation has k e n  show to be 
growth-associated with plasmid-bearing celis in the present case @gure 5.1). This 
observation is consistent with resuits reported for protein production with other 
recombinant yeasts (Gu et al., 1989; Cappella and Dhurjati, 1990; Sode et ai.. 1988; 
Turner et al., 1991). Cotl~equmtly. the production rate of gfttcoamyiase may be e$ven as: 
Finally, a negligible growth dinefence between piasmid-bearing and plasmid-free celis and 
a constant probabiiity of piasmid los. @) were found in the present recombinant strain 
(See Section 4.3.3). Based on these observations, the segregational plasmid l o s  kinetia 
rnay be expressed as follows: 
Figure 5.1. Linear Regrdon of Glucoamyiase Concentration to Plasmid-Bdng 
Ce11 Concentration in Batch Culture in Airiift Bioreactor. 
53. Modei Simulation in Batch CuIture 
5.3.1 System Equations for Batch Culture 
When the above model is appiied to a batch fermentation process, the following dymnic 
equations are generated: 
Glucose (G): 
Total Ceii Mass (X): 
rProtein (P): 




The batch culture model requires 15 equations and 18 parameters. Using the 
parameter estimates h m  experimental data, the model can be solved simultaneously for 
six variables (G, X, X+, E, P and F) by C cornputer programming. 
5.32 Parameter Estimation 
The parameter values used for model simdation are summhd in Table 1. The values of 
dl these parameters are within the mnge of litmm values. Of the 18 parameters, 14 
were estimated h m  the experimentai resuia, 4 were derived h m  literature. AU 
parameter d u e s  were considered constant and experjmentally easily accessible. In order 
to obtain the parameters associated with the glucose fermentation pathway (Y' ,Y,,, 
X I G  
and pl, -). a complete anaembic batch fermentation was carried out using nitmgen 
sparging. Then the yield coefficients (Y' and Y,,, ) were detennined from a linear 
X / G  
regression of glucose or ethanol to œil dry weight and the maximum specific growth rate 
for glucose fermentation (pl, ,) was evaluated h m  a semilogarithmic plot of cd 
concentration ( X )  versus the (1). After Y was detennined. Y and a2 were 
X / G  X / G 
estimated b m  aerobic batch fermentation. Sirnilarly, the parameters for the ethanol 
oxidation pathway (Y,,, . p ~ ,   and as) were obtained fiom the experimental data of 
oxidative growth on ethanoi. The maximum specinc p w t h  rate for glucose oxidation ph 
, was taken from the literanire (CoppeiIa and Dhujati, 1990; Piper and Kirk, 1991). 
The saturation constants 4, K2 and 4 were obtained from published data (Coppella and 
Dhu jati, 1990; Sonnleitner and Kappeii, 1986). Lag time rL, was evaluated from 
experimental data, which is the t h e  required to achieve exponential growth after 
inoculation. The probabiiity of plasrnid loss @) was determined h m  the continuous 
fermentation data according to the method dexribed in Section 4.3.3. The regdation 
coefficients of the pacemaker enzyme pools (k, Rh k, and W were esiimated h m  the 
continuous fermentation data and were then adjusted according to published information 
on yeast rnetabolic pathways (van Dedem and Moo-Young, 1973); Coppella and Dhujati, 
1990; Berry and Brown, 1987). 
Table 5.1. Summary of Parameters for Recombinant Sacc~omyces  cereviskze. 
Dimension 1 This saidy 1 fiterature 
- - - - - - - - 
dimensionless 0.05 NIA 
g ceug glucose O. 12 O*OS-O. f O, O. 15 
g ceWg glucose 0.48 0.49 ,050 
g celYg ethmol 0.65 0.53 ,0.72 
g ethanolfg dcw 3.35 3.0 
unitdg dcw 32-97 NIA 
unitdg dcw 33.80 NIA 
h-' 0.38 0.30,0.40-0.45 
h-l 0.25 0.25 ,0.25-0.3 
ti' 0.06 O. I O  
Note: N/A = not avalilable 
53.3. SimuIated Results for Present Recombinant Yeast 
The batch culture model consists of 5 differential qations and 10 analyticai equations. 
These 15 equations must be solved simultaneously in order to evaluate the fermentation 
variables, which are glucose concentration (G), total cell concentration (X),  plasmid- 
bearing ceii concentration (X'), ethanol concentration (E), recombinant protein 
concentration (P) and the fraction of plasmid-bearing œiis (F). The differential equations 
were solved numericaily using a fourth order Rnnge-Kutta algorithm whiîe Newton's 
method was used for solving the anaiyticai eqnations. The step size taken was 0.2 hour. 
Solution of the model equations was pmgrammed in C code and was mn in a Turbo Ccç 
environment (Borland hc.). A phtom of the source code is presented in AppendUt F. 
Graphical representation of the mode1 output and experirnental data were canied out with 
Excel software. A cornparison beniveen the model-simulated and experimental results for 
the present ncornbhant yeast (C46apGAC9) culture in airiin bioreactor is presented in 
Figure 5.2. 
Figure 5.2 shows exceRent agreement between mode1 predictions and experimental 
mulu for glucose, ceii m a s ,  ethanol glumamylase (recombinant protein) and fiaction of 
plasmid-bearing cek during batch fermentation of recombinant S. cerevisioe soain 
C468lpGAC9. Using the modifieci Monod equation, the mode1 successfuny predicted 
diauxic growth, glucose consumption, ethanol production and ethanol utilharion after 
glucose exhausrion. With the assumption that the formation of recombinant protein is only 
1 n Glucose o Cell Mass O Ethano1 A Glucoamylase x FPBC 1 
Figure 5.2. Cornparison between Model Simulation (solid Une) and Experimental 
Data (markers) for Batch Fermentation with Recombinant Y a t  Strain 
C4WpGAC9 Producing Gluc~ampiase (data f m  airrent dudies). 
essociated with the oxidative growth. the mode1 &O simuiated weU the production 
of glucoamylase. The proposed plasmid l o s  kirietics also agrees well with the 
experimental observations. Both measured and simulated fractions of plasmid-bearing 
cells are nearly constant during the siower ethanol growth phase. This indicam that the 
segregation instability decreases with decreasing growth rate. Ehdiy. it is very 
encouraging that the proposed mode1 simulaad w d  the fim hg phase on glucose. the 
diauxic lag on ethanol and the stationary phase. which are u s d y  difficult to describe. 
43.4. Independent Verifkation of Proposed Modd 
Data on the production of exmoeUular Epidennal Growth Factor (hEGF) using 
recombinant S. cerevisiue strain AB 103. 1 pYaEGF-25 was obtained from Coppelîa and 
Dhujati (1990). Because it is a different recombinant yeast saain. growth associated 
coefficients for hEGF production (a2 and a,) were adjusted to 3.11 mg hEGF/ g dcw 
according to the authors' reporfed value. Since the Iag time t k  depends on recombinant 
suains, medium used and inoculum conditions, it was changed to 5.0 hr according to the 
experimental data. Oniy two other parameters (Y' and 4) were adjusted based on 
X / G  
the authors' reported values (Y;, h m  0.12 to 0.154 g ceWg glucose and KI h m  0.1 
to 2.1 gL). With four adjusted pariuneters. the mode1 successfolly predicted the dynarnics 
of glucose consumption, cell growth, ethanol production and UtiIization, hEGF production 
and plasrnid loss durhg batch fumentatioa of recombinant yeast strain AB103.1 
pYaEGF-25. Figure! 5 3  shows that the sirnulated resolts by the proposed mode1 agree 
weii with the experimentai observations. With the same probability of plasmid loss @) 
detennined in the cunent study, the model was able to simulate the fiaction of plasmid- 
bearing cells of the cited nxombinant strain. Coppella and Dhurjati also developed an 
excenent smcnired model to descnbe the recombinant yeast (Coppeb and Dhq0ati, 
1990). But their model required 43 equatioas and 48 parameters and some parameters 
were dificuit to estimate. Its complexity poses a number of diEicuIties for its practical use 
(e.g. parameter estimations). In con- the present model requins 15 equations and 18 
experimentaliy accessible parameters. It is more realistic and useful for industriai 
applications. 
In order to further test the proposed mode4 another set of experimental data on 
die growth of recombinant S. cerevisiue SEY2102/pRB58 wen obtained h m  Parker and 
Seo (1992). The host saain SEY 2102 contained the plasmid pBR58. which encodes for 
intraceilular invertase. The dynamics of ce1 growth. glucose consumption and ethanol 
metabohm wen sirnuiated by the modeL Dw to inadequate data, the simulation for 
invertase production could not be presented. Figure 5.4 shows a remarkable agreement 
benHeen the model simulations and the reported dam In executing the model. the same 
parameter values hted in Table I were used except the value of p~, iJ,, and th,  which were 
set to 0.10 If' and 1.5 h respectively to match the observed values. Thus. the general 
applicability of the present model was furcher confîmed. 
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Figure 53. Cornparison between Model Simulation (solid Une) and Experimentai 
Data (markers) for Batch Fermenation with Recombinant Yeast Strain 
AB103.YpYaEGF-25 Producing Human Epidermal Growth Factor (data from 
Coppella and Dhurjati (1990)). 
Figure 5.4. Cornparison between Model Simulation (soiid üne) and Experimental 
Data (markers) for Batch Fermentation with Recombinant Yeast Strain 
SEY210UpRB58 hoducing Invertase (data from Parker and Seo (1992). 
5.4. Moàei Simulation in Continuous Culture 
54.1. S ystern Equations in Continuous Culture 
In continuous culture, glucose was fed into the bioreactor and ethanol was produced 
continuously. Since glucose fermentation and ethanol oxidation pathways are unlikely to 
function simultaneously. the ethanol oxidation pathway may be switched off. When the 
proposed mode1 is applied to the steady state continuons cultnre. the foiiowing system 
equations may be formed: 
p, = O (no ethano1 oxidation) (5.16) 
P = ~ i + k = D  (5.17) 
P Cr2 qG =q, +ql =++- 
y*, YI, 
(S. 18) 
Equatioos (17) to (23) can be solved sirnultaneously by osing Mapie V to get pl, 
pz, p = pt + p2, Cl, C2 , q ~ ,  X, G (Examples of Maple V code for solhg the system 
equations are üsted in Appendix G. Then the following dynamic equations may be 
obtained based on the p p a s e d  model and mass balance: 
dx- 
Plasmid-Free Celi (X ): - = 
dt 
v- +p@+ -DX- 
Where 
P, =a,C12~,+ /D 
dE Ethano1 (E): - = Y,,,p, X - DE = O 
dt 
Equations 5.24a and 5.25a did not include a term for decline of dl population due 
to ceii death since the expuimentai results indicated that the attrition of ceii population 
due to death was negügiie under the conditions the experiments were carried out The 
continuous culture model consists of 12 equations and 13 parameters. Using the 
parameters iisted in Table 5.1, the model can be solved analyticaüy to give glucose 
concentration (G), total cell concentration (X), plasmid-bearing ceil concentration (m. 
ethanol concentration (E). and recombinant protein concentration (P). 
5.4.2. Cornparison between Modd Predictiom and Experimentai R d h  
Cornparison between the simuiated and experimental resuits for the continuous culture of 
the present recombinant yeast (C46WpGAC9) in the airüft bioreactor is presented in 
Table. 5.2. Excelient agreement between the experimentai data and mode1 pndictions was 
achieved for the glucose, œil. ethanol, glucoamylase concentrations and specific glucose 
consumption rate at dii%erent dilution rates. Thenfore, the proposed mode1 can sirnulate 
not only the batch culture but a h  the continuous culture. Its applicability was m e r  
tested. 
5.4.3. Effect of  Dilution Rate 
Effects of dilution rate on GB X. E, 41 and Po are shown in Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.5. Lincs 
represent mode1 simulations and points (markers) represent experimental nsuits. X and P, 
are predicted to decnase with increasing dilution rate. In contmt, G and qc increase with 
imeasing dilution rate. Initidy. E inmases with hmesing dilution rate a d  naches t 
maximum value at dilution rate = 0.35 Y'. then declines rapidly when dilution rate 
approaches the wash-out point. The wash-out dilution rate predicted by the model is 
0.415 Y'. When dilution rate is close to the wash-out pin& G Nes rapidly to the feed 
glucose concentration (GO) while X and Po &op to rero. As shown in Figure 5.6, there is 
a dilution rate at which the giucoarnylase productivity is rnaximized. The dilution rate to 
achieve the maximum productivity is estimated to be 0.1 lil, 
Table 52. Cornparison between Measureà and Preüïcteù R d t s  in Contimious 
Suspension Culture in Airiift Bioreactor (T = 30 O C ,  W M  4). 
G W )  
Predicted G (gn) 
1 Predicted PO (unitsL) I 
x(gn) 
Predic ted X (gn) 
E ( g n )  
Predicted E (gn) 
q~ (g.g-'=h-L) 
Predicted qc (g.g".h") 
0.004 1 
0,0033 
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Figure 5.5. Effect of Düution Rate on G, X, E, q and PO during Continuous 
Fermentation in M t  Bioreaetor with Recombinant Yeast Strain C4WpGAC9 
Produang Glucoamylase 
[ o Expetfmental data -Simuiated mtt] 
Figure 5.6. E f f '  of Dilution Rate on Glocoamylase Pmductivity during Continuous 
Fermentation in Airlift Bioreactor with Recombinant Yeast Sm*a C4WpGAC9 
Produring Glucoamylase. 
Figure 5.7. Effert of Dilution Rate on CI, Ct, pl, pt and p l i k  during Cmthuous 
Fermentation in Airlin Bioreaetor with Reoombinant Yeast Strain C4WpGAC9. 
The effixts of dilution rate on the activities of the pacemaker enzyme pools for 
glucose fementation and gùicose oxidation pathways (Ci and C') are ppresented in Figure 
5.7. CI iricreases with increasing dilution rate &ce the glacose flux increases with 
inmashg dilution rate and CI is induced by the glucose flux. In contras& C2 demases 
with increasing dilotion rate because of the repression by high glucose fim. Both CI and 
Cr tend to be constant at high dilution rate, corresponding to full induction of CI and fidi 
repression of C2. The specific growth rate for glucose fermentation (pi) is directly 
proportional to the dilution rate due to inmasing CI and glucose concentration (G). The 
specif~c growth rate for glucose oxidation (pz) i3 hcreases with increasing dilution rate, 
then tends to be nearly constant at higher dilution rate, Uidicating that a saturated 
respiratory capacity is reached (Sonnieitner and Kappeii, 1986). The ratio of pl to ~2 
increase steadily with increasing dilution rate, suggesting that glucose oxidation is 
dominant at low dilution rate and glucose fermentation predorninates at high dilution rate. 
5.4.4. Plasmid Loss and Enzyme Production Decay Kinetics 
As denved in Section 5-41, the plasmid los kinetics can be described by Equation (5.24b) 
as shown below: 
X+ = x,+ erp(-pDt) = X,' orp(-k,t) (5ab) 
where k, = pD . a fim-order decay rate constant for plasmid los. Equation (5.24b) 
shows that the decay of plasmid-bearing cells foiiows fim-order kinetics and the 
concentration of plasmid-b&g c& decnases with culture t h e  during continuous 
culture, 
On the other hand, the decay kinetics for enzyme production can be described by 
Equation (5.26b). Since the pmbability of plasmid l o s  @) is maiiy srnaii, Equation 
(5.26b) may be simpMed as the following: 
p = exp(-pW = P, exp(7, t )  (5.28) 
wherey,is a fint-order decay rate constant for enzyme production. Equation (5.28) 
shows that iike the concentration of plasmid-bearing cells, the decay of enzyme 
concentration &O follows tint-onier kinetics. From Equations (5.24b) and (5.28), it is 
interesthg to note that, theoretically, the enzyme concentration decay rate constant (v) is
the same as the plasmid l o s  constant ( k f )  at a fixed dilution rate, that is: 
y, =k, =PD 
h order to test the pmposed models for the plasmid los  and enzyme production 
decay kinetics, continuou suspension cultures were perfomed in the airiift bioreactor at 
different dilution rates. As shown in Figure 5.8. both plasmid-karing celi and enzyme 
concentration followed an exponentiai decay pattern, which agrees well with Equations 
(5.24b) ana (5.28). Apparent hm-order decay constants for dinerent dilution rates are 
üsted in Table 5.3. As shown in Table 5.3, the apparent kinetic constants for plasmid loss 
and enzyme pmdutim decay decreved with hcreasing dilution rate. The results are 
consistent with Equation (5.29); the fim-order üecay constants are expected to be directiy 
proportional to the dilution rate. The probabiiity of plasmid loss (p) due to structurai 
instability andfor segregational instability is an important parameter in studying recombi- 
Ttme (hrs) 
1 a Enzyme A Phsrnid-Bearing Cells 1 
Figure 5.8. Reiationship between Pldd-Bearing Ceiî Concentration and 
Glucoamylase Concentration in Continuoiis Suspension Culture of Reeombimt 
Yeast Strain C4WpGAC9. 
nant ceiI kinetics. The values of the plasmid l o s  probability for different dilution rates 
can be calculated using Equation (5.29) based on the first-order dacay rate constants 
detemined by the experhenn The estimated values of p at different situations are kted 
in Table 5.3. It can be seen that the pmbability of plasmid 10s is nearly constant for aii 
dilution rates t-sted. The assumption of a constant probability of plasmid l o s  is proved. 
According to Equation (5.29), the first-order plasmid 10s constants (kf) should be 
the same as the fmt-order enzyme production decay constants (v). But the results in 
Table 5.3 shows that the observed values of v an higher than those of kfi This may be 
expiained by the foiiowing reasons. Fust, during culture the plasmids might have ken 
losing a part or the whole giucoamylase gene by deletion wNe ntaining the LEU2 gene. 
It was also possible that the expression of glucoamylase m e d  off in order to reduce the 
metabolic loiid. Furthexmore, an integration of the LEU2 gene encoded on the piasmid 
into the host chromosome might occur as a result of homologous recombination event 
(Kuriyama et ai., 1992) since the host ceil was a LEU2 auxotrophic stmin. in the above 
cases, the resulted ceik were capable of Ieucine synthesis without producing 
giucoamylase. Such ceUs showed positive results in plasmid detetion since the YNB 
selective medium used for measuring the fraction of the plasmid-bearing c d i  imposes onïy 
one selection pressun which is based on the Ieucine gene ( L m )  inserted in the piasmid. 
Finally, the piasmid copy number might have been decnasing with increasing culture time 
due to uneven partition benHeen mother and daughter ceh. For the 2 pm based yeast 
plasmid (Yep), the copy number per ceil unially ranges h m  5 to 40 (Caunt et al., 1988). 
It may take several generations for p lasmid-mg cells to lose ail plasmids Overaii, the 
plasmid copy number may demase d u ~ g  cuiture. The cells with lower copy number di 
show positive result in p h n i d  detection but produce less glucoamyiase. Becapse of the 
above reasow, the enyme production may decay faster than the piasrnid-bearing ceii 
concentration. 
According to Equation (5.29). the probabïiity of plasmid 105s @) can ako be 
estirnated based on the tim-order decay constants of the enzyme production (%). Table 
5.3 shows that such calculated values of p are higher than the correspondhg estirnated 
values of p based on fim-order plasmid los  constants (RI). This is because the former 
include both the segregational and stn~cmral instability, as dimissed in the iast section. 
Table 5.3. First-Order Plamid Los and Enzyme Decay Constants in Continuous 
Suspension Culture of Recombinant Yeast Strain C4WpGAC9. 
D (h-') 
Measund kf (h") 
p (dimensiodess) based on kl 
0.05 
0.0026 
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CBAPI'ER 6 
IMMOBILIZED RECOMBINANT YEAST CULTURE 
6.1. Introduction 
Through the experimental nsults and modeUing discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, a better 
understanding of the nature of the recombinant yeast was obtained. In the foilowing 
sections, effects of immobilization on the behaviow of the recombinant yeast wiU be 
addressed. 
Use of i m m o ~ o n  as an alternative method for maintaining genetic stability 
under nonselective conditions has k n  examined (Kwnar and Schugerl. 1990). Enhanced 
genetic stability and productivity of recombinant products were observed in both 
immobiiized recombinant E. coli and recombinant S. cerevisiae. However, a general 
explanation for the enhancement û stül lacking. In this work, a novel immobüiIed-cell- 
film airlift bioreactor (See Figure 3.1.) is developed by employing Cotton cloth sheets to 
immobiiize yeast ce& by amchment The performance of the immobilized-ceI-nIm 
bionactor is compared with the comsponduig fiex celi system in both continuons and 
repeated batch culture modes to evaluate the efnciency and feasibüiPy of the proposed 
bionactor. A mathematical mode1 is developed to describe the plasmid loss and enzyme 
production decay kinetics m the immobillled c d  system. A general explanation for the 
enhancement by irnmobilization is sought It is the intent of this work to gain a betw 
understanding of the nature of the immobiüÿed recombinant yeast through experiments 
and modelling. 
6.2. Continuous Culture in XmmobiIizeà-Ceil Bioreactor 
62.1. Modd Development 
An idealised modei is w d  to characten.ize the Unmobiliwl cell system as jiiustrated in 
Figure 6.1. As shown in Figure 6.1, the i-d biofilm has a unifonn density of œUs 
attached to the support and a locally d o m  thickness with negiigible interna1 and 
extemal mas W e r  mistance. 'Ihese assurnptions may be justified for the present 
immobïiized-ceU-film airM bioreactor because of the thin biofilm ( les than 2.0 mm ) and 
suong hydmdynamic Nculation and mixing in the bioreactor. It is ako assumed that no 
growth merence between the plasrnid-bea~g and plasmid-frez cells ex&&, which was 
confimied for the present ncombinant yeast in previous studies. Under these 
assumptions, an identicai specific growth rate for both the biofïim and suspended plasmid- 
bearing and plamid-Eree c e h  in the immobilized-ceiî-fîim biore-r may be justified. The 
specific growth rate of the immobilized ceil system at a fïxed dilution rate is denoted as 
in the immobïiized-cetl-fi airlift bioreactor, ceils grow on the cloth film and are 
continuously detached into the medium due to hydrodynamic forces. It is unlüUely that 
additional free space wiU be avaiiable for re-entiy of the released œk onto the Wy- 
covend cloth surface again (Ghose, 1988). h u m i n g  a constant vaiue of plasmid l o s  
probability @), the change of plasmid-bearing cells in the biofilm cm be expressed as the 
net resuit of ceii growth in the bio- piasmid loss and ceIl defachment fkom the biofilrn: 
-= aY,' P ~ X ~ - P P ~ X ~ - ~ ~ X ~ = ( ~ - P P ~ - ~ ~ ) X ~  + 
df 
(6.1) 
htegrating Equation (6.1) gives the foilowing: 
X: = x,+ exp(pi - ppi - k,)t = x,+ -(-kit) (6-2) 
w here 
Li =-(pi -ppi -kdd)  
Similarly. the change in plasmid-fne ce& in the biofii.cn can be described as: 
A sum of Equations (6.1) and (6.4) yields: 
where Xi = X: + X; ,  denoting the total biofilm celI mas. Assuming that at steady state 
the total b i o f i  cefl mas remains constant during continiiuous culture, Equation (6.5) 
becomes: 
Equation (6.6) shows that at steady state, the ceil detachment rate constant (k&) equak to 
the specific growth rate of the biofilm (n). Substituthg Equation (6.6) into (6.3) gives 
the following: 
5 = pci (6.7) 
On the other hand. the net accumulation of fieeIy suspended plasmid-bearing œlls 
in the immobiiizedceli bioreactor can be descnbed by four processes: ceil growth in the 
medium, growth-related plasmid loss, cell detachment from the biofilm and cd wash-out. 
These processes cm be expnssed by the foDowing differentiai equation: 
dX+ 
- = ~ f X * - p ~ i X * + k , X , ' - D X +  
dl 
(a 
Substitu~g Equation (6.6) into Equation (6.8) and rearranging the resuït give the 
following: 
dX+ -= pi(X'+ X i + ) - p p f X + - D X +  
dt 
(6*9) 
SirniIarly, the net change of freely suspended plasmid-free d i s  in the immob~d-ceU  
bioreactor c m  be described as: 
Adding Equaaon (6.9) to (6.10) yields: 
where X = X* + X- , denoting the total suspended ceil concentration in the immobüized- 
ceii bioreactor. It was observeci that at steady state the total suspended cen concentration 
rernained constant duMg continuous cuitme (d#Ydt = O). thus Equation (6.11) becomes: 
p i ( X +  + Zn:)+ pi(X0 + X;) = DX* + DX' (6.12) 
From Equation (6.12) the following equations may be deduced: 
pi(X' +Xi+) = DX+ 
p i ( X - + X ; )  =DX- 
Substituting Equations (6.13) and (6.7) into Equation (6.9) gives: 
Integrating Equation (6.15) yields: 
x+ = Xlexp(-k,t) (6. 16) 
From Equation (6.2) and (6.16), it is interesthg to note that based on the ideaiized biafllm 
model, plasmid loss kinetics for both biofilm and suspended ceUs in the immobïiized ce11 
systern follow fust-order decay pattern with same decay rate constant in addition, 
rearranghg Equation (6.12) and substituting X = X+ + X- and Xi = X: + X; into it 
@va: 
Equation (6.17) can be used to estimate the specinc growth rate in the immobilized-cell 
system (b). 
Since glucoamylase formation is growth-wociated, a quasi-steady-state enzyme 
m a s  balance in the immobilized-ceU bioreactor cm be desaibed as following: 
DP = Yp,xpiX* + Y,,,,piXi+ (6.18) 
or 
Subs tituting Equations (6.2) and (6.16) into Equation (6.19) gives: 
Differentiating Equation (6.20) resuits in: 
Rearranghg Equation (6.21) and substituthg Equation (620) hto Equation (6.21) yields: 
Where yi is an enzyme concentration decay rate constant in the imrnobiikd ceii system. 
Equation (6.22) shows that the enzyme concentration decay rate constant (yi) is the same 
as the plasmid ~OSS con~tant (ki), that is: 
y, =k i  =ppi  (6.23) 
Substituting Equation (6.17) into (6.23) gives: 
V 
Comparing Equations (5.29) with (6.24). it is obvious that ht-order decay rate 
constants of immobilizedçeiï systems are always malier than those of correspondhg free 
ceii systems (k i  < k, and y i  <y,). In other words, the apparent plasmid loss and 






Figure 6.1. Schematic JXqmm of Ideaüzed Biomm. 
6.2.2. Continuous Fermentation with bobi i ized  CeUs 
Afkr the immobkition procedure descnid in Section 35.2, the immobilized-ceii-nlm airlift 
bioreactor was fikd wiih fresh YPG nonielectivc medmm d continuoos feeding was imtiated 
Unmediately. F i  6.2 shows typml resuits for a cont-uoas nm in the irnmobilized-ceIEfiim 
airM bioreaaor for the onginal amin at a dilution rate of 0.1 h". Glucose was completeiy 
consurned (Mo w 10 m a )  and ethanol achieved i maximum value after 12 hom. Afkr 36 
hours. the ethanol concentration barune constant around 4.6 g/L and the pH remained 
constant at pH = 5.0. Fne ceh in the medium W y  increasd and then reached a constant 
value of 5.40 g/L after 36 ho- nidkating steady-state. At steady-state, the cloth-bound ceii 
concentration was about 7.72 g/L (relative to the medium) or 5.43 mg/& (relative tu the 
cloth ma). which was simiiar to the remit (5 mg/m2) obtained by Joshi and Yarnazaki (19û4). 
Enyme collcentration m the t>ioreactor achieved its maximum Mhie after 36 h o m  and 
remained constant for about 30 hous before decrmsnig. The maximum enzyme concentration 
in the immobilizd all systern was 60% higher than tbat of the corzesponding k e  cd system. 
The d e c b  m the enzyme concenaatioa was due to plasniid loss rather than the htaùihy of 
the enzyme. The enzyri concentration would tend to reach a constant steady state value evui 
i€ the enzyme were unstabk In a d a n ,  batch cultures in stationary phare gave nearly 
constant enzyme mivity for 12 h o u  or more under gmwih conditions. No excraceiîular 
protearas that would adversely affect giucoamylase were found in suains of S. cerevisiae 
(Bilinski et al, 1990). 
Using the se-d süain, contmuous fermentation war, ah canied out in ixnmobilized- 
œil-hlm abairlift bioreactor. The typicai results were shown m Figure 6.3. The fmnfat ion tirne 
course with the selected suain was similar to that with the ongmal arain. However, with the 
seiected main the enzyme concentration doubied e n n  though the cell concentrations were 
nearly the same for both strains. As in fne suspension cube, the selected strain also showed 
better production performance than the ongllial arain in the irmnobiljzed ceil system. 
As controls, continuous fk suspension cultuns were pe~orrned in the airlift 
bioreactor (without the Cotton cages) in order to make a cornparison between l5e-e ceQ and 
immobïktbn systems. The cnlture medium and condaions were exactiy the same as m the 
immobilized-çeil-film bioreactor. Cornparison of the enzyme cormcentrations between the fiee 
and immobilized cell systems for both the ongiaal and selecDed mains are presented m Fignrc 
6.4. As show in Figwe 6.4, the e n y m  concentration in the immobilizedd s y s m  was 
higher and deched much slower than the correspoading fke suspension culture. Loss of 
the recombinant protein expression (glucoamylase) was signincantly reduced in the 
immobilized c d  system Thug enhanad pmductivity and stabùity in production of the 
recombinant protein was achkved m the immoùibed-ceII-olm airfift bioreactor. 
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Figure 6.2. Continuous Recombinant Yeast Fermentation in Imxnobilki-Ceü-FElm 
Biomctor Ushg Oiiginel SIraln Temperatme = JO O C ,  Aeon rate = 1.0 V W ,  
Dihitioü rate = 0.1 h", Go = 20.0 g/L. 
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The more stable giucoamyiase production in the immobilaed cd system is  podbly 
the raiait of retention of a lrigher proportion of phnid-bearing celis m the immobilization 
maaix. The hypothesis is that the attacheci yeast nhn behaves as a piasmid-bearing cd 
reswoir and continuously gwerate plasnid-bearmg ceiis. This observation is consistent wÎth 
the occurrence of higherfkthns of plasrnid-bearing cclls in the medium h m  the immobikd 
ceil systern Figure 6.5 shows that the W o n  of the piasmid-bearing cellr in the eftluent of the 
imrnobilized ceîi system was hher and decreased relatively more slowly than that of the f?ee 
ceii suspension Although we were unabie to follow the W o n  of plasniid-behg anached 
cells due to sampling di&uIty, the data presented in Figure 65 provides a strong indication 
that the imrnobikd celis maintained a higher proportion of plasnid-karing ceDs for a longer 
time. The lower decay nite m enzyrne concentration in the i m m o W  celï system funher 
supports this vkw. The e f b  of hobifizatiDn on plasmid stability win be discussed fllrther in 
Section 6.2.3. 
The iiee ceiI concentrations in both the fke and immobilaed cell systems were nearly 
the same at steady state (Figures 6.6). Both biom and fke ceil growths conmbute to the 
free ceii mas in the immobiüzed c d  systern Besides the !k œR mas,  the cloth-bound ce8 
mass was aiso present in the immobiüzedd-fiIm bioreactor. -fore, the total ceII 
concentraton m the immobilized cell systern was much highu than that of fite ceil system. 
Owaa the higher œii conxntration plus highr fiaaion of piasmid bearing ce& were 
~ponsible for the substantially higher enzyme coacentratiOn obtaiiied in the immobilized œJi 
system  grire ire 6.3- 
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Figure 6.4- Cornparison of Enzyme Concentrations betcneea F'ree and Irrmiobiozed Ceii 
System for Original and Seleded Sûaîns (Temperattue = JO O C ,  Aeration Rate = 1.0 
VVM, Dilution Rate = 0.1 KI, Go = 20.0 gn). 
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Figure 6.5. Coinparison of Piamid-Beadng CeO Fractions in Muent of F'ree and 
Immobüized Cell Systems (Seleded Strain; Tempemm = 30 O C ,  Aeraiion Rate = 1.0 
VVM, Dilution Rate = 0.1 wl, Go = 20.0 gL). 
F i  6.6. Cornparison of Fnx Cd Mars between F m  a d  Immobümd Cd Systems 
(Onginai Süain; Tanpuarore = 30 OC, Aeration Rate = 1.0 WM, Dlntion Rate = 0.1 ho', GO 
= 20.0 g/L). 
6.2.3. E f f e  of lmmobilizab'on on Assniid L a s  and E~~zyme Muctivity 
The effects of Unmobilization on plasmid l o s  and enzyme production at different dilution 
rates are shown in Figure 6.7 (D = 0.10 h") and Figure 6.8 (D = 0.20 h-'). From the 
nearly linear comlation it is evident that both the piasmid-bearing ceil concentration (in 
medium) and enzyme concentration in the immobilized-ceIl system can be appronimated 
by kt-order decay kinetics, which is in good agreement with the mathematicai 
description given in Section 6.2.1. Based on the ideaüzed biofilm model. Equations (6.2). 
(6.15) and (6.22) have been derived for desuibing the plasmid loss and enzyme 
production decay kinetics in the imrnobkd ceU system. Equauons (6.2). (6.15) and 
(6.22) show that piasmid l o s  (for both biofilm and suspended ce&) and enzyme 
production decay foliow fïrst-order kinetia with same decay rate. The established 
reiationships rnay pmvide a useful way to examine plasmid lo s  kinetics in bionlm since it 
is usually difficult to foilow the fnction of the plasmid-bearing cells in the bioNm directly. 
The measured fust-order decay constants in the immobilized cell system are Wd 
in Table 6.1. Comparing Table 6.1 with Table 5.3, we see rhat the first-order plasmid loss 
md enzyme production decay constants of the immobilized cell system were l e s  than half 
of those of the corresponding fiee system at different dilution rates. Thus, the apparent 
genetic instability of the recombinant yeast was signifîcantly reduced in the irnmobkd 
cell system. The hding of improved genetic stability by immobilizaton is consistent with the 
literature on recombinant protein expression in both fulnires of recombinant E mii (De Taxis 
du Poet et ai, 1986; De Taxis du Poet et ai., 1987; N;isri et al. 1987; and 
. - 
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Fipure 6.7. Cornparison of Plasmid Loss and Glucoamylase Production between Free 
and Immobüized Ceil Systems at Dihition rate = 0.1 h". (Sel- Strain., Temperature 
= 30 O C ,  Aeration Rate = 1.0 WM, Go = 20.0 @). 
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Fgure 6.8. Cornparison of Plasinid Loss and Glucoamylase Production between Free 
and Immobiiized Cd Systems at Dilution rate = 0.2 Ki. (Selected Strain; Temperature 
= 30 OC, Aeration Rate = 1.0 VVM, Ga = 20.0 fi). 
Nasi et ai.. 1988) and recombinant S. cerevisiae (Sode et aL, 1988; Wak and Gainer, 1989; 
Yang and Shu, 1996). However. a g e n d  exptanation for the above improved plasmid 
staw is stin lacking. The proposed model may help us to undentand the stabiünng 
mechanism. As derived in the model development section, the &t-onier decay constants 
of the irnmobiüzed ce11 system cm be dexribed by Equation (6.24) as shown below: 
while the fmt-order decay constants of the comsponding free ce11 system can be 
expressed as Equation (5.29) as shown below: 
y, = k, = pD 
Compuuig Equations (5.29) with (6.24). ir is seen that the decay constants of the 
immobilized ceU system are always less than those of the conesponding free cell sysrem as 
long as the bionlm is existing in the bioreactor ( Xi > O ). Further analysis shows that the 
reduced apparent decay constant is due to a reduced specific gowth nte in the 
immobilized ceIl system. According to Equations (5.17) (p = D )  and (6.17) 
DX ). the specific p w t h  rate of the immobihd cells is aiways lower than thrt ( P i  =x+xi
of the correspondhg frce ceUs at s m e  dilution rate. Equation (6.24) &O shows that the 
apparent decay constants decrease with increasing biofilm concentration but inc~ase  with 
uicreasing dilution rate because of the changes in the specific growth rate. These 
observations are confirmed by the experimental results kted in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. Measured and Predicted First-Order Decay Constants in hmoblued 
Cell Systems at Different Düution Rates. 
xi Cc) 
Predicted p, (h") 
'~easured ki (h") 
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It was reponed that segegaaonal plasmid instability increases with increasing 
specific growth rate in culture of recombinant yeast in nonselective medium (Hardjito et 
al.. 1993; hpoolsup et al., 1989b). Sirnilar 'observation c m  be made for the present 
raornbimnt stmin (Figure 5.8): the more the cells &5cie, the more &&y they lose plasmi& 
Therefore. an reduced specific growth may be responsible for the improved apparent 
plasmid stability in an immobilized celï system. Assuming an identicai pmbability of 
plasmid loss for both free and irnmobilizd ceD systems, the apparent fmt-order decay 




0.004 1 0.0090 
estimated by using Equation (6.24) and the values of p obtained in the correspondhg Gee 
celi system. Table 6.1 shows that a reasonable agnement between the predicted and 
measund fint-order decay constants was achieved It is ako noted h m  Table 6. L that 
the predicted decay constant is l e s  than the cornpondhg measured one. This is because 
the iUXId immobilized celi system may deviate fimm the assurned idealized bionlm mode!. 
nius. in the present case the reduced specific growth rate alone is adequate to explain the 
enhanced apparent stability in the immobilized ceU system. 
Equation (6.24) also shows that the apparent decay constants are directly 
proponiond to the probabiüty of plasmid loss. In genenl. enhmced plasmid stability by 
Unrnobilization may be also due to a reduced pmbability of plasmid loss. The pmbability 
of plasmid loss in irnmobilized celi system may be reduced due to increased plasrnid copy 
number. close contact, the effects of compartmentiilization and mas uansfer. It was 
found that the copy number of the plasmid increased with decreasing specinc growth rate 
(Sayadi et al. 1987; Bentiey and Kompah, 1989). Since the immobilized ceüs gow slower, an 
increased plasmid copy number could be another reason for the inneased pbmid stability in 
imrnobiikd ce11 systems. There is also some evidence that budding of imrnobilized ceik may 
be delayed w h k  decoupled DNA repiication and polysaccharide synthesis continue (Ghose, 
1988). Additional DNA replication wilî change the gene b e l  of the o & F p ~ g  of the 
Unmobilized celis. in the case of the immobilized recombinant cells, the delay of the budding 
combined with con~uing p W d  DNA nplication would result in increased plasmid copy 
number and ensure that the offkpring ceiis would be more likely to bear plasmids. Fuiany, the 
close contact of immobikd ceiis may fkibte the unbiased partition of plasmids between 
mother and daughter cells during ce1 division. Therefore, segregational plasniid 10s is iess 
likely to happen in the imrnobilized ceil system. 
The proposed mode1 successfuIly describes the experimental results and provides 
useful infornation for better understanding the stabilizing rnechanism of the immobilized 
recorn binant cells. It may be concluded that s reduced specific growth rate coupled with 
an increased plasmid copy number is a general explanation for the enhuiced apparent 
plasrnid stability in an irnmobilized cell system. 
6.2-4. Efféct of Feeding Glucase Concentration 
Using M o u s  inlet glucose feed concentrations (Go), continuous fermentation experiments 
were also perfomed in the immobiüzed-cell-film bioreactor at dilution rate O. 1 h-'. Figure 6.9 
is a cornparison of giucoamylase concentration between the fke and immo b i k d  ceil system rt 
a feed glucose concentration Go = 10 gL. Again higher enzyme concentration and slower 
decay rate of emyme production were observed wiih the immobilized cell system. The 
enhanced effect of immobilitation on enzyme production was further connmied. 
The etfect of the glucose fwd concentration on the emyme production in the 
irnrnobilized ceil system is shown in Figure 6.10. As expected, the enzyme concentrations 
inneased with inmashg glucose concentrations since higher ce1 concentrations was obtained 
at higher giucose concentration ( see Figure 6.1 l and Table 6 2  ). Neariy panllel lines are 
[ a  lmmobilked System O Free System 1 
Figure 6.9. Cornparison of Glucoamylase Concentration behoem Free and Immobilized 
Cd System at Gluaae Feed Concenhation (Go) = 10 fi and Düution Rate = 0.1 h". 
(Selected Strain' Temperature = 30 O C ,  Aeration Rate = 1.0 ml). 
obsemd in Figure 6.10, indicating that the decay rates of the enzyme production at différent 
feeding glucose concentrations were nearly identid As l&d in Table 6.2 the fim-order 
enzyme production decay c o ~ t s  predined by the proposed mode1 (Equation 6.24) are fairly 
close to the measured ones. The e f k  of the kding glucose concentration could also be 
described by the proposed modeL 
Table 6.2. Measured and Predicted Fint-Order Decay Constants in Imrnobüized 
Cell Systems at Different Feed Glucose Concentrations. 
Figure 6.1 1 shows that ethanol concentration decreased with decreasulg feed glucose 
concentration. When the feed glucose concentration was q u a i  to 5 g/L the ethanol 
concentration was nearly zero; glucose was completely oxïdized by -yeast v;i the glucose 
Predicted p, (a') 
Measured yi (h") 










oxidation pathway. W~th increasing féeding glucose concenuation, glucose flux became too 
large for the ceus olùdative capacity to handk and exass glucose was femwted to ethanoL 
At the féed glucose concentration Ga = 20 a large fiaction of glucose was convened to 
ethanol due to the Crabuee e&t: although the enzyme concentration in the bioreactor was the 
highest, the enzyme yield based on total glucose consumed was the lowest From this point of 
vkw, IO g/L was k optimum feed giucose concentration in continuous fermentation with the 
ünmobilized cell bioreactor. 
O 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Time (hrs) 
Figure 6.10. Effeet of Glucose Feed Concentration (Go) on Enzyme Production in 
Immobiüpd Ce0 System at Dilution Rate = 0.1 ho'. (Selected Stiall>, Temperature = 30 
OC, Aeration Rate = 1.0 VVM) 
O 50 100 150 200 250 300 
Tirne (hrs) 
Figure 6.1 1. Effkct of Gluaise Feed Concentration (Go) on Free C d  Mass and Eîhand 
Concentration in b b ü i z e d  Cell System at Dilution Rate = 0.1 h". (Selected Strain; 
Tempexatwe = 30 O C ,  Aeraüon Rate = 1.0 VVM) 
6.3. Repeated Batch Fermentation in lnunobih'zed-CeIl BioreactOr 
By using yeast film as resident inocuiurn, repeated batch fermentations were perfonned in 
the immobilizedceil-frlm airiift bioreactor to further investigate the effect of 
immobilization. nie detailed proceduns for the repeated batch fementation was 
described in Section 3.5.4. Resuits for two repeated batch fermentation experiments are 
shown in Figure 6.12. Good reproducibiiity was obtained between the two experiment 
mns. Each batch Iasted 24 hours and the immobiiized-ceU bioreactor was run for two 
weeks (14 batches). Over the two week period of fermentation, both the fraction of 
piasmid-beuing celk and enzyme concentrations were nearly constant Stable enzyme 
production performance was achieved. h contrast, in free suspension repeated batch 
fermentations significant plasmid loss and enzyme production decay were observed. As 
show in figure 6.13. both the fraction of plasmid-bearing cells and enzyme concentration 
decreased over the culture penod. 
Although the continuous studies showed thot the plasmid l o s  and the decg of the 
enzyme production were reduced in the imrnobilïzed ceii system. the instability stül 
occurred (see Figures 6.7 and 6.8). By openring the immobüised-ceil-fi bioreactor in 
repeated batch mode, the stabiiity of the recombinant yeast w u  further irnproved. This is 
the result of maintahhg a higher proportion of plasmid-beaîng celis Vi the immobiüzation 
matrix. As discussed in the Section 6.2.3, the yeast 61m could be a dynamic reserve of 
highly concentrated plamid-bearîng ceUs having a high plaunid copy nurnber and Iess 
sebmgarionai instability, therefore providing for an enhanced gertetic stability. In the 
repeated batch fermentations, the femented culture was cornpletely separated h m  the 
y a t  nIm which was retained in the Uomobüized œii bioreactor at the end of each batch 
fermentation. Evidentiy, the 6im retained nearly constant proportion of plasnid-bearing 
cells. This proportion of plasrnid-bearing cells was equai to or higher than the proportion 
in the liquid suspension. The free plasmid-bearing ceiis generated from the yeast film were 
uniikely to lose plasmids due to the short culture penod. In continuou culture, however, 
because of the longer culture penod. the fke cells continuously divided for many 
genentions and tended to lose the plasrnids. Gnduaüy. the population of plasmid-free 
celis increased with the culture Ume. causing lower recombinant pmtein production. 
Use of the microbial tilms as mident inocula make it easy io opente repeated 
batch fermentations in the proposed imrnobilized cell bioreactor. In commercial 
fermentations, batch operation is usudiy preferred. Cienedy, a seed culture must be 
prepared in 2 to 3 stages of increasing volume before starting a main batch fermentation. 
A part of the old fermented culture may be used as an inoculum to repeat a batch 
fennentation at the expense of a reduced product yield. But the fermented culture often 
contains toxic substances which inhibit the growth of the microorganisms and the 
production of the desired products. The hmested cells may be &O used to inoculate the 
batch fermentation. However, harvest and readdition of cells nise the cost of 
fermentation and increase the risk of contamination. Genetic instabüity could be another 
senous problem associating with Uee suspension repeated fermentations. Lking the 
proposed immobilized ce11 bioreactor cm overcorne di the above pmblems. 
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Figure 6.12. R d t s  for Two Repeated Batch Fermentation Experimenb in 
hmobüaed-Ceil-F'üm Airiift Bioreartor. (Mected Sûdn; Temperature = 30 O C ,  
Aeration Rate = 1.0 W I ,  Each Batdi Lasted 24 hours). 
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6.4. Advantages of Proposeci Immobilized Ceii Bioreactor 
Using the mode1 recombinant yeast, good performance in production of the recombinant 
protein was achieved with the novel design of an ixnmobilized-ceil-film airlift bioreactor. 
Due to its unique features, the proposed UrimobWd-celi bioreactor could offer the 
following advanmges: 
Suitable for uses of the soft. highly porous supporting materials such as Cotton cloth, 
polyurethane f o m  sheet and ceiiulosic sponge cloth for cell immobilization. The 
irnmobilization pmcedure is simple, convenient and efficient 
Substrate channeiling, dead zone. bed blockage, Ca buiid-up and mas transfer 
hitation. which are iikely to happen in a packed-bed immobilized ceil bioreactor. can 
be avoided. 
Good openting performance and enhanced Liquid-solid mas nansfer are achieved 
because of a relatively high iiquid-sotid slip velocity. Three-phase slurry airiift 
bioreactors are not suitable for the soft and porous supporting materiais due to their 
low density. Even after loading with biomass, they still have a density close to chat of 
the continuous liquid phase. While the irnrnobilizedîeil particles ckulating through 
the slurry airiift bioreactor, they tend to block the downcorner if the particle loading 
increases to certain level. in addition. liquid-solid m a s  m s f e r  Iimitation may occur 
in the slurry bioreactor due to a Iow iiquid-solid velocity. 
Reduction of pnetic instability of recombinant cells due to immobilization c m  be 
achieved. 
Hirh ceU concentntion and gene ~roduct ~roductivitv can be reaiized. 
6) Suitable for repeated-batch and continuous operations for longer periods of t h e .  
7) The system offen enhanced operating efficiency and bener economics. 
With di these advantages, iü potential use in commercial cultivation of recombinant or 
non-recombinant ce& is promising. 
CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
7.1. Conclusions 
Fundamental engineering studies were carried out on protein production by f ~ e  
suspension and immobilized celis of a recombinant yeasL S. cerevisiae C4681pGAC9. 
Baszd on the results obtained. the foiiowing conclusions may be dnwn. 
1. Batch culture studies indicated that in the YPG nonselective medium, the recombinant 
yeast undenuent diauxic growth and the recombinant protein production was growth- 
~ssociated. The recombinant protein yield (units of glucoamyiase. per gram cells) was 
correlated with specific growth me. The recombinant protein yield decreased with 
increasing specific growth rate. This is possibly due to an increased piasmid copy number 
or land an increase in DNA transcription efficiency as a result of the reduced S ~ ~ C  
growth rate. 
2. The importance of metabolic pathways in y e u t  with regard to recombinant protein 
formation was analyzed. Production of glucoamylase was shown to be associated with 
oxidative growths of the recombinant y m t  (both glucose and ethano1 oxidation 
pathways). In order to produce recombinant protein efficientiy the TCA cycle m u t  
function actively shce the T ' A  cycle provides the intemediates ~quired  for protein 
synthesis. At high glucose level, secretion of the recombinant protein was repressed 
because glucose fermentation dominated and most of the glucose was used for ethanol 
production due to the Crabtree effect. The Crabtree effect was induced by high glucose 
concentration in batch culture and high glucose flux in continuous culture. 
3. Results of the continuous culaires confimied the high instability of the model 
recombinant yeast in free suspension when growing in the YPG nonselective medium. 
The changes in the fraction of phmid-bedng cells and glucoamylase activity followed an 
exponentid decay pattern. Expressed as a function of time, the decay ntes of both the 
plasmid-bearing ceii fraction and glucoamylase expression increased with increâsing 
dilution ntes. IT expressed as a function of ceil generations, the decay ntes were nearly 
constant over the dilution ntes tested. A novel method is proposed to evaluate the 
instability panmeters p*, p* and p. The results indicated that the growth rate difference 
between plasrnid-beaing and plasmid-free cells was negligible. This was probably due to 
the low copy number of the 2 pm based yeast shunle vector. Thus, the contribution of 
preferential growth to apparent plasmid h ~ b i l i t y  was negligible. The estimated values of 
probability of plamid l o s  @ = 0.05) were nearly constant at different dilution ntes. No 
signifcant effect of growth rates on plasmid instabüity was observed. When the model 
recombinant yeast was cultured continuously in the YNB selective medium, no apparent 
plasmid l o s  was observed. However, the giucoamylase production stiü declined d u ~ g  
the culture period. The decoupling between the plasmid Ioss and enzyme production in 
the seleetive medium was atuibuted to the smctural instability. 
4. increased enzyme production was achieved in the airlift bioreactor compared to the 
stirred-tank bioreactor. Higher glucoamylase productivity (70 %) was obtained in batch 
cultures. in continuous suspension culture, it was also show that the enzyme production 
decreased more rapidly in the stined-tank bioreactor because plasmid loss was faster than 
in the airW bioreactor. This was possibly due to the vigorous fluid movement and wide 
variation of shear forces caused by agitation. Airüft bioreacton provide more uniform 
h ydmdynarnic and mas transfer c haracteristics. Double selection pressure was used to 
select and maintah the recombinant strain. The selected strain showed better production 
performance than the original suah in both airlift and stured-tank bioreactors. 
5. Based on this work and the iitenture, a semi-senrctwed metabolic model was 
developed for describing ceii growth. subsuate consumption. ethanol formation and 
utilization, plasmid loss and recombinant protein production of recombinant yeast By 
combining the Monod equation and segregational instabüity kinetics with the key 
chmcteristics in yeast metabolism, the proposed model has feamres of simpiicity and 
accuncy. The proposed model simulated the Crabtree effect. diamic growth, plasmid l o s  
and recombinant protein production. The model contains 18 parameters which c m  be 
estimated fmm either experimentaI data or iiterature idormation. Most of the parameters 
are generd and suitable for different yeast recombinant saains. When the model was 
applied to the barch and continuous fermentations of the present recombinant yeast 
(C468/pGAC9), excellent agreement between mode1 predictions and experimentai results 
was achieved for giucose, ceil mas, ethanol, glucoamylase and fraction of plasmid-bearing 
cells. Tests of the proposed model were also carried out with pubüshed experimental data 
fmm independent researchers. The model successfuUy predicted the experimental data for 
different recombinant yeast strains The sirnplicity, feasibility, accuracy and generality of 
the model rnake it very usefi11 for designing, scaiing-up, controlling and optimizing 
recombinant yeast fermentation processes. 
6. An immobilized-cell-fi airlift bioreactor was developed for the recombinant yeast. 
The performance of the UNnobilized ceU system was compared with the corresponding 
free suspension ce11 system at different dilution ntes using the YPG nonselective medium. 
Enhanced enzyme pmductivity and production stability in the immobilized cell system 
were observed. Expenmental data indicated that the immobilized cells maintained a higher 
proportion of plasmid-bearing cells for longer penods under continuous opention. By 
opentinp the immobilized-celi-film bioreactor in repeated batch mode. the stability of the 
recombinant yeast was funher improved. ïhis is possibly the result of retention of a 
higher proponion of plasmici-karing cells in the immobilizûtion mauix. The attached 
yeast fürn behaved as a plasmid-bearing c d  reservoir and continuously generated plasmid- 
bearing cells. providing for enhanced apparent plasmid stability. 
7. A mathematical model was developed to describe plasmid loss and enzyme production 
Jecay kinetics in the bobilized recombinant yeast system based on ûn ideaiized biofilm 
model. Correlation between plasmid loss and enzyme production decay was estabüshed. 
The pmposed model successfully described the enhanced effects observed in the 
immobilized ceii systems. A geneml explanation for the reduced genetic uistability by 
imrnobilization was sought through the modelhg. The improved apparent stability in an 
immobilized ceii system may be explained by a reduced specific growth rate accompanying 
by an increased plasmid copy number. The modeiiing may help us to undentand the 
nature of the imrnobilized recombinant ceils and design better immobilized cell bioreactors. 
8. The imrnobiiized-ceH-füm airlift bioreactor appears to be pnctical and eficient Its 
advantages include the maintenance of gnetic stability, high cell concentration and cloned 
gene product productivity. suitability for repeated batch or continuous operations for long 
periods of tirne. stable reactor opention. enhanced opention efficiency and better 
economics. Its potential use in commercial cultivation of recombinant or non-recombinant 
celis is promising. 
7.2. Recommendations 
The foUowing further studies may be recommended regûrding the potential applications of 
the proposed mathematical models and the developed immobilized ceii bioreactor. 
1. in this work. batch and continuous cultures of the model recombinant yeast have been 
snidied. Examining fed-batch fermentation could be an intemting topic since fed-batch 
opention mode offers severai advantages (Parker and Seo. 1992). Effect of different 
feeding strategis on c d  growth. plasmid instability and recombinant protein production 
may be investigated. Test of the pmposed mode1 against the data obtained in fed-batch 
fermentations of recombinant yeast may be performed. 
2. Specific growth rate plays an important role in plasrnid loss and recombinant protein 
production. Plasmid copy number. which is a function of pnetic and environmentd 
factors. is one of the most imponant considerations in recombinant ce11 systems. It may be 
w f u l  to examine the relationship between plasmid copy number. promoter strength. 
specific growth rate. and recombinant protein yield. 
3. The proposed models may be further generalized by snidying more recombinant yeast 
suains. Based on the proposed model, an interface program could be developed for 
controlling and optimizing fermentation processes employing the recombinant yrasts. 
4. Both immobilization and cyciic fermentation systems wen shown to have an enhanced 
effecü on stability and productivity. More significant ef5ects rnay be expected by 
cornbining both immobilization and cyclic operation. Effects of cyclic shifts in 
temperature, dissolved oxygen, dilution rate, feed rate and subsüate concentration in an 
immobilued ceii system rnay be investigated. 
S. Application of the immobilized ceil bioreactor to other recombinant or non- 
recombinant cells rnay be recommended. Fermentations rnay be conducted on a pilot- 
plant scaie to asses~ the efficiency and feasibility of the bioreactor. Pmblems relating to 
d e - u p  should be exmined. 
6. in the immobilized-cell-füm airlift bioreactor, the Cotton cloth may be replaced by other 
soft and porous materials such as polyurethane foam sheets. ceUulosic sponge cloth etc. 
The comparative studies of ceU imrnobilization techniques would provide useful 
information for designing immobilized ceii bioreactors. 
APPENDIX A: PLASMID MAP FOR pGAC9 
e m  1 promatet 
ECO ai 
leu 2 
Figure A.1. An Illustration of Genetic Map for Piasmid pGAC9 (Nunberg et aI., 1988) 
APPENDIX B. MODELING OF IMMOBILIZATION SYSTEM 
UNDER MASS TRANSFER LIMITATION 
Internai Mass Transfer: 
with boundary condition: 
w here 
s is the iimiting subsuate concentration 
x is the distance from the centrefine 
D. is the effective diffusivity of the iimiting substrate 
Externd Mass Transfer: 
w here 
L is the film thickness 
ks is the solid-liquid m a s  tramfer coefticient 
Solving Eqs. (1). (2) and (3) gives the effectiveness factor (il ) as following Equation: 
w here 
where 
ks Bi (Biot number) = - 
De 
@ (Thiele number) = 
s e 
Assuming that the specific growth rate of the suspended cells in the immobilized-ce11 
system (in buk tiquid) is p . then the specific growth rate of the immobilized ceUs (cell 
füm) cm be demibed by p , = q ~ .  At steady s'tate dunng continuous culture, it cm 
shown that: 
Plasrnid l o s  rate constant for the suspended cells: 
Plasmid foss rate constant for the irnmobilized celis: 
(B. 10) 
When q -t I (an ideaked biofüm), Eqs. (B. 1 0) and (B. 1 1) are reduced to Eq. (6.24) as 
shown below: 
Under any mass m s f e r  limitation conditions. average plasmid l o s  rate constant in the 
immobilization system can be cdculated as: 
(B. 12) 
Comparing Eq. (B. 12) with Eq. (6.24), it cm be seen that the average phsrnid 10s rate 
constant is the same as the phsrnid Ioss rate constant by assuming an ideaüzed biofüm. 
APPENDK C. EFFECTS OF INITIAL GLUCOSE 
CONCENTRATION IN BATCH CULTURE 
The proposed mode1 was used to simulate the effecu of initiai glucose concentrations on 
residud glucose. ce11 mas. ethanol. glucoamylase and fraction of phsrnid-bearing cells in 
batch culture. The simulated results are show in Figures Cl. C2. C3. C4. and C5. 
Glucoam y lase concentrations are predicted to increase with increasing initial glucose 
concentrations; but fermentation time and plamid l o s  are not signifcantly different at 
different initial glucose concentrations. Using a high initial glucose concentration should 
facilitate the pmductivity of recombinant protein. However. ethano1 concentration 
increases with increasing initial glucose concentration (Figure C3). Increased ethanol 
concentrations cm cause a reduction in yeast growth nie and Mabüity (Berry and Brown. 
1987). especidly when ethanol concentrations exceed 20 g/L (Roostaazad. 1993). 
Therefore. too high initial glucose concentration will have an adverse effect on the 
fermentation of recombinant yeast. A suitable initial glucose concentration may nnge 
h m  20 to 40 g/L. 
Figure C.I. Effect of initial Glucose Concentration on Residual Glucose in Batch 
Culture. 
Figure C.2. Effect of Initial Glucose Concentration on Total Ce11 Concentration in 
Batch Culture. 
Figure C.3. Effect of Initial Glucose Concentration on Ethanol Concentration in 
Batch Culture. 
Figure C.4 Effect of Initial Glucose Concentration on Glucoamylase Concentration 
in Batch Culture. 
O 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Tirne (hrs) 
Figure C.S. Effect of initial Glucose Concentration on Fraction of Plasmid-Bedng 
in Batch Culture. 
APPENDLX D. COMPARISON OF ORIGINAL AND SELECTED 
STRAINS IN SHAKE FLASK EXPERIMENTS 
Table D.1. Comparison of Cell and Enzyme Concentrations between Original and 
Selected Strains in Shake Flask Experimenîs (YPG medium. T=30 OC, RPM=2SO 
and GO= 20.0 &). 
1 1 Original Shin 1 Selected Strain 
Table D.2. Comparison of Specific Enzyme Activity (unitdg ceIl) between Original 
and Selected Strains in Shake Flask Experirnents (YPG medium, T=30 T, 
RPM350 and Ge 20.0 fi). 






























































APPENDIX E. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION DATA 
P 1. Batch Fermentation with Recombinant Y e s t  C46WpGAC9 
E1.1. Simulation Data 
(continue) 




(con h u e )  
(continue) 
E. 12. Experimental Data (present studies) 
E.2. Batch Fermentation with Recombinant Yeast AB103.YpYaEGF-25 
E.2.1. Simulation Data 
(continue) 
(continue) 


























































































E.3. Batch Fermentation with Recombinant Yeast SEY21021pRB58 
E.3.1. Simulation Data 
(continue) 
(continue) 





























































































































E.4. Continuous Suspension Culture with Recombinant Yeast C4WpGAC9 
E.4.1. Continuous Culture in Airlift Bioreactor (ALR) 
Run No: CALRl (Selected Strain, D = 0.05 KI) 
Run No: C A L E  (Selected Strain. D = 0.10 h") 
Run No: CALEU (Selected Strain, D = 0.20 Y') 
Run No: CALRJ (Selected Strain, D = 0.25 h*') 
Run No: CALR 5 (Original Suain, D = O. IO v') 
E.43. Continuous Culture in Stirred-Tank Bioreactor (STR) 
Run No: CSTR L (SeIected Stnin, D = 0.10 Y') 
Run No: CSTRZ (Selected Suain. D = 0.10 h-') 
Run No: CSTR3 (Selected Suain, D = 0.30 h*') 
Run No: CSTR4 (Original Stnin, D = 0.10 h-') 
E.4.3. Simulation Data (Effect of Dilution Rate) 
(continue) 
ES. Continuous Culture with Irnmobilized Recombinant Yeast C468lpGAC9 
Run No: CICRl (Original saain, D = O. LO h-') 
Run No: CICR2 (Selected Suain, D = 0.10 h*') 
Run No: CICW (Selected S M ,  D = 0.20 h") 
Run No: CiCR4 (Selected Suain, D = 0.10 h", Go = 10 g/L) 
Run No: CfCR4 (Selected Suain, D = 0.10 h". Go = 5.0 a) 
Eh. Repeated Batch Culture in hmobiiized Ce11 Bioreactor 
Run No: RICRl (Fit Run, 1 Batch = 24 hows) 
Run No: RICRI (Second Run, I Batch = 24 hours) 
APPENDIX F. C CODE FOR THE PROPOSED MODEL 
tloat Miu [(float g. float q, float t): 
fioat MiuZ(fioat g. float q, îloat t); 
float Miu3(float q, Roat e); 
tloat Miu(float g. float q. fioat e, float t); 
float Q(Boat g. float q, float t); 
float dQ(fioat g, float q, float t); 
float C l (float q, float t): 
float Cl(float q, noat t); 
float Findq (floar g, float q, float t); 
float Fg(float q, float x); 
float Fx(float g. float q. fioat e. ffoat x. float t); 
float Fxp(fioat g, float q, float e, float xp, float t): 
Boat Fe(floar g, float q. float e, float x, float t); 
tloat Fp(fIoat g. float q, float e, float xp, float t); 
fIoat L(float t): 
/* model pumeters */ 
static float Yxg 1 ; I*ceU yieid for glucose fenentation*/ 
static float YxgZ; /*cet1 yield for glucose oxidationV 
sratic float Yex: Pethuioi yield for fermentation pathwayi/ 
static tloat Yxe; /*ceIl yield for ethanol oxidation*l 
static float Ypx2: I*glucoamyIase yield for glucose oxidation pathway*l 
static float Ypx3; I*glucoarnyIase yield for ethano1 oxidation pathway*/ 
static float M 1 ; /*speQfic growth rate for glucose fermentation*/ 
static tloat M2: I*specific p w t h  rate for glucose oxidation*/ 
static float M3; /*specific growth rate for ethanol oxidation*l 
static float KI: /*saturation constant for glucose fementa~on*l 
static float K2; /*saturation constant for glucose oxidation*/ 
static float K3; /*saturation constant for ethanol oxidation*/ 
static float ka; /*first regulation constant for Cl */ 
static float kb; /*second regulation constant for C 1 */ 
static float kc; /*fint regulation constant for Q*/ 
static fioat kd; /*second reguhtion constant for C2*/ 
static Boat ppl; I*probability of plasrnid los*/ 
static float tlag; /*hg tirne*/ 
/* fermentation variables */ 
tloiit G. q, X. Xp. E. P: /* Glucose. Glucose flux. Toui biomass, Plasmid-beiuing cell. 
Ethanol. Glucoamylase */ 
Boat m 1. m2. m3. c 1. c2; 1* Specifc growth rates for glucose fermentation. glucose 
oxidation and ethanol oxidation. pacing enzyme pools for 
glucose fermentation and glucose oxidation */ 
float t, tfinal, delt: /* culture time, final culture time and time interval */ 
l* dummy variables in Runge-Kutta method */ 
tlmt t l.t2,t3. t4; 
t~oat g 1.82.83, g4; 
tloat q 1. q2,q3. q4; 
float x 1, x2, x3, x4; 
float xp 1. xp2, xp3. xp4; 
tloat e 1. e2. e3, e4; 
tloat p 1. p2, p3, p4: 
flont Fg 1. Fg2. Fg3. Fg4: 
tloat Fs 1. Fx2, Fx3, Fx4; 
Boat Fxp 1. Fxp2. Fxp3. Fxp4; 
float Fe 1, Fe2, Fe3, Fe4; 
float Fp 1, Fp2. Fp3. Fp4; 
fout 1=f0pen("rnodel.dat",~'write~): 
1* getting the parameters data*/ 
/* the initial data */ 
/* gening the fust terms in R-K method *! 
tl=t: 
'J 1=G: S 
FgI=Fg(ql. x l ) ;  
FxI=Fx(;I. q l .  e l .  x l .  t l ):  
Fxpl=Fxp(gl. ql. e l .  xpl. 11); 
FeI=Fe(gl. q l .  e l .  X I .  t l ) ;  
FpI=Fp(gl. q l .  e l .  xpl ,  il); 
I* gtting the second term in R-K method */ 
I* getting the third term in R-K method */ 
/* getting the founh term in R-K method */ 
I* determing the new values of the fermentation variables */ 
q=Fmdq(G, q. 0; 
rn l =Miu 1 (G, q. t); 
m3=Miu3(q. E): 
c lC ltq. t): 
c2=Cl(q. t): 
fprintf(fout 1 .'711%-6.4n1%-6.4fit 8-6.lfit %-6.4flt 49-6.4At %-64th %-6.4nt %-6.4nt 
%-6.4tIt %-6Afk %-6.4nt %-6.4f".f Ci. X. Xp, E. P. q, m 1. m2, m3. cl. c2): 
retum 0: 
1 
I* Glucose concentration dynamics */ 






/* CeIl concentration dynamics */ 
tloat Fx(float g. fioat q. float e. fioat x, float t) 
{ 
float fx: 
I*Plasrnid-bearing ceU concentration dynamics *I 
tloat Fxp(float g. float q, Boat e. float xp, float t) 
float fxp: 
&p=( 1 .O-ppl)*Miu(g, q, e. t)*xp; 
retum fxp; 
1 
/* Ethanol concentration dynamics */ 
tloat Fe(floar g. noat q, float e. float x, flou t) 
{ 
float fe; 
fe=Yex+Miu I(g, q. t)*x - Miu3(qT e)*xlYxe; 
return fe; 
1 
1* Glucoamylase concentration dynmics */ 
tloat Fp(îloat _o. tloat q. float r. float xp. float t) 
{ 
float fp; 
fp=Ypx2*Miu2(g, q. t)*xp + Ypx3*Miu3(q, e)*xp; 
remm fp: 
1 
IL Specific p w t h  ate  for glucose lermenrauon V 
float Miu 1 (float g, float q, float t) 
{ 
f oat miu I ; 
miu 1 =L(t)*M I *g/(K I Y)*(  1 .O+ka*q)l(kb+ka*q); 
return rniu 1 ; 
1 
/* Specific growth rate for glucose oxidation */ 
tloat Miu?(float g, float q, float t) 
{ 
float miu2; 
miu2=L(t) *M2*gl(K2+g)*( 1 .O+kc*q)/( 1 .O+kc*kd*q); 
return miu2: 
1 
I* Specific respiratory gmwth on ethanol */ 








/* Overai specific growth rate */ 
noat Miu(Roat g, Boat q, float e, tloat t) 
( 
tloat miu; 
miu=Miu 1(g. q. t)+Miu2(g. q. t)+Miu3(q, el; 
return miu: 
1 
I * Lag fuction L(t) */ 
tloat L(float t) 
{ 
tloat Lt; 
if (t 4 . 5 )  




/* Func tion C 1 */ 
îloat C l(float q. float t) 
{ 
tloat c 1 : 
c l =L(t)* ( 1 .O+ka*q)/(kb+ka*q); 
retum cl;  
1 
/* Function C2 */ 
float Cl(float q. float t) 
{ 
float c2; 
cZ=L(t)*( 1 .O+kc*q)/( 1 .O+kc*kd*q); 
retum c2: 
1 
/* The following functions are used for determing q by Newton rneihod */ 
/* Fonction Q=rniu 1 Nxg 1 +rniu?/Yxg?-q */ 
floar Q(t1oat 3. tloat q, float t) 
{ 
tloat Q; 
Q = Miu 1 (g. p. t)Nxg I + M i u Q ,  q, t)Nxg2 - q: 
return Q; 
/* Function dQ/dq *I 
Boat dQ(float g, float q. float t) 
{ 
float dQ; 
dQ =L(t)* MI *g/(KI+g)*(kri*kb- 
ka)* 1 .O/(kb+ka*q)* l.O/(kb+ka*q)Nxg I+L(t)*M2*@(=+g)*(k~- 
kc*kd)* l.0/(1 .O+kc*kdtq)* 1 .O/( 1 .O+kc*kd*q)Nx& 1 .O: 
retum dQ: 
/* Function Findq */ 
APPEMIM G. EXAMPLES OF MAPLE V CODE FOR SOLVING 
CONTINUOUS CULTURE MODEL 
zsolve ((a+b==. OS, o/0.12+b/0.48=q, a==.38*c*g/(Oo l 0+g),b=;025*$rcg/(OoOI+g), 
>H1+2s*q)W+25*q), d=(l+q)l(l+4*q), q==Uo95-0.05*g)lx), [a, b, c, d, q, g, 
>XI); 
w here 
a represents pi 
b represents CL.L 
c represents Cl 
d represents CI 
g represents G 
q represents q 
x represents X 
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